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CD-ROM

48x IDE CD-ROM drive (R4) 38.00
24x IDE CD-ROM drive 35.25

hard discs

10.2Gb IDE (R4) 80.00
20.0Gb IDE (R4) 85.00
30.0Gb IDE (R4) 90.00
40.0Gb IDE (R4) 100.00
60.0Gb IDE (R4) 155.00

monitors

15" (3 yrs on site warranty) 115.00
17" (3 yrs on site warranty) 150.00
19" (3 yrs on site warranty) 240.00
15" Colour LCD 450.00

speakers
160 Watt 23.50

340 Watt 29.38

680 Watt 43.48

800 Watt Subwooter System 58.75
Headphone/Microphone set 11.75

software

OvationPro 150.00

Site licence 300.00

HTMLPro 29.95

Site licence 49.95
DataPower2 175.08

up to 10 machines 407.73
OvationPro includes HTMLPro

RealSurf+
free .com domain

free .co.uk domain

free software
25Mb Webspace
Free .co.uk and .com domain name

Unlimited aliases to five POP box

Local rate internet access for five people
Full RISC OS Freephone Support
Monthly Access Statistics
Full Scripting facilities, PHP4, Perl, MySQL,

real ingenuity
(in-jen-new-it-ee)/7.

r

NTERPRETATFON »

There's a new RISCOS friendly
Internet Service Provider in town,
and we offer amazing services for

incredible prices!

extra 256MB RAM free

with every Omega!
That's right, turn the standard 64MB Omega into a 320MB killer

machine! All you need to do is place an official order with Real Ingenuity
for the new Microdigital Omega and provide us with a £500 deposit,
which will secure your Omega and an extra 256MB PC133 SDRAM

mdomega
Would you like one of the all
new. all singing, all dancing
RiSC OS 4 based machines,

designed to rock the market
in the biggest way since the
RiscPC launch of 1994?

• 287Mhz Intel StrongARM
• 20Gb HD, 52x CD-ROM
• 64Mb PC133 SDRAM

• Lightning 2D/3D graphics
• USB. Modern, PCI Sound

• RISC OS 4 + Software

£1199
inc VAT and delivery

KINETIC 70Mb' 10Gb-40xCD

Rise PC £1174
138Mb 30Gb 40xCD Internet £ 1 409

SA RiscPC 16Mb, 4Gb 939.00
SA RiscPC 16+2Mb. 40xCD, 4Gb 1033.00
SA RiscPC 32+2Mb. dvdCD, 8Gb 1092.00

md
Base, 16Mb £464

32Mb £ 72

64Mb £115

10Mb Network £ 21

56k Int. Modem £ 66

Pick your HD, CD
& extras from our

main list

Ifyou would like one of these
amazing new RISC OS 4
machines you can choose

your own parts from our list
and we'll build it for you!

The Mico Base includes Base

Unit, Floppy Drive, Keyboard,
Mouse, Fireworkz, Pipedream

+ extra software!
Mico Base will not be sold on its own

CDRW + Software £230

Ask for our

FREE

Internet Trial CD

free domain name with

our internet service!

56k External Modem

fL40 inc VAT

R-Comp Internet Suite,
inc WebsterXL and MessengerPro

inc VAT

We have many more packages
available, simply visit our ISP site

www.realingenuity.net
*ifpurchased with an Internet account

JSP, ASP. SSI.

ob

RealSurf
free .co.uk domain

free software
10Mb Webspace
Free .co.uk domain name

Unlimited aliases to one POP box

Local rate internet access

Full RISC OS Freephone Support

inc vat
per year

All prices correct going to press
E & OE © Real Ingenuity 2001

All products are supplied fully
guaranteed, but not on approval

per year

Please send cheques with order

Real Ingenuity Limited
Kable House

Amber Drive

Langley Mill
Nottingham. NG16 4BE

08000 191 242

Support 08700 119 120
www.realingenuity.com

Major Credit Cards Accepted

Small items £ 6

Medium £13

Anything else £23
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Out in the big bad world of
corporate computing the bubble has
burst. There was a time just four
years ago when computing was seen
as theultimate spend - noonewas
ever fired for buying a newer
computer.

But around the end of 1997 things
began to change. Disillusion was
setting in - after all, there is a point
beyond which the claim that "the
next computer will solve all your
problems" just wears thin, or wears
out completely.

Now Microsoft are well aware of

this fact, naturally they are hyper
sensitive since their sales are a direct

measure of the sale of desktop PCs.
They probably sported the trend
around mid-1998 and began to draw
their plans.

Which we see now, the new
licensing scheme that (a) cuts out one
of the distribution layers and (b)
increases the cost of owning and
using Microsoft products.

But they clearly missed the point -
cutting out a layer of the distribution
chain is fine (from a business
viewpoint) and will, in itself, increase
their profits.

However to increase the cost as

well and then try to pretend they
haven't, and claim they are doing
what the customers want?

Well, you can fool all of the people
some of the time ... but apparently
the marketing droids of Microsoft are
some people who have been
completely fooled by their own PR.

In the UK, at least, the big
corporate users are not impressed
and many are looking to see if there
are alternatives.

And there are.

www.acornuser.com September 2001
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RISC 05 compatible products for the new Millennium

RiscStation

.•;.-:• -'.el, ri.

SCORCHtER
The R7500 Scorcher from RiscStation

arrives with a quality CD ROM Reader/
ReWriterand media, providing a brilliant

CD mastering platform for home & business.

from £769 + Vat (£903.58) £29.52/monih
Twindeck base

from £799 +Vat (£938.82) £3().67/month I

From £499 +Vat (£586.33)
Over £500 worth of FREE SOFTWARE

K75IKI wild lo.Mli memory S 4<i Hard Urivc I
R7S00 base only £499 + Vat (£586.33) (£19.16)
IS" monitor system £599 + Vat (£703.83)i E22.99)
17" monitor system £639 + Vat (£762.58) (£24.53)
19" monitor system £699 + Vat (£880.08)i£26.83)

'Ihe enhanced k75uo Plus with 50ns 64MB/ \C).1G
Plus Base only £579 + Vat (£680.33) I£22.23)
Plus 15" system £679 + Vat (£797.83) (£26.lK>i
Plus 17" system £719 + Vat (£844.83)(£27.98)
Plus 19" system £779+Vat (£915.33)(£29,90)

**Addjust£20(+vat)to
R7500 Plus / Scorcher Tower

to include a ZiplOO Drive**

from £399 + Vat(£468.83) £15.32/monih

HD fr'm£449 +Vat (£527.57) £17.24/mth
50 mip Arm7500system with 16Mbmemory,
(HD version & Hard Drive), built in ZIP
drive supporl, Midi support, 3D sound, &
sampler, lObaseT port as standard, RISCOS
4 as standard. High speed serial, High speed
parallel, expandable to 256Mb memory &
hard drive / CD-ROM etc.

Backup Drives

Zip 100 IDE Inc media

Zip 250 IDE Inc media

Zip 250 parallel ext.

JAZ 2GB SCSI ext.

JAZ 2GB Parallel ext.

Orb 2.2 GB IDE

Otb 2.2 GB Parrallel

LS120 Media

Zip 100 Media

Zip 100 Media 5 pack

Zip 250 Media

Zip 250 Media 5 pack

£49.00

£85.00

£129.00

£235.00

£299.00

£165.00

£199.00

£4.00

£7.65

£34.03

£9.40

£45.00

£57.58

£99.87

£151.58

£276.12

£351.32

£193.87

£233 83

£4.70

£8.99

£39.99

£11.05

£52.87

RiscStation Portable

Taking pre-orders NOW
for the new portable

New Price to Be

announced

Updated specification to
be announced

RiscStation Palmtop

From only £143.83 +VAT

(£169.00 inc.VAT)
Basic Model £143.83 £169.00

With Plus Pack £169.36 £199.00

ClassRoom Pack (5) £725.00 £851.88
8 MB Machine with 1/2 VGA Screen

Built in WP, SS, Diary, Sketch, Jotter,
Spellchcck and Internet WWW and E-
mail s/w. Psion © Compatable.

Psion PalmTops

Series 5 MX

£319 +VAT

(£374.83!

•16MB memory
WP, SS. Diary.
Sketch. Jotter.

Spellchcck

Series 7

£595 + VAT

(£699.13)
•16MB memory

WP,SS. Diary.
Sketch. Jotter.

Spcllcheck

Complete Acorn A3020 (or A3000 if
required) Acorn HD systems inc

monitor£99.00 inc VAT (£85ex.vat)
A4000 and A5000 Systems also

available

Removable Drives

4GB IDE Pullman

4GB Parallel Pullman

4GB Pll Datasafe

10GB IDE Pullman

10GB P.llel Pullman

10GB P'llel Datasafe

20GB IDE Pullman

20GB P'llol Pullman

20G8 P'llel Dalasafe

650MB PD Media

750Mb Nomai

2 GB Jaz Media

2.2 GB ORB Media

£65.00

£125.00

£105.00

£85.00

£145.00

£125.00

£95.00

£155.00

£135.00

£19.00

£38.00

£68.00

£32.00

£76.37

£146.87

£123.37

£99.87

£170.37

£146.87

£111.62

£182.12

£158.62

£22.32

£44.65

£79.90

£37.60

0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or
LOW cost finance or leasing on all systems (from £5.30/week)
inc. peripherals, software & 2/3 vr optional warranties (min. deposit 1095 l

300Mhz Kinetic RPC
Litest AcornStrongArm scries machine

70MB, 10GB HD, 52xCD

from £935 + VAT (£1099) £34.51/month

Internet RPC 138MB, 30GB HD, 52xCD

£1,199 + VAT (£41.42 /month)
(includes internet pack)

Acorn A7000 series

Classic R03.7 / no CD £449.00

Classic R03.7 24x CD £499.00

OdysseyNet R03.7

Odyssey Net RO4.0

Odyssey CD

Odyssey Primary

Odyssey Secondary

Odyssey Surf
.\h,.., orteadoim

£499.00

£449.00

£549.00

£599.00

£599.00

£599.00
. lade mm

(£527.58) (£17.24)

(£586.33) (£l'». Ibi

(£468.82)(£19.16)

(£527.58) (£17.241

(£645.08) (£21.07)

(£703.83) (£22.991

(£703.83) (£22.99)

(£703.83)iL22.'«)>

lion please we list

Refurbished Acorn 710

Bases from £199 + VAT
Systems with New 15" Monitor

from £290 + VAT.

Kinetic (64MB) upgrades
New SA upgrade using SDRAM

Processor card (inc R04) £399.00 (£468.82)

Trade-Up 1(from SA & R04) £299.00 (£351.32)
Trade-Up 2 (from R04 only) £349.00 (£410.07)
Trade-Up 2 (from SA & RO3.7)£349.00 (£410.07)

128MBventon extra C69.00(£31.08)

RISC OS 4

only £99 inc vat

MP3 CD Player
Plays back

ordinary audio
CDs, CD-R and

MP3CDs (which

can hold 160-200

MP3 tracks each).

Ideal with

CD-ROM

Writers

only £69.00 exc. VAT
(£81.08 inc.)

MicroDigital Omega

Available soon the new

RISCOS desktop
From£999.00 +VAT (£1173.83 inc.)
287Mhz StrongArm, ATX Tower case

Full spec, on release
Free software pack

Aboveprices ,1" not Include monitors please tee
separateprice list

CD-ROM WRITERS

*•"

;•• If

"ScorchIT" CD Writer Pack

Upgrade your Acorn or RiscStation7501) with
a home CD authoring package as found in the

RiscStation SCORCIIKR machine. This package
contains the latest version of CD Burn, Writable
and Rewritable media to get you started and one

powcrfull

8x8x32x CD ROM Writer/Rewriter.

only £189+vat (£222.08)
Now SCSI Version with

I2.xl0x32x Re-Writer

Only £285 +Vat (£334.88)
IDE 8x8x32x CDR/W

IDE 12x10x32xCDR/W

SCSI 12x10x32x CDR/W

CD-BURN

CD-SCRIBE 2

£139.00

£199.00

£237.45

£49.00

£39.00

£163.33

£233.83

£279.00

£57.58

£45.83

External versions Available

CD-ROM media

ex VAT inc VAT

CDR CD-ROM £0.68 £0.80

CDR 10 pack £5.95 £6.99

CDR 25 pack £12.76 £14.99

CDR80min 10pck £7.65 £8.99

CDR 80min 25 pek £17.01 £19.99

CDR/W CD-ROM £1.28 £1.50

CDR/W 10 pack £11.00 £12.93

5.2Gb DVD RAM £25.00 £29.37

CD-ROMS

SCSI 8x

4way Autochanjjcr
£75.00 +vat (£88.13)

£65.00 £76.37

£59.00 £69.33

External CD ROMs

48x IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT

40x SCSI I(with cable) £115 + VAT
40x SCSI II(with cable) £120 + VAT

6x 40x CD Tower mid*») £449 + VAT

52xlDE £34.00 £39.95 40x SCSI

48xlDE £30.00 £35.25 32x SCS

IntCmet Packs from £85 + VAT (£99.88) available for all machines include Internet software. ISP setup and 56K modem



Acorn MEMORY & Upgrades (with 3vr warranty]
Upgrade A310 A440 A4X0/1 A540 A3000 A3010 A3020 A4000 A5000

1-2MB £25 £15 £15

2-4MB £50 £40 £40 £45

1-!f.!B £35 • £75 £35 £45

4-8MB £55 £55 £55 £45 £55 £55-*

RISCOS

Carrier

£19- £19*

RISCOS

3.1

£25 £25 £25 £25 £25 £25

MEMC1a £20 £20

Arm3(33) £45 £45 £45 £45*

Arm3(25)
& FPA10

£85 £85 £85 £85'

FPA10 £45 £45 £45 ? £45

VIDC/IOC £20 C20 £20 £20 £20 £20

MEMORY

NETWORKING

ETHERNET INTERFACES

Ex. VAT Inc VAT

A3000W, 10base2 or T. Access- £89.00 £104.58

A400/A5000 10base2 or T Access- C89.00 £104.58

A400.'A5OO0l0baso2&T Access- £99.00 £116.33

A3020 10baso2 Access-/exl. MAU £94.00 C110.45

A3020 lObaseT Access./etx. MAU £94.00 £110.45

Rise PC/A7000 10baso2 8 T Ace. £99.00 £116.33

RlocPC/A7000 10basoT Access. £94.0(1 £92.83

Ant Accoss t ROM upgrado £10.00 £1175

Cables

2M £2.00 £2.35

3M £3.00 £3.53

5M £5.00 £5.87

10M £9.00 £10.58

20M £15.00 £17.62

State IObnse2orCat5 UTP

any size made to order
Network Hubs (more available)

Ex VAT Inc VAT

8 Port 10bT+1 10b2 £35.00 £41.12

8 Port 100 'special' £89.00 £104.57
8 Port 100/10 Auto £99.00 £116.32

18 Porl 10 16T+2BNC E7B.00 £88.12

16 Port 100/10 Auto £229.00 £269.07

16 Port 100/10 Auto £269.00 £316.07

(inc 3 port switch)

24 Port 100/10 Auto £299.00 £351.32

24 Port 100 'special* £249.00 £292,57

We supply and / or install all
network components please
riiiR for your requirements

NETWORKING SOFTWARE

Topcalsitol.cur.co C489.00 (E587.50)

NTIilor silo liconco £97.00 (£113 98)

Omnicliont sito liconco £489.00 (£587.50)

Lanman98 single user £35.00 (£41.13)

Wm95FS singlo usor £35.00 (Ml.13)

Unman or Win95FS £110.00 £12925

10 usor silo tconco

Unman or Win95FS £156.00 E1B3 30

20 usof silo Uconco

8Mb SIMM EDO'FPM

16MbSIMMEDCVFPM

32Mb SIMMEDO.TPM

64Mb SIMMEDO,'FPM

64Mb SIMM RS 50n5

128Mb SIMM l(om

1Mb VRAM

2Mb VRAM

1-2Mb (exchange)

64MB 133MSOP.am

128MB 133MSORam

256MB i33MSDRam

Ex VAT

£8.51

£20.00

C35.00

£41.70

£69.00

£96.00

£25.00

£75.00

£65.00

£16.59

£22.50

£34.00

Inc VAT

£10.00

£23.50

£41.12

£49.00

£81.08

£112,80

£29.37

£88.12

£76.37

£19.49

£26.44

£39,95

N.B.All above prices exclude VAT at 17.5%
Re-work if required £25 (£29.38) # not applicable to 33MHz ASOOO

Compact Flash for Cameras / Osaris etc. Smart Media for Cameras

32MB £25.00 £29.37

64MB £42.00 £49.35

128MB £77.00 £90.48

32MB £27.00 £31.73 128MB £64.00

64MB £35.00 £41.12 256MB £160.00

Cg&ie-Free
a uxru:,i,i;i llu_'uj_

Mouse lor RiscStation & A7000/Mica £19.95 inc.
Mouse for Rise PC / A5000 /A400 etc. £39.95 inc

Keyboard for RiscStation, KK'/A70(X) C29.95 inc.

Trackball for R7500 / A7000 £ 19.95 inc

Trackball for RPC

Acorn (RPC A5000o!c.)M

Acorn (llox ntlnplor) Mou

A7000 / Rlscsiollon Mouse

• • ,•

Riscslaaon Ergo Irj Id

lulraied Keyboard (PSS S AT) £25 49

Lower CASE Keyboard (PS?) £29.78

A40O/A5000 roptacemenl K,tr0

A40OVA5O00 ErgoKeyboard
A4 replacement Koyboaid

A4O00 Keysuard (spocialneeds) £25.00
A3O0O (A300.4CO.500Koyguard £25.00

A3 touclipad lor Concept Keytird £25.00

£42.95 inc

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£20.42 £23.99

£25.49

£10.00

£1093

£59.00

£69.00

£49.00

£29.95

£11.75

£19.95

EI995

£29.95

£34.99

£69 33

£81.08

£57,58

£29.37

£29.37

£29.37

"Accent" Midi upgrades

Midi Break-out cable with driver sw £15 + VAT

Yamaha DB51 XG Wavetable Card.
Midi cable & drivers £99 + VAT

Yamaha DB5I XG Wavetable Card.

Midi cable, drivers &

Evolution MK149 keyboard £199+ VAT

Podule "MidiMax Card £79.00 £92,83

MiniPodulo Midi card (A3x00) £69.00 £81.08

Refurbished Midi cud A3x00 £20.00 £23.50

Desktop FAX MODEMS

£75.20

£188.00

3.5" IDE Hard Drives

Ex VAT Inc VAT

210Mb £25.00 £29.37

500MB £38.30 £45.00

4,3GB' £50.21 £59,00

10.2GB- £63.83 £75.00

20.1GB • £72.34 £85.00

40.0GB ' £85.10 £99.99

60.0GB ' £125.00 £1.16.87

80.0GB " £170.00 £199.75

100 GB* £238.00 £279.65

# requires RISCOS3.613.1 * requires RISCOS4
or Partitioning sAvlor only £25.00 + vat

SCSI HARD DRIVES

2.0 Gb £69.00 £81.08

4.3Gb (5400 or 7200) £85.00 £99.87

9.1Gb (7200 rpm) £145.00 £170.37

18.6Gb (10K/ 7200 rpm) £179.00 £210.33

36.4Gb (10K/ 7200 rpm) £329.00 £386.57

73.4Gb (7200 rpm) £738.00 £867.15

A 3020 A30X0 & l/l"

Ex VAT Inc VAT Ex VAT Inc VAT

170MB £35.00 £41.12 £85.00 £99.87

340MB £45.00 £52.87 £95.00 £111.62

500MB £55.00 £64.62 £105.00 £123.37

810MB • £70.00 £82.25 £100.00 £117.50

1.0Gb # £99.00 £116.32 £129.00 £151.58

2.1GB 1 £109.00 £128.08 £139.00 £16333

4.3GB » £129.00 £151 58 £159.00 £186.83

A30X0 version includes CD ROM i/f which can be

used in A3020 or A4000, For external A3000 i/f add
£20.00+VAT II includespartitioningsoftware

COLOUR SCANNERS

All scanners inc RISCOS Software

MONITORS
15" LCD (3yr on-site)

17" LCD (3yron-slto)

18-LCD (3yron-site)
15'SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

15'SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media

17" SVGA 0 28 (3yr or. '.itnj

19'SVGA 0.26 (3yron-silo)

21" SVGA0.25 (3yron-site)
15" liyama S500M1

17"liyamaVisionMaster 1401

17" liyama Pro 1411

19" liyama Pro 452 (S702JT)

19" liyamn SM900MT1

21" liyama Vison Master 505

22" liyama Pro 511

SVGA 14" rclurb 90 days wty

AKF12PAL WltkM

AKF52/53 M/syncroturb00 days

AKF60 SVGA I4"roluib90doys

AKF65 M-Media M* relurt)90daya

Multisync A300/A3000 cable

All monitors inc 3 yrs w

£399.00 £468.83

£699.00 £821.33

£1149.00 £1350.07

£95.00 £111.62

£119.00 £139.83

£129.00 £151 58

£199.00 £233.83

£499.00 £586,33

£109.00 £128.00

£144.00 £169.20

£199.00 £23383

£275.00 £323.12

£199.00 £233 83

£535.00 £628.62

£558.00 £655.65

£45.00 £52.87

£45,00 £52.87

£05.00 £99.87

£59.00 £69,33

£69.00 £81.08

£8.50 £9.99

ly unless specified

PRINTERS

Postscript colour Inkjetliom A4

Postscript colour Laser Irom A4

Postscript BAV Laser A4

Canon BJC S400 colour A4

Canon BJC S450 colour • A4

Canon BJC S4500 col « A3

Canon BJC S800 Photo • A4

Canon BJC 8200 colour » A4

Epson Stylus 1520 colour A3

HP 930 inc. RO driver A4

HP 970 inc. RO driver A4

HP 1220 inc. RO driver A4

• Photo Drivers lor

Needs Enhanced Dnvers

Ex VAT

£199.00

£1025.00

£212.00

£75.75

£102.00

£255.00

£285.00

£249.00

£340.00

£85.00

£170.00

£297.00

£58.72

£29.79

Inc VAT

£233.03

£1204.37

£249.10

£89.01

£119.85

£299 62

£334.87

£292.57

£399.50

£99.87

£199.75

£348.98

£6900

£35 00

Return dot matrix Printer from £10.00 inc VAT

Interface Adapters

We stock Printer Ribbons, Inkjet
Cartridges New & Recycled Laser

Toner Cartridges
Please ring lor Prices

Consumables
Premier Quality InkRefills

Single refills (1x22ml) £5.10 £5,99

Twin refills (2x22ml) £8.50 £9,99

Triple refills (3x22ml) £11.91 £13.99

Tri- Colour (C.M.Y) £12.76 £14.99

Quad-Colour (C.M.Y.K) £17.01 £19.99

125 ml £17.86 £20.99

250ml £32.33 £37.99

500ml £42.55 £50.00

1 litre £59.57 £69.99

All sizes available in C.M.Y.K

aFLOPPY DISKS @15p!i

DD Re-label Acorn fml 10

DD Re-label Acorn fmt 100

HD Re-label Ac'n of PC 10

HD Re-label Ac or PC 100

HD bulk Acorn or PC 10's

HD bulk Acorn or PC 100

HD Branded 10 pack

20 cap Disk Box

40 cap Disk Box

100 cap Disk Box

Mouse cleaner

3.5* Floppy head cleaners

CD-ROM cleaner

CD-ROM Lens cleaner

15 cap CD-ROM box

24 cap CD-ROM wallet

20 cap CD-ROM wallet

20 cap CD-ROM tower

Mouse Mais From

Ex VAT

£1.70

£12.77

£1,70

£12.77

£2.00

£17.02

£3.00

£1.69

£2.54

£2.98

£4.99

£2.50

£4.25

£4.25

£6.50

£5.10

£3.39

£4.25

C0.64

Inc VAT

£2,00

£15,00

£2.00

£15.00

£2.35

£20.00

£3.53

£2,00

£2.98

£3.50

£5.86

£2.94

£4.99

£4.99

£7.64

£5.99

£3.98

£4.99

£0.75

We have a large collection of Budget
PC software suitable lor RPC Pc

Emulators and PC clones inc,

Education, Home, games an utilities
please ring for list

56k V92 Hayes Accura

56k V90 (Rockwell)

56k V90 Internal tor RS

ISDN modem (external)

IDialler

Oregano

Websler XL

Messenger Pro

ArcFax Fax software

£85.00

£49.00

£49.00

£79.00

£17.02

£49.00

£21.28

£25.53

£26.38

£99.87

C57.58

£57.58

£92.83

£20.00

£57.58

£2500

£30.00

£31.00

P'llel Mustek 600dpi £99.00 E116.32

Mustek A4 1200dpi £126.81 £149,00

Epson Perf'n 1200S £212.00 £249.10

Epson Perf'n 1640S £220.00 £258.50

Epson Perf'n Photo £269.00 £316.07

Epson Photo unit £85.00 £99.87

ImageM & Twain al\i available eparalcl

Hardware Bargains oxcVAT me vat

A3000 2Mb basos from < £25.00 £29 37

A3O20 2Mb HD basos Irom « £39.00 £45.83

A4000 2Mb basos from • £100.00 £117.50

A5O0O 4Mb basos Irom » £199.00 £233 B3

SCSI 4x6x autostackor ( nov i £115.00 £135 13

A5O0O/A40O Ext CD-ROM > £42.00 £4935

A310 /400 Floppy drivos • £12.00 £14,10

A30O0 / A400/I Floppy dnvo • £12.00 CI4.10

A30X0 koyboaiOs = £20.00 £23 50

A3O0O PSU s • £20.00 £23 50

A30X0 analogue / usor card • £15.00 C17 62

A30X0 IDE / usor port cards £40.00 £47.00

A30X0 Costlc IDE cards C35.00 £41.13

A3000 Dual Podulo oxpan. • £30.00 £35 25

A4000 Molherboaida (now £70.00 £82 25

Scanlight 250 hand sennnor • £42.00 £49 35

VIDC Enhancor
.

£17.00

£25.00

£19.00

£29,37

Storm SCSI 8-bit (A30x9 Inl)

Storm SCSI 16-bit (podule)

Storm SCSI 32-bit DMA (podule)

Simtec 8-bit (A3000/A3010)

Simlec 16-bit (AXOO/A5000/RPC)

APDL 16-bit DMA

APDL BlitZ 32-bit DMA

Removable IDE or SCSI housing

High speed serial cards dual

High speed serial cards triplo

£88.00 £103.40

£96.00 £112.80

: 128.00 £150.40

£55.00 £64.62

£45.00 £52.87

£45.00 £52.87

£99.00 £116.32

£20.00 £23.50

£89.00 £104.57

£99.00 £116.32

••••"•

£ %*Aft&\
Bare Phoebe

cases

(no electronics
sorry)

Only £25.00
(£29.38 inc)

Cooling Fans ExVAT IncVAT
Fan (or A310/400 £15.00 £17.62

Fan lor RPC/A7000 £15.00 £17.62

Fan for PC-Co processor £4.00 £4.70

7200 RPM HD fan kit £15.00 £17.62

Replacement Floppy Drives
A3000/400/500 £25.00 + vat (£29.38)

A30XO/4000/5000 floppy allowscross- formatting
ofHD and DD discs'£25.0O +vat(£29.38)

TOPCAT Site licence £425 (£499.38)

!Browse Site Licence £17(1 (£199.75)
(Offers available white special slocks tut)

AK< SHARK

Acorn networkingfor PCs
BWWereVW E35.19lncVat

Refurbished PCs inc monitor
e.g. I'2()0only £199.00 ring lor prices.

New PC systems Inc monitor
from £475 inc. VAT

HOW TO ORDER
BY MAILor PHONE:Chequesor P.O.sshouldbe
made payable (o CTA DIRECT.
CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name.
address, lei, no. card no. expiry dale, issue no.
BY EMAIL: sales@ctiidirecl.co.uk

OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAIL or FAX please
Carriage charges inc. ins. £ packaging charged al com

Small ilems (under 2Kg) no more than £6 + vat
One boxof hems totallinguplo25kg...£6.50 + vat
Computer systems £13 + vat
All prices are correct going (o press. E&OE
All goods are fully guaranteed but not supplied on
approval.
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POSum
Over the past few months Image
Software have been adding more
and more modules to EBMS — the

software behind the POSum. What

they're aiming for is a Total
Business Management package;
Solutions, not just for the retail
shop owner, but all areas of the
commercial and industrial

marketplace. The customer simply
selects what modules suits his/her
business:

• If you run a newsagent: you
add on the newsround

management module;
• If you build equipment: you

add on the C.I.T module;
• If you want Internet sales: you

add on the e-COMmerce module;
and so on. POSum solutions

become a 'pick and mix' affair,
where they are customised to the
client's requirements.

POSum is not just meant is a
solution for the corner shop owner.
POSum systems can now find their
way into newsagents, health-food
stores, equipment manufacturers,
PC builders, factory outlets, repair
service providers, garages... and a
whole host of other commercial and

industrial fields.

If you know anyone who could
be interested in a POSum solution

in the UK you need to get in touch
with Image Software.

Did you know that most EPOS
systems use DOS rather than
Windows because of reliability
issues ? Obviously this results in
the lack of a GUI; an area which we
have covered...

It's not very often that you hear
the phrase "Great, it's not
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Windows", but that is something
that the POSum sales team are

hearing time and again. Developers
are scared of using an unreliable
OS because of the problems it
brings. Just ask any EPOS reseller
and they'll tell you plain and
simple; Windows scares them.

RISC OS not only provides a
stable GUI-based OS but it makes

an ideal embedded system for truly
discless clients, not requiring a cut-
down version of the OS.

Mai McClenaghan of RiscStation
Australasia can already document
POSsum solutions that are replacing
PC-based systems which
continually fall over. Sales continue
down-under with POSsum systems
finding their way into various areas
of the retail market.

It's nice to hear of RISC OS

solutions in use in busy shopping
centres, where they are in some
cases replacing PC-based solutions.
EPOS systems need to be reliable
because they are the life support
system of the business.

July saw the first sale of EBMS
on mainland Europe and even
before a distribution agreement has
been signed. It looks as though our
European cousins are champing at
the bit for a decent EPOS package.

POS

The new C.I.T. (Component,
Integration and Tracking) module
provides a system for people who
build equipment and need to keep
track of serial numbers, batch
numbers, builds, and so on.

Using the module you tell the
system exactly what components
make up a piece of equipment (for
example, a computer).

You can submit builds to the

workshop for assembly, where the
assembler is given step-by-step
instructions on how to build the

machine and are prompted for any
information you would like to track
(for example, serial numbers of
components).

Serial numbers (and other
details) are all logged so you can
check on the validity of returned
equipment (was that faulty
component really supplied by
you?)

Because the C.I.T. module

integrates with the job control
system, already implemented into
EBMS, 'build jobs' can be traced
from start to finish using the
standard job control facilities.

The addition of this

module is described

as another step
towards

Business management solutions ...



news

blossom
achieving a Total Business
Management Solution' for RISC OS;
with point-of-sale, stock control,
customer accounting and job
control facilities in a single,
integrated package.

EBMS and complete POSum
systems are available right now. For
users who already have a RISC OS
machine EBMS can be purchased
direct from Image Software.

Said Darren Windsor of Image
Software: "Now there's no excuse

for all you resellers out there who
build, sell and/or repair RISC OS
machines not to be using EBMS.

"For those using Prophet you can
simply drag-and-drop your entire
database into EBMS; no conversion
or messing with data required. And
there's no excuse for everyone else
in the RISC OS community not to
be pushing POSum into the outside
world.

"A free demo version and more

information is available on the

Image Software Web site. I hope
that everyone in the RISC OS
community will all help us to make
POSum the success it deserves to

be. We could really do with your
help."

All mainland Europe sales
enquiries should be directed to
Frank Kraaij (of Desk) on +31-10-
2860541, or by e-mail to
info@deskvof.nl Users requiring a
complete POSum system, and
potential re-sellers, should contact
Alan Gibson (of Liquid Silicon) on
01592 592265, or by e-mail to
sales@liquid-silicon.com

Image Software (UK), 48
Hinchliffe Road, Poole, Dorset
BI-I15 4ED. Tel: 01202 269720 Mob:

07740 622861 Fax: 01202 685072 E-

mail: sales@imagesoft.co.uk Web:
www.imagesoft.co.uk

Bis Brother is watching YOU
We meant to mention it last month but our news input file
just wouldn't slow down! Not content with the news about
POSum Image Software have been bombarding us with
information about a host of their other software.

To begin with there are two programs for those with
networks of machines — one to view the screen of any
other machine on the network, and another to allow www
access to any machine on a network.

With BigBro (£29.95 including site licence) you can view
a screenshot of any RISC OS machine on your network
(running the BigBro client software). It allows you to keep
an eye on your network the easy way, from the comfort of
your own machine and;

• Runs across any TCP/IP network (including the
Internet);

• Allows multiple views at any one time (almost
unlimited);

• Let's you save out screenshots to disc, as Sprite files;

!BigBro

HTTP caching andfiltering for users of
Oreganc

IhrHISCOS'rbbrn.

• Produces auto updates either in as close to real time as
possible, or at given intervals of time;

• Includes a quick zoom option in/out from 50% to 100%
which helps you keep your desktop tidy;

While BigBro allows you to view the rest of your network,
ImagePrxy (£39.99) allows the whole of the network to
access the World Wide Web. This application has the
following abilities:

• Supports almost unlimited number of clients of any
platform;

• Allows you to restrict access to designated sites or sites
containing certain words in their domain name;

• Excludes individual terminals from accessing the
Internet;

• Provides local caching, for faster fetches of sites already
visited;

• Tested with Oregauo, Fresco, WebsterXL, Internet Explorer,

www.acornuser.com September 2001
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Big Brother is watching YOU (more)
Netscape and Konqueror;

• Supports automatic
dial-up using DialUp
(from R-Comp), when a
page is requested
which is not in the

cache;
For those concerned with

backing up their data, Nuts
(to your backups) for just
£10 you can backup data in
the background (which
means while doing all your
other work on your machine) using your
own backup scripts for which full
information is included. There is support
for compressed or uncompressed backups
with self-restoring code — double-click on
the backed up archive to restore it to its
original location.

The application even includes 'auto
power off after backup' for those with a
RiscStation machine.

Still on the theme of nuts, but this time
caching sites for users of Oregano, Nutmeg
is an advanced version of Cassia. While

Cassia (at £10) provides:

to your backups!

• A cache which stores files and images
locally, to allow them to be reloaded
quickly when re-visiting sites;

• Filtering services to allow restrictions
to be placed on sites which can / can't
be visited;

• Integrated support for DialUp;
Nutmeg (for £20) also provides facilities

for saving out Web sites (or sections of
them) from the cache, to disc.

Whew! All the above are from Image
Software 48 Hinchliffe Road, Poole,
Dorset BH15 4ED and you can check their
site at: www.imagesoft.co.uk

ubme^
WWW site saving software for users of Oregano

llk«H,H.V.r»»ro«iff

Neither man nor moose
Bob Brand has just announced a
preliminary release of a port of GnuPlot
3.7.1 for RISC OS. GnuPlot is a command-
line driven plot program that can produce
2D and 3D plots of (almost) any function or
set of data.

It exists on virtually any computer
platform that has a C compiler. It can
produce output in, among others, DXF, GIF,
PostScript and EPS, CGM, HP-PCL (most
HP DeskJets and LaserJets), most dot
matrix printers, PNG, LaTeX (and pstricks,
MetaFont) and, of course, RISC OS Draw
and Sprite format.

The Draw output is closely modelled
after the PostScript driver. It supports
colour and black-and-white drawfiles, both
with solid lines and with dash patterns as
well as 75 different points.

The Sprite output can be in 16 colours
(the standard desktop colours), 16 grey
tones or black-and-white and with

transparent or opaque background. For the
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rest it is like the other GnuPlot bitmap
drivers.

This is a preliminary release. There is as
yet no proper RISC OS front-end, it simply
runs in a task window. And it uses Draw

and Paint (or any other program that
recognises drawfiles or sprites) as viewer.
But since its main use is probably in
processing scripts rather than interactive
use, this is not too much of an
inconvenience.

The sources are provided as well, so it is
possible to compile draw and sprite
support into your existing version of
GnuPlot for (for example) Linux. A
Windows version with draw and sprite
support can be downloaded as well, in case
someone wants to create drawfiles for use

with OakDraw or Xara X. It works with the

demo versions of both programs.
Download it from www.brandpoinf.tmfweb.nl/

riscos/ Please send comments, remarks and
so on, to rogp@brandpoint.tmfweb.nl

In brief

Bank to Bank
MAUG (Manchester Acorn
User Group) have just moved
their regular meeting place
following the second change of
landlord in six months at their

old meeting place at The Bank
at Sale pub. They're now
meeting at another bank —
this time beside the bank of

the River Mersey.
The group are now meeting

at the Trafford Metrovick

Rugbyand Cricket Club,
Finnybank Road, Sale,
Cheshire. The meeting place is
only just south of the river (by
about 10 metres) and is easily
accessed from Manchester or

anywhere with easy access to
the M60 (it is just off Junction
7).

The first meeting at the new
venue included a question and
answer session by the Acorn
User editor, Steve Turnbull.
Unlike the Bank pub the new
venue has easy ground floor
access and parking facilities
are even closer. AH RISC OS

users are invited to the

meetings on the third
Wednesday of every month
and there are no membership
fees.

Vantage No. 1
I've been talking about it for
some time now but it's still

worth mentioning that I've
received my copy of Vantage
vl.00. This is not a pre-release
version — I've been getting
those for a long time and
reporting on them — nor is it a
special copy as an Acorn User
columnist. Vantage vl.00 has
at last been released to the

people who matter — that's
you and me. My initial
response? Both software and
manual are excellent.

Broken movies
MovieDB was mentioned in

passing in the Graphics
column some months ago.
Users of the application may
have noticed that some of its

larger databases have become
broken in the last few months

and a version of the software is

finally available which builds

Continued...



We supply a range of CCD and laser
bar code scanners which include

our IBarReader driver software to

allow bar codes to be read into and

control most desktop software.
Liquid Silicon

Acorn
Kinetic Rise PCs
Kinetic (32+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 48x CD) £1099.00
Kinetic (64+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 44x CD) £1179.00

(U Kinetic Internet (128+8+2Mb, 30Gb, 44x, 56K) £1409.00

O StrongARM Rise PCs
m Rise PC 8+0Mb, 2Gb HD £890.00
• Rise PC 16+0Mb, 4Gb HD £948.00
fl) RisePC 16+2Mb, 4GbHD, 40x CD £1039.00
2 Rise PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00
mm Web Wizard - 32+2Mb, 8Gb HD, CD, speakers, Internet
SiJ pack with Oregano &56K modem £1179.00

I
.•<•<:•.'•. -A. 'IK::: Order your

Omega
NOW!

Microdigital Computers
Mico

Omega
Optional Workstation case upgrade
Optional 300W PSU upgrade

([Q Larger hard drives are available

ECall

£1169.00

£41.10

£17.60

ECall

0(M
Registered Dealer

RiscStation Computers
Qj R7500 Lite (no monitor)
^ R7500 Lite (with their15" monitor)
CO R7500 Lite (with their 17" monitor)

R7500 Lite (with their 19" monitor)

£598.00

£715.00

£774.00

£891.00

The Lite+ model is the same as the Lite, but has an
8.4Gb HD and 64Mb RAM fitted as standard.

R7500 Lite+ To Lite prices, please add £94.00

The Scorcher model is the same as the Lite, but has a
10Gb HD and 64Mb RAM fitted as standard, plus at
least a 4x4x24 CD ReWriter, CD Burn and a blank disc.

R7500 Scorcher To Lite prices, please add £315.00
R7500 Scorcher Twindeck (as Scorcher, with
additional 48x CD drive) To Lite prices, add £349.00

The Networx model is a Lite without the HD or CD

fitted. Monitors are available as with the Lite.

R7500 Networx (no monitor) £480.00

The Networx HD model is the same as the Networx, but
has a (minimum of) 2Gb HD fitted as standard.
R7500 Networx HD To Networx prices, add £59.00

Portable

Authorised Registered
Installer Developer

Further Information is available.

Complete systems from £137.63

Our bar coding software
produces Draw files of the

following formats: EAN 8, EAN
13, UPC A. ISBN, ISSN, Code 39

(Normal & Full ASCII), Postcode,
Telepen (Normal & Numeric) and Binary.

Further information is available.
IBarCoder-£69.32

32-bit MIDISequencer

Monitors
lyama S500M1 (15") £139.20

liyama Vision Master 1401 (17") £174.55
iiyama Vision Master 405 (17") £212.65
iiyama Vision Master 406 (17" SF) £241.20
iiyama Vision Master Pro 1411 (17" NF) £222.15
liyama Vision Master Pro 411 (17" NF) £239.85
iiyama Vision Master Pro 410 (17" NF) £295.60

iiyama S900MT1 (19") £241.20
iiyama Vision Master 452 (19") £336.40
liyama Vision Master Pro 451 (19" NF) £411.20
iiyama Vision Master Pro 452 (19" NF) £339.15
liyama Vision Master Pro 453 (19" NF) £520.00

iiyama Vision Master 505 (21") £656.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 511 (22" NF) £689.65
iiyama Vision Master Pro 510 (22" NF) £764.80

iiyama Pro-Lite 3815(15" LCD) £492.80
iiyama Pro-Lite 3813 (15" LCD) £554.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 3823 (15" LCD) £601.60
iiyama Pro-Lite 3834 (15" LCD) £656.00
liiyama Pro-Lite 4311 (17" LCD) £894.00
iilyama Pro-Lite 4431 (17.4" LCD) £1148.30
iilyama Pro-Lite 4635 (18.1" LCD) £1228.60
iiyama Pro-Lite 4634 (18.1" LCD) £1504.60
Touchscreen monitors £Call

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.
Other upgrades are available.
A3000 1-4 Mb £64.60

A3010 1-4 Mb £66.00

A3020/A4000 2-4 Mb £49.00
A5000 2-4 Mb £55.00

A300, 400, 5000 4-8 Mb £128.00
Rise PC/A7000/RiscStation/Mico SIMMs:

16Mb FPM £28.20

32Mb EDO (HC, works in Rise PCs) £52.65
64Mb EDO (works In Rise PCs) £60.95
64Mb FPM £114.50
128Mb FPM £272.95

128Mb EDO £209.75

1Mb VRAM £45.00

1-2Mb VRAM exchange £55.00
2Mb VRAM £92.00

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical items

MIDI interfaces:

MIDI Max II internal 1x1x1 £92.75

Parallel Port 1x1x1 (back In stock) £93.95

RiscStation MIDI drivers & cable £17.95

RiscStation XG card & cable £116.95

RiscStation XG card, cable & keyboard £245.95

Synth Plus software £58.65

Music & Sound Programmer's Guide £16.95

Other hardware:

Evolution MK149 keyboard £125.00

FatarSL760 £450.00

Fatar SL 880 £600.00

FatarSLHOO £800.00

Fatar SL 2001 £1050.00

Digital & Analogue Irlam 116sampler £175.00

Sound Byte Recorder £57.50

Yamaha YST-M8 speakers £45.50

YST-M8 speakers £36.00

YST-MS28 speakers £47.00

YST-MS30 speakers £55.00

YST-M40 speakers £49.00

YST-M45D speakers £69.00

YST-M55D speakers £89.00

Yamaha MU15 sound module £199.00

Yamaha MU128 module £744.00

Other software:

MIDISupport £18.50

ProSound £113.95

Rhapsody 4 £94.95

' Junior Sibelius £49.00

"•Sibelius 6 £99.95

c Sibelius 7 Student £319.95

Sibelius 7 E520.95

Sibelius for PC/Mac is also available

Optical Manuscript £259.00

Sound module serial driver £37.95

Studiosound £116.95

cri©ther Hardware
Ethernet card (Combi NICslot) £116.30

Hard drives & kits ECall

Mouse (Genius/STD Acorn-compatible) £19.95

Mouse (PS/2 Logitech) £14.99

Omega 10BaseT PCI card £62.25

Omega SCSI 2 PCI card £72.95

PS/2 pipe convertor for older machines £23.95

Printers £Call

Rise PC second slice (no PSU) £95.00

RISC OS 4 (fitting available) £109.95

RiscStation internal modem pack £99.95

RiscStation second serial port ECall

Scanners ECall

StrongARM & RISC OS 3.7 £269.00

StrongARM & RISC OS 4 £299.00

Triple serial card £99.95

ViewFinder card £235.00

Other Software
Abuse £20.00

Ankh £23.00

CD Burn £55.95

Chaos Engine £19.50

DataPower 2 £165.00

Doom-t- CDs £30.00

Descent CDs £25.00

DialUp & Messenger Pro £54.95

EasiWriter Pro+ £139.95

Exodus £22.00

FastSpool-t- £17.50

Heroes of Might & Magic 2 £32.00

Kirsalis Collection Gold CD £25.95

OHP2 £37.95

Oregano CD £57.50

Other Worlds CD £17.95

Ovation Pro £139.95

PC Pro 3 £70.00

Personal Accounts £44.00

Photodesk Olympic £127.95

Prophet 3+ Pro £160.00

Quake £22.00

R-Comp Internet Suite £68.95

Repton Compendium £18.00

Schema 2 £121.50

SiteWriter £58.95

Sleuth 3 £65.95

Sound Plugin £11.50

SVG Plugin £11.50

Syndicate* £26.50

TBA Games CD £20.00

TechWriter Pro+ £189.95

WebFX3D £24.50

Books & Manuals
RISC OS Manuals CD

&TDK ®

Discs (e.g.10x white discs - £4.99, 20x black
discs - £6.93, 50x black discs - £13.99)

Batteries (e.g. 4x AA Xtra alkaline - £1.96,
1x9V alkaline -£1.92)

Also Audio & Video Tapes, Mini Discs,
CDRs, DAT tapes etc.

*fc
FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
w United Kingdom
Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com All prices INCLUDE VAT& UK carriage
http://www.liquid-SiliCOn.com Official orders,foreign ordersand callerswelcome.

We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.
Our free catalogue contains over 2000 items.

Please ask for a copy or visit our web site.
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Lower green costs
Obviously one way of reducing
waste energy output is to use RISC
OS computers rather than PC
machines. Too many baulk at the
next step though as the truly green
would find a way of cutting the heat
generated by their monitor. It's
obvious that we need to move to

LCD screens when we next change
monitor but the price is still too
prohibitive. Or is it?

ExpLAN sell LCD monitors for
RISC OS and they have just
announced a reduction in the prices
that may finally suit your pocket.
The monitors come complete with
RISC OS definition files and

configuration instructions.
The Mitsubishi 17-inch 1700M+

has a resolution of 1280x1024 (native)
and 1360x1024 using ExpLAN's RISC
OS driver and was £739 +VAT. It is

now only £719 +VAT. The
Panasonic/Hannstar 15-inch L15C,

1024x768 (XGA) was £369 +VAT and is
now only £349 +VAT

Note that users generally accept an
LCD screen to be equivalent to a
nominally larger CRT screen and the
prices are clearly moving ever closer. Both
monitors come with 3-year on-site/swap-
out warranty including backlight.

See www.explan.co.uk/hardware/scrn.html for
more information.

ExpLAN emphasise that a properly
constructed MDF (and appropriate lead)
are essential to use an LCD monitor.

Unlike a conventional CRT, driving an
LCD screen at an incorrect frequency can
produce a completely blank screen.

The ExpLAN MDF's supplied are
checked for accuracy of horizontal and
vertical frequency and pixel clock on RISC
OS computers with all combinations of
VRAM.

ExpLAN Computers Ltd., PO Box 32,
Tavistock, Devon PL19 8YU E-mail:
info@explan.co.uk Tel: 01822 613868

Lost and found?
Finder, a multi-tasking file search utility, goes from strength to strength.The
recently released version 1.2now allows you tosearch via thefile datestamp,
either by a specified range of dates, or by age in days, hours or minutes. You can
also specify a size range for the files you are interested in.

You can specify multiple file types, separated by commas, applications and
directories can be searched for by specifying the dummy filetypes 'App' and 'Dir'
respectively.

Not only that but Finder now has a memory! When you open the searchdialog
box, the last values you entered (ifany) will be in the fields ready for you to adjust
them for your new search.

To cap it all the author, Chris Nelson, has clearly been checking for those extra
bits that make an application acceptable to all (maybe he has been reading a
column not to far from here!) and Finder now fully supports interactive help on all
dialog box icons.

Download Finder, visit its Web site: www.nhal.demon.co.uk/finder/

What a windfall
Windfall Engineering has just
opened its own Web site and, to
celebrate the occasion, the price of
ViewFinder cards has been

permanently lowered.
The ViewFinder card allows

standard Rise PC machines to

display much higher resolutions in
more colours.

In addition, an extra 10% summer
sale discount is given on ViewFinder
cards, the high performance graphics
card designed for Rise PCs by John
Kortink, ordered before the end of

August 2001.
The new Windfall Engineering

Web site at: www.windfall.nl E-mail:

kortink@inter.nl.net

Knights in white satin
Everyone using RISC OS4 will naturally
already have a copy of David Ruck's
DiscKnight program. Haven't you?

Just in case you have forgotten to get
this essential piece of insurance the
checking and repair tool is available by
credit card over theInternet. Although
there are other tools to deal with

corrupted discs using RISC OS3,
DiscKnight is the only one that will deal
with RISC OS 4 too.

Their credit card facility was
temporarily withdrawn recently because
their ISP,OakTree, went into liquidation.
The scheme is now up and running
again on www.armclub.org.uk/products/
discknight where a free checking only
version is also available.

In brief

them correctly.
For those interested the

problem arose because
MovieDB was using 24-bU
indexes and some data files

(actors and plots) now exceed
16MB. A new database must

be built for this version

because there is non backward

compatibility in the new
keyfiles.

The second pass of the key
sorting has been improved too
which requires up to 4Mb of
extra memory depending on
the list being sorted but is
much faster. It should still

work if memory is tight (using
the old disc thrashing method).

If you do download the
new version you should note
that v1.41 is currently a beta
release in case there are

problems and please remember
you need to notify the author
to have a chance of getting
those problems solved.
MovieDB can be found at:

www.actrix.gen.nz/users/rick/movied
b.html

Build a kit... clock?
RISC OS users may remember
Smart DTP producers of the
popular PublishArt resource
collection for RISC OS

machines. James Parry
proprietor of Smart DTP has
launched his new business e-

kits and its first product at the
Wakefield Show.

Design and make your own
clock kit includes everything
you need to design and make
your own clock using your
Acorn/RISC OS computer. The
product features high quality
templates and design a dial
drawfiles supplied complete
with quality clock mechanism.
As a special bonus the kit
includes the full edition of

PublishArt 98 all for only £10.
Apparently e-kits sold out on
day one of the show!

Further information can be

obtained from e-kits tel 01332

843685 or www.ekitsonline.com

Contacting AU j
news@acornuser.com

John Cartmell j



rcomp@rcomp.ee.

rci@rcomp.co.uk

Web Authoring
HTMLEdit Studio (Whole Suite) . . . .£110
Next-generation Web authoringtools for RISC OS
HTMLEdit Studio is the solution to all your Web authoring
needs, whetherlargeor small. Available eitheras a complete
suiteor piece bypiece as a series of components:

HTMLEdit 4+ £53

Award-winning HTML editor with many powerful features
WebsterXL £30

Fully-featured Web browser, tuned to work with HTMLEdit
Enhanced Web Designer's Toolkit .... £30
Visual editing of frames, tables, animation, image maps etc.
WebSpell (HTML-aware spelling checker) . . . .£15

Also Available:

SiteMaster2+ £35

Site management tools for checking, moving, publishing and
uploading whole orpartial web sites.
Now includes WebUpload v2 - powerful newapplication!

Utilities
Addresslt £99

Post code and address findersystem that no business can
afford to be without! Works with most/all other RISC OS

software. Upgrades from Fabis version available.

EasyClip2 £25
Graphical resource management system
Store and manage yourciip-artcollection with great ease

prices now include VAT

Internet Utilities
R-Comp Internet Suite £69
First class software to get you online!
Consists of DialUp, Messenger Pro2 &WebsterXL (described
below). Available with a 56k Modem and Account for £115.

Messenger Pro 2 £37
Comprehensive email and news reader software
• Easy to set up and use, yet extremely powerful
• Flexible view options, such as a powerful threading mode
• Offline and Network (£45) versions available.
WebsterXL £30

Browser with support for advanced Web technologies
• Supports frames, tables, JavaScript and 128-bit SSL etc.
• Flexible printing, saving, exporting, cut/paste facilities
DialUp £23
Internet connection utility; supports multiple ISPaccounts
NB. £18 to Messenger Pro owners, or £12 if youown WXL

Also Available:

SiteSeer £25

Web sitegrabbing utility for offline viewing

Messenger Pro 2 New Version!
The leading RISC OS Email system is noweasier to use, yet
packs in many new features including message deferring,
improved threading, "Hotlisting" of links for whenyou go online
and much more. Includesa new 48 page printed manual.
Contact us for upgrade prices andmore information . . £37

&;W-ai^ii&ig^^

Network Printing
Print-server Box inc Software £155

2(3)-port 10Mbit print server, supplied with Network Printers
software: access up to three traditional printers viaa network
Others Available - ring for details.

Network Printers £40

(Software only; includes site licence)
Printto network-enabled printersand print server boxes

Music
Anthem £70

The RISCOS MIDI Sequencer, with extensive features.
Ring fordetails - we can advise in most sound/music
matters. Some of the products we stock include:

Games
Abuse £2500

The Chaos Engine £20-00
Descent 1 & 2 Double Pack £35-00

Descent 2 for existing owners £15.00

Doom+ Trilogy £32-50
Final Doom £15-00

Heretic and Hexen £30-00

Heroes of Might and Magic II .... £35-00
The Price of Loyalty (for HoMM2) £22-00

Quake £23-00

Spheres of Chaos version 2 £15-00
Syndicate* £29-00
TBA Classics (six-game collection) . . . £22-00
Krisalis Gold CD £26.00

RISC User in a Nutshell CD £32-00

Parallel Port MIDI Interface £95 AfteX ProActlOO
ESP MIDI Synthesiser Plus £45 Ankh £10-00 Various titles
Listen to MIDI music without expensive hardware! Exodus .... £20-00



APDL

Turbo
Processor upgrade

The APDL Turbo processor upgrade is a part
exchange processor for any Strong ARM Rise PC. It
has an increased clock rate and oilier additions to

increase speed. This way of improving performance
has been widely used by enthusiasts and the Turbo
287 can boos! speed by 15 to 30 percent depending
on the type of program being run.

Most users are naturally apprehensive about carrying
out this type of work. It is possible that the processor
could be damaged, as not all work reliably at high
speed, leaving you with a dead computer and a bill
for a new Strong ARM. The APDL Turbo upgrade
removes the uncertainty of running a fast processor,
and is guaranteed for I year so there's no risk.

Upgrade prices

Turbo 257 - 257 Mhz upgrade £29
Turbo 275 - 275 Mhz upgrade £39
Turbo 287 - 287 Mhz upgrade £49
Turbo 276-T - 276 Mhz Rev T

from older 202 or 233 Mhz £129

Otheropiums, including purchase when available
Prices include VAT and assume that you have an

appropriate Strong ARMprocessor in good working
orderto exchange. Please add £3.50 UK carriage.

hOCR Software for RISC OS

The market leading Optical Character Recognition
software. Supplied on CD with Sleuth 2. It converts
scanned images of text into an ASCII or RTF file with
an accuracy of over 97%. Sleuth 2 is not as
sophisticated but on clear images may be faster.

Sleuth 2 £29 Sleuth 3 £49
Upgrade from Sleuth 2 to Sleuth 3 £25

Keep track of your money. Reconcile your bank
accounts and analyse your expenditure. Personal
Accounts won't solve all your
financial problems but it will help
you to take control of your money. £29

Easy to use RISC OS database

T mmn
The best selling easy to use RISC OS database is
back. This new release from APDL and ProAction

is supplied on CD with many examples and ready
to use databases. You could

pay a lot more for a database,
but do you really need to? £14.90

kwl//.

Rise World is the bi-monthly CD
magazine for all RISC OS
computer users. If you haven't
subscribed yet find out what
you've been missing by visiting
www.riscworld.co.uk and don't
delay any longer

Limited offer

Subscribe from Volume 2 Issue 1
(May 2001) and you can have the
whole of Volume 1 for just £10
(Please add £1 outside UK)

RISC World
39 Knighton Park Road
Sydenham
London SE265RN
Phone: 020 S77S 2659

RISC World
costs just

£17.90
a year

subscriptions®riscworld.co.uk £1g_90 outsJde UK

3.5" IDE Hard Discs PD, Shareware and low cost hardware and software for Acorn computers
Drive f i/face

£63 £112
£71 £120

£74 £123

£78 £127

£79 £128

£83 £132

£85 £134
£99 £148

£94 £143

£103 £152

£136 £185

£84 £133

Datafile CDs

4.2 Gb
6.3 Gb
8.2 Gb
9.1 Gb 7200

10 Gb
15 Gb
20 Gb
20 Gb
30 Gb
40 Gb
44 Gb

7200

5400

7200

5400

5400

7200

18.8 Gb 5'/4"

Other sizes available
iPlus i/face 'price includes an

APDLfast IDE interface

Blit/
Lightningfast IDE interface

for Rise PC orAJOOO. All the
features ofour normalfast
interface but up to 7 Mb/sec
Only £119 orjust £110 when

purchased with a drive.
2.5" IDE Hard Discs

A3020 30(10/3010
120 Mb £44 £94
170 Mb £54 £104
330 Mb £69 £119
1.8 Gb £79 £129

A3020 includes fitting kit, 3010/
3000 includes APDL IDE i/face

Special offer - A3000/A3010
120Mb - £44 1.8Gb - £84

Price includes interface
IDE CD ROM drives

Internal External

40x

50/52x

£35

£36

£141

£142

Addjust £49 lo Internal pricefor
an APDLfast IDE interface,

External price includes an IDE
interfacefor any type ofmachine

CD Writers

Drive +CDburn
6x 4x 32x £89

8x 8x 32x £104

12x lOx 32x £113

£139

£154

£163

Drives will workfrom the built in
IDE interface, but Addjust £49

for an APDLfast IDE interface.
Add£7.50 carriage

39 Knighton Park Road
Sydenham

London SE265RN
Phone: 020 8778 2659
Fax: 020 8488 0487

www.apdl.co.uk
As well as all this we have thousands of discs of PD and Shareware and around 500 discs

of Acorn format clip art. For a full catalogue send 50Por two 1st class stamps
All prices include VAT and UK carriage except ^!§a*

hard drives add £6 for internal drives, £8 external

PD CD-3

PD CD-4
PD CD-5

Software

£4.50

£4.50

£4.50

APDL Public Domain and other CDs

Ovation Pro £139
New version on CD with loaders for
impression, etc. Don'tput it offany
longer.
Faster PC £20
The XT PC emulator that works on

any machine with 2Mb
Powerbase £15
Great database. Does everything
most people will ever need at a
sensible price
Menubar £15
Superior pull-down menu system
withlots offeatures
Tiger £15
Longfilenames and more
Worktop £15
Switch between 30 desktops witha
single mouse click

APDL PD-1 £7.90

APDL PD-2 £7.90

DTP-1, DTP-2 £6.90
DTP-3 £10.90

DTP-4 £12.50

Publish Art '98 £7.90

Fantasy Pictures £7.90
The Grafix CD £6.90

Best Games 1 £6.90
Best Games 2 £6.90

Best Games 3 £6.90

Skullsoft collection £7.90

Soft Rock collection £7.90

Ergane £6.90
Earth Data £7.90

Wizard Apprentice £6.90
Education

Resources £9.90

Over ,800 programsand Utilities. No games, clip art, music, etc.

Over 700 games, novelties, cheats, demos, sound, music, etc.

Each has over 500 Mb of clip art, ready to use in Acorn format
Highly acclaimed clip art CD with more than 720 Mb.

Latest clip art CD with around 13.000 files. Great for schools!

Thousands of pieces of clip art and web images, by Smart DTP

By request, from the Fantasy section of the APDL catalogue
l()()()"s of pictures, backgrounds, buttons, and much more

20 of IhebestPD games readyto play direct from the CD
Games I was so popular we've done it again. 20 more games.
Yet another great compilation with 25 of the best games.
Great budget price games CD with !Arya, .'Xenocideand .'Plig
Six classic games by Soft Rock, plus a new version of /Trellis

Translating dictionary for over 50 languagesby David O'Shea.
Geographical database with lots of statistics, plus lEarthtnap

Highly acclaimed multi-level game. Rise PC only.

A CD especially for schools. More than 300 useful programs,
over 5,000 specially selectedclip art files, hundredsof classic
novels, multi-media, educational sanies and lots more.

APDL ideA fast IDE interface

RiscPC RAM

8Mb £9
16Mb EDO £21

FPMb FP £25

32 Mb EDO £37

32 Mb FP £43
64 Mb EDO from £49

64 Mb FP £62

2 Mb VRAM £72

1 to 2Mb VRAM exch. £49

Ancestor+

1No complicated setting up. It's self-configuring so just plug it in!
Uses DMA on Rise PC. Over twice as fast as the built in IDE interface.
Includes CDFS and ATAP1 CD drivers for many popular CD ROMs.
Four devices, any combination of CDs and hard drives.

•Up to 8 partitions, so you can have large drives on pre RO 3.6 machines
1Software in flash EEPROM for easy update.
1Connectors are available for external drives or CD ROMs

•Fits A310, A400. A5000, A540, A7000 and any RiscPC.
1You can now use CDR or CDR/W drives with ICDBurn. No need for

expensive SCSI interfaces and CD drives!
All these features for the incredible price of just £52
A version for A3000, A4000, A3010 or A3020 is available for £55

The program for family historians and genealogists. Very
easy to use. Imports !Ancestry 1 and II. '.Family, CSV and
GEDCOM and exports as GEDCOM or CSV. Can save as
cross referenced HTML, with pictures, so you can pass data
on to people who have a computer but no genealogy
software, or upload to your web site. Powerful and flexible
reporting and searching. Unlimited information storage,
you aren't restricted to a few lines of text and a picture.
Ancestor* is based on the program that Graham Crow was
working on at the time of his death, which was a
development of his original Ancestry. Price just £49

Data Safe - A new concept in backup and data security
DataSafe consists of an external case to hold a 3.5" IDE drive, connected to your machine's printer port. This
gives a large capacity portable drive, movable between machines and locations. Ideal for backup, secure data
storage and transport. All the features of our idcA card, partitioning, passwords, etc. Great for schools.
Supply yourowndriveor we'llfitone for you.Pricesstart at 199or with20 Gb drive £184or 30 Gb £193
DaiaSafe is highly praised, but there's been one criticism. People would like it smaller and lighter so carrying

/-^. if— between home and office (or school) is even easier. So we've introduced the DataSafe 'mini'. With all the
J^JCliCl' '?•• O b w/\l t fca,urcs ofthe standard version, this uses a2.5" drive so it's very small, about 5" by 5" and less than 2" high,

and weighingonly about 14ounces! Prices start at £99without a drive or with a 1.8Gb drive just £159
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Regulated polygons
While l was at the Wakefield

Exhibition I was asked

about producing repeating
patterns and whether there

are any programs to help you
produce such patterns. Of course
there are, and two sprang to mind —
Reptile, from Kudlian and Versatile
from Dial Solutions.

I don't know about the latter but

the first is on the Kudlian CD that is

being sold at £60 and includes many
other useful programs; it's my strong
recommendation for any Primary
School as the CD includes most of the

programs needed to cover the
National Curriculum and the £60

includes a whole school site licence.

Back to Wakefield. My
interrogator simply wanted to
produce some tessellations based on
a square design and I had to
recommend an even simpler solution
— Draw. Of course Vantage, Artworks,
Vector, DrawPlus or DraivWorks would
do the same job. For the examples
that follow I'm using DrawWorks
Third Millennium but the instructions

and results are exactly the same as for
Draiv itself.

There are three regular polygons
that tessellate on a flat surface, if you
restrict yourself to using the same
shape throughout, and the easiest to
manipulate is a square. In the
example I've drawn a square with the
closed path tool producing end
points (just click) every centimetre

around the perimeter. Of course I've
used the grid and grid lock to ensure
that the lines follow the grid.

The very simplest tessellation
would be the square itself — but that
would be a touch boring! Instead we
will tweak one side and, to ensure the
tessellation is correct, tweak the
opposite side in exactly the same
way. The end points can be moved by
selecting the square, moving to edit
with Control+E and dragging the
blue end points with Adjust —
clicking Select will end the edit
session.

As long as you do exactly the
same with opposite sides, and don't
overlap lines, the object will tessellate
exactly with identical shapes — and
keeping the grid-lock on will help
ensure the objects line up exactly.

You don't need to be restricted to

straight lines. While editing you can
change a segment to a curve by
selecting an end point and, using the
menu or Control+F8, add control
points to the segment. Moving the
control points (using Adjust) will
produce the curve.

If you overlap two (yellow) control
points they will both disappear —
but as long as you don't make the
object too complex you should be
able to work out where they are and
still move them if required.
Remember that both end points and
control points must be placed in
exactly equivalent positions along

opposite sides of the 'square' in order
to maintain the tesselation.

While using the menu it's worth
while experimenting with the other
options. In my experience the edit
function in Draw is very much
underused.

On the other hand those of you
who have received your copy of
Vantage will have a far superior
method of converting segments to
and from curved lines and might use
this task to practice with their new
acquisition.

At the beginning I mentioned that
the square is the simplest regular
polygon that will tessellate on a flat
surface and our objects were (very)
irregular polygons based on the
square. Any of the RISC OS vector
drawing programs allow the use of
an isometric grid (you'll need the
Grids module ior Art Works) and
using this alternative grid you can
produce the other two tessellating
regular polygons.

I'll leave it as an exercise for the

reader to work out what those shapes
are and, harder, to see if it's possible
to tweak those shapes in the same
way that we used to tweak our
squares.

Contacting AU j
graphics@acornuser.com

John Cartmell J
Creating square-tiled

patterns withstraight
lines and curves

www.acornuser.com September 2001
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PS2MouseMini's tiny internal CPU allows the use of PS/2 mice with machines fitted with old Acorn-style mouse ports.
Sensibly designed to protect your machine, using our established PS2Mouse interface technology. Only £18.95
Our convenient, fully configurable PS2Mouse interface is still available for only £24.95

Our NEW slimline keyboard controlled switch allows you to share a keyboard, PS/2 mouse and monitor between two
RISC OS or PC machines - the price includes cables and delivery. Simply add a PS2Mouse interface for each non-A7000
RISC OS machine - we'll even offer a discount of £5 on each accompanying interface!

Our mouse interfaces and switches aren't half the story - they're a small fraction of our product range, which includes
intefaces, cabling, game interfaces, switches, access and control devices. Our reputation is built on our willingness to
help and our resourcefulness in finding affordable solutions. Whatever your requirement, feel free to call for a no-
nonsense no-obligation quote. A

Remember - all calls to our 0845 number are charged at local rate

Stuart Tyrrell Developments

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM 6l_2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600

Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Phone, Fax or email for a
ae product information flyer!

All prices include P&P
Delta/Visa/Mastercard welcomed.

All trademarks acknowleged. E&OE.



Cache

Looking back four or five years in
the newly-restored Deja/Google
usenet archives, the name Darren
Windsor frequently pops up in

Acorn games and networking
newsgroups. In the true Acorn tradition,
the enthusiast gamer and programmer
graduates and becomes a commercial
software developer who identifies
empty software niches and fills them.

Poole in Dorset is where Darren, the
name behind Image Software has been
developing a veritable cache of high
quality software products for the RISC
OS platform. Due to its thin-client
heritage, the otherwise excellent Oregano
Web browser from Castle Technology
out of Oregan Networks still lacks some
features required of a desktop
application.

Image Software's Cassia and Nutmeg
servers add to Oregano a cache to store
files and images locally, allow filtering
for user access control, and provide dial-
on-demand support from R-Comp's
DialUpconnectivity package. Nutmeg
additionally allows single pages, areas
or completesite hierarchies to be
exported from the cacheand saved out
to disc.

Trying out Cassia with Oregano on my
Rise PC has revealed some interesting

In with
Cassia

timing observations. My chosen test
page has a lot of small images and some
Flash and other HTML items. With no

proxy set, the test page (www.totalrock.com)
downloads to Oregano 1.10 on average in
47 seconds.

When 1 introduce Cassia,I get an
empty-cache average first download
time of 1 minute 10 seconds. So there's a

slight time overhead due to disc write
access when using the cache over not
proxying at all. Subsequent re-loads of
the page from Cassia's disc cache only
take 21 seconds, so there's useful time
saved from using the proxy/cache for
re-load or returning to previously
viewed pages.

As an experiment, 1changed
Oregano's !Run file to copy the Cassia
cache directory to RAM disc and run
Cassia from there, starting with an empty
cache directory each time. The test page
average first download time was
reduced very slightly to 1 minute 8
seconds, and reload time came out at 19
seconds. However I found that my 4Mb
RAM disc filled up quite quickly, giving
me a "Disc full" error and never-ending
Throbber action.

So unless you have plenty of
increasingly scarce and expensive larger
Rise PC SIMMS, you may as well let the

program install
Oregano -hup vr/.vi ImaOgSOfl couk

and run to disc

as supplied. At
only £10 inc VAT,
Cassia could be

your most useful
and worthwhile

buy this year.
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Image Software
(UK)

sales@imagesoft.
co.uk

www.imagesoft.
co.uk

In brief

ADSL again
If your phone line failed the
ADSL line test I mentioned in

the May issue, it may be still
eligible for BT Ignite's newer
Rate Adaptive Digital
Subscriber Line (RADSL),
where customers who are

between 3.5 and 5.5km from

a DSL-equipped exchange can
benefit.

The RADSL USB modem

reduces the upstream speed
as the line noise worsens and

quality reduces with
increasing distance, while
downstream speed remains at
a peak of 512Kbps. Have a
look at the ADSL Guide's

RASDL FAQ, and check out
Zen Internet at www.home.zen

.co.uk who supply RADSL
single-user connections for
£150 setup and £50 per
month exc VAT.

ADSL Guide

www.adslguide.org.uk

Where are you?
One of the more useful

functions of the Web is the

ability to find the location of
a city, town or postal address,
and to display a map or aerial
photograph of the area. UK
maps displayed by www.street
map.co.uk and www.multimap.com

are derived from the

Ordnance Survey maps, so try
their own Web mapping

service as well.

The Ordnance Survey site
gives you the map of a place
by name, postcode and shows
the numeric National Grid

map references with 100km
square letter code. There's
also a link to old-maps.co.uk

which can show you a
historical map of the area
between 1846 and 1899.

Ordnance Survey Maps
www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk

Contacting me J
David Dade:

comms@acornuser.com

www.acornuser.com September 2001
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Make the rightchoice for the future with

RISC OS Select
Keep up to date with every new
version of RISC OS as it appears!
In future, new updates to RISC OS will be soft-loaded over the
existing RISC OS 4 ROM. Distribution will be on CD
and via the Internet, making regular updates and
the widespread testing of new features far more
practical. Join Select lobe a part of the new
scheme and receive up to three RISC OS
update CDs per year. All you will need is
one or more RISC OS 4 machines on

which to install new versions of RISC
OS 4.

What does the Select scheme

RISC OS fans! Join the

RISC OS "
Foundation
and receive our ground
breaking quarterly CD magazine

FOUNDATION

RISC User
R_fr.-.|,

Now in volume 21

Foundation RISC User isa trulyinnovative publication from RISCOS Ltd that
supports theheart of the RISC OS market. The magazine articles combine useful
information with software resources thatcan be launched with asimple click on
alink. Every issue ispacked with a wide range of substantial and authoritative
features from respected writers, along with acomprehensive and fully integrated
database of current RISC OS products, developers and user groups. Altogether,
it's arguably themost innovative andhigh quality CD magazine onany platform.

provide?
By joining Select you will receive the following benefits:

1. Up to three CDs per year, containing the latest
version of RISC OS plus optional beta-test copies of

software components in development. Every CD will
also be bootable and contain a full, working disc image

that allows the easy selection of different boot sequences.
2. Access to interim updates via a private Web site.

3. The ability to upgrade up to ten machines at a single site.
Select is a personal scheme: you only need one subscription even if
you own several computers. However, RISC OS 4 is needed for
each machine: Select cannot be used with RISC OS 3-7 or earlier.

4. Affiliate Registered Developer status: if you are a programmer,
joining Select entitles you to become a Registered Developer for
no extra charge, and have your products included in the Database
section of Foundation RISC User magazine (see below).

RISC OS 4 upgrades and Select scheme prices
Subscriptions to Select are available on an annual basis, and may
be purchased in combination with a RISC OS 4 upgrade.
RISC OS 4 upgrade plus Select subscription:
RISC OS 4 upgrade only (new low price!):

Select subscription only:
(for existing RISC OS 4 users)

Select subscription only:
(for Foundation members)

Select group subscription: £300
(for sites with more than ten machines)
All prices above include VAT.
Please see our Web site for further

pricing details, overseas prices etc.

£179

£109

£105

£99

Testimonials from readers

of Foundation RISC User

•"The interface isvery friendly and better
thanmy perception of what a CD-based

magazine would be like!"—Andrew Weston
• "Thewhole CD isajoy, andsomething our

platform can beproud of."—Geoff Steeper
"TheFoundation CD has contradicted my opinion
I wouldn't be able to read a CD magazine happily,

's very nicely laid out."—Fred Bambrough
"Congratulations on Foundation RISC User... it works smoothly looks

good and has masses of useful and interesting content."—Gavin Wraith
•"Keep up the excellent work! (And what I REALLY appreciate is someone who
can write, spell, talk sense, and knows his its-es and it's-es!)"—Jeremy Roberts
•"It'sa really excellent job."—David Pilling

Sample Foundation RISC User Online!
Visit oursampler edition, Foundation RISC UserOnline, at
hllp://l'oundation.nscos.com/IVu.htm

FOUNDATION

|.37SIC____|
ONLINE

New Foundation

membership or
annual renewal:

£35*15
(£30 ex. VAT)

Membership also includes
regularemail newsletters

and specialoffers

\RISCm
3 Clarendon Road
Cyncoed, Cardiff
Wales CF23 9JD

Tel. 02920 492324
Fax 02920 492326
www.riscos.com

sales@rls
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music

Revd. Alan Archer links his hymn book to his bible

Just occasionally there is a
piece of software that is so
useful that it will make you
buy a specific type of

computer. This was true of the very
first spreadsheet, and buyers
flocking to Apple; and to a lesser
extent with Sibelius and musicians

hurrying to buy RISC OS
computers.

Nowadays that is much more
rare, as most machines can offer
something approaching that ideal

software but HolyBible is, for clergy,
getting very near to that position.

I am a priest, in the Church of
England, with three churches, each
with very different needs. I know
that there are literally hundreds of
pieces of software for all sorts of
other machines that can give me a
full script of the Bible. But
HolyBible is one of the main reasons
for staying with the RISC OS
platform, and the latest resource
"Hymn Book" from Colin Randall

is a facility that has been on my
wish-list for a long time.

HolyBible from ExpLAN, is
unique in several ways. It allows
me to have many different
translations of the Bible at the same

time; it has a flexible and fast
search routine; and with it you can
create 'Resources' that can be

searched just as the Bible text can.
HolyBible can even provide Greek
and Hebrew texts of the scriptures.

The specific resource I am
looking at is a
Hymn Book —
not much to that,

you may think,
but for anyone
who has to

produce and
print orders of
service for

occasional and

regular use, it is
a 'must'.

Imagine me in
my study,
getting ready for
a wedding or
funeral. Long
gone are the
days when a
standard book of

services, and a
near-standard

hymn book was
all that I needed.

Now the Book

of Common

Prayer has been
replaced by
"Common

Hymn Book

27 Resources for Revelation 19:1

[y Global resources \v Book resources
_] Locked

jAuto-display

A-Z

Global

Crown him with

Rev 19

3otne and see th Here from all n

Rev 19:1-6

Allcreation jo
Rev 19:1

Rev 19:1

Alleluia, prais
Rev 19:1

The victory of
Rev 19:1-9

Christians, joi
Rev 1.9:1

Sing praises t2
Rev 19:1-6

When, in our mil

Rev 19:1

Jesus Christ i3

Rev 19:1

Sing alleluya f
Rev 19:1

Come, ye fait 1
Rev 19:1

Light's abode c Away with gloom
Rev 19:1 Rev 19:1

Alleluia, sing
Rev 19:1

Jesus comes wi2 Halle, halle. h

Rev 19:1 Rev 19:1

Christ the Lo 1

Rev 19:1

Lo he comes wi

Rev 19:1

For all the sai

Rev 19:1

Word of justice Love's redeemin Allpraise to C
Rev 19:1 Rev 19:1 Rev 19:1

Lord enthroned

Rev 19:1

Alleluia, raise

Rev 19:1

Let all mortal

Rev 19:1

_1_L New Revised Standard Version (fl

will be heard inyou no more:
for your merchants were the magnates of the eaith,

and all natiors were deceived by your sorcery.
w And in youa wasfound IheWood ofprophets andofsaints,

and of all who have been slaughtered on:earth."

Chapter 19
77ie Rejoicing inHeaven
'AfterthisI heardwhatseemed tobe the loudvoiceofa great multitude

inheaven, saying.
-Hallelujah!
Salvation and glory and powertoourGod.
* for hisjudgments are true andjust:
he has judged the great whore

whocorruptedthe eaith withher fornication,
and he has avengedon herthebloodofhisservants."*

30nce more theysaid.
3—efattj ^=^=^^^_=^^^=

Revelation 19:1 aj o] ftjj_ JfeJjFJ *L_ _l*j
Revelation /A TjJ I 19 | /__ : | 1 | /J\ Goto |

df"l fl--J
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New Revised Standard Version (f)
TheRejoicing in Heaven
'Alter ths I heard what seemed lobethetotdvoce cJa great muMudS m
heaven,saying.

•Halteitjah1
Salvaiicr ard gloryard powerto ourGod.
2 torh'sjudgments areIrue and just;
he has judged lie great whore

v*-o comapted the earth with her lomicalion.
ard he has avenged on her Ihe bloodof his servants."*

3Orce mere they sad.
•Hallelijar!
The smoke goes tp Irom her Icever ana ever."

'Arc the twerty-frxr elosrs ard Ihe four livirg creatines fell down and
worshiped Godwhoissealed on Ihethrone, saying.

"Amen. Hallelujah r
5 Andfromihe Ihrore came a voce sayir-g.

•Praise our God.

'Gk slaves

Hymn Book"

6 Resources lor Revelation 192

• Global resources [y Book resources
| Locked
IAuto-display

A-Z

Global

Crovm him with The victory of Sing praises 12
Rev 19 Rev 19.1-9 Rev 19.1-6

tome and see thGreat and won 3

Rev 19 1-6 Rev 19:2

1 | Crown himwith many crowns
Grown him •iili iii

ilk' Lamb u|vn his intone:
Marie! hov iIk- heave&l3 anthemdrowni
all music bul its own:

Awake, myfoul, andling
of him who died ii>rthee.
andhail liimat ihymatchless King
liuouj:li:illclcrui(\.

drown liiinilk: Virgin'sSon.
ilk- God inoamata bora,
whosearm ihosc crimson trophic*mn
uhich now hi-. brow adorn:

Fruitof diemysticRosa,
as of(hat Rose the Stem;

ilk- Rootwhence mercy everflows.
ihe Babe oi Bethlehem.

Crown him ihe Lord of love,

behold hi- hands and side.

I ' •

Revelation 19 2 ±JoJ*JiJ*J,U*J*J±J.tJ
Tjj[~?9~| /.;. : [T] Goto J

onto one of the hymns, I
can see the text and the

additional information for

the hymn "Crown him
with many crowns".

I can export that hymn
in three ways- as a text file
to any word processor, or
DTP package; or as an
Impression or Ovation DDF
file. I can even export it as
file for ResBuild if I wish to

create my own personal
resource for HolyBible.

The crowning glory is
that the software

automatically records and
remembers that I have

used this hymn in a
printed document, and
will therefore enable me to

complete my annual return
to CCL. When I have sent

off that return, the
counters are reset to zero,

ready for the next year's return of
hymns.

For any busy person, who has
to provide service sheets, lists of
hymns for choir practise, or
anyone else who has a CCL
license, this resource for HolyBible
is a must; it only costs £30, and
nothing like it will be found
on any other platform. *j j |**

n
Tunc: Diaiiemala

Metre: D. S. M.

Source* A&M 147. BPW 37. CA 137. CFW 198. COP 166.1IA:P 255. HFP69. HTC 174.
LP 36, MP 109.NEH 352.0_N «>7. RS 202. SF 77. Sti 321. WP I71)
Aulhoc: M. Bridges
Word/

Midi: HH___1___1_

Crown ham with many crowns

Worship", with its flexible "pick &
choose", "cut & paste" philosophy;
and I have a shelf full of hymn-
books, with new ones being
published almost weekly. Add to
that all the complications of
copyright and you begin to see the
problems.

What HolyBible and Hymn Book
provide is the ability to relate the
hymns used in a service to the
specific readings chosen, and then
to be sure that the necessary annual
copyright returns to CCL (Christian
Copyright Licensing) are easily
prepared.

Let's look in detail at what is

provided:
After installing Hymn Book — a

simple operation that only needs
me to provide it with my CCL
licence number — I can now view

any passage of scripture and be
presented with a list of hymns that
are suitable.

If I look in HolyBible at Genesis
4:1,1 find that "Hymn Book" has
only one resource for that verse,
"A-Z" the alphabetical list of

September 2001 www.acornuser.com
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almost 5000 hymns. Nearly half of
these hymns have the full text, all
of them have details of hymn books
where they can be found, and some
of them even have a link to a MIDI
file {Hymn-Tunes) so that you can
hear the tune. I can search Hymn
Book for the words of a hymn; for
the author; and for a theme — all at
the same time if necessary using
the HolyBible search engine.

However, if I move through
HolyBible to, say, Revelation 19:1,1
am presented with a very different
scene (see Figure I).

Now I have 27 different items

linked to that verse: There is still

"A-Z" (that is 'global' — always
there), and in addition I now have
26 hymns listed — one linked to
the whole chapter; three linked to a
few verses; and a massive 22
hymns linked to this specific verse.
If I move forward just one verse, to
Revelation 19:2, the whole pattern
changes, the 22 hymns disappear,
and are replaced by just 1 hymn
linked to that specific verse.

Figure II shows that, by clicking

Product details

Product: IHolyBible
Price: £70

Supplier: ExpLAN, P.O.Box 32,
Tavistock, Devon PL19 8YU

Tel:(+44/0) 1822 613 868
Fax: (+44/0) 1822 610 868

Product: Hymn Bookand Hymn-Tunes
Price: £30

Supplier: Revd. Colin Randall, CAUG
(The Christian Acorn User
Group), Holme Eden
Vicarage, Warwick Bridge,
Carlisle CA4 8RF

Tel: (+44/0) 1228 560 332
E-mail: carandall@freeuk.com .
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ViewFinder' RiscPC

Hi Res graphics card
Some of the extra Modes :-Tme colour (24/32-bit)

1600x1200 1280x1024

High colour (16-bit) and 256 colour (8-bit)
1920 x 1440 1800x 1440

1600x1200 1280x1024

ViewFinder offers more than just higher desktop resolutions: there
is hardware acceleration of a number of common graphics
operations, normally performed entirely in software by RISC OS.
Simp^Mo fit. More info at: http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/viewfinder/

rtP
&

>;
£190 inC VAT and UK delivery

iewFinder+ 17" Pro410£485

ViewFinder + Iiyama 19" Pro £605
ViewFinder + Iiyama 22" Pro £935

PRINTERS inc Acorn Drivers
HP 930C 600dpi 9ppm £130
HP 959C 600dpi llppm £180
HP 970CXI 600dpi 12ppm £220
Canon BJC2100 £100

Canon S450 inc. Photoreal Drivers £200

Canon BJC6100 550gsm (Ex Demo) £ 150f
Canon S4500 A3 inc Photoreal Drivers £375

Canon BJC5500 A2 colour £580

Canon BJC7000 (Ex Demo) phone for details

Samsung Laser 600dpi 8ppm £240
HP Laserjet 1100 £330
QMS Pageprol8L L200dpi 18ppm PS3 40MB £500
QMS Colour Laser Postscript 3 £ 1560

Ex demo items are Fourth Dimension products and have no VAT

Epson Perfection 1200
A4 SCSI scanner Inc SAV
1200x2400dpi, 'as New'

£160 + £10p&p
with SCSI podule £220 + £10p&p

3 month warranty

Offers from 4D

CDRW Drives SCSI
Yamaha 8824 Including CDBurn

Retail box with sample Media
Full warranty

£200 + £10p&p

S/H RiscPCs from £200
RiscPC. RO 3.60, 16MB, IMBvram & HD£200

StrongARM Mk3 RisePC, RO 4.02, 32MB
2MBvram, HD, CD & 14" Monitor £520

A7000+ RO 3.7, 32MB DRAM, HD & CD £120
AKF60 (£50 with system) £60

Fourth Dimension products have no VAT

S/H A7000 12MB from £80t

S/H COMBI NIC ethernet cards £751

S/H A7000 Motherboards from £50f

These are Fourth Dimension products and have no VAT

Case Slices

l-2incB/P £95

1-3 incB/P&PSU £265

2-3 from £160
8Slot Backplanes £100

Kinetic StrongARM upgrades
with 122MHz SDRAM

£335 if PX R04 & StrongARM
£400 if PX StrongARM

£475 if no Part exchange
For 128MB version add £81

Zerilink Cables

2m £11

3m £12

Optical Mice
from £30

Cordless Mice

from £45

PS2 Int. £20

Iiyama 22" Pro 415 0.25mm £750
A7000+ Odyssey Surf Inc. 15" Monitor £780

Printer Port CD ROM Drive for A4000 etc. £120

Agfa A4 SCSI Scanners from £140t
Nikon Coolscan3 SCSI Slide scanner £510

BURN PROOF CD ReWriter IDE 12/10/32 with Acorn SAY £250

10.2GB IDE Hard Disc £90

RPC-PC Network pack, Interfaces cables & S/W£185
Laser Printer 8ppm 600dpi £240

Printer Port 250MB Zip Drive with S/W £175

RiscPC PSUs

from £65

'Quiet'

PSU Fans

12dB 33m-VH £22

19dB45m3/H £22

26dB 58m3/H £22

32dB 69m-VH £22

?dB 69mVH Std? £20

Suitability
not guaranteed

RAM A7000/+ 32MB £50, RiscPC/A7000 64MB £80 & 128MB £190

S/H StrongARMs
from £150

LCDs 15M£400 17"£73(V
3>Even Lower

15" 1024 x 768 — 17" 1280 x 1024?. Prices!

All CJE prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
& UK mainland delivery. Official Orders Welcome E&OE

Prices subject to change & stock.
Items markedf are sold by 4D (Fourth Dimension) and have no VAT

•^JE Prices include

AT &UKdelivery

CJE Micro's & 4D

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

cjEV57i Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cjemicros.co.uk http://www.cjemicros.co.uk
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Increased
It has been a long time since I last

reviewed a new RISC OS

machine. It seems even longer
since the actual demise of Acorn

and yet I write this on a newly
released machine. The fact that I

write this on a version of Publisher

dating from 1996says something for
the longevity of the products and the
backward compatibility in terms of
the software but more of that later.

The actual machine is a Rise PC.

From the outside of the box you
would notice little difference from

any Rise PC produced since so long
ago I do not care to remember. The
external design has stood the test of
time and it actually looks as good
today as it did when launched long
ago. Riot shield plastic, easy access,
flip front, in fact all that we have
come to recognise as a modern
design classic. You have to hand it to
Castle in that they have stuck

Mike Tomkinson goes even faster

300

250-

200-

ISO

R«Wl

gamely to a winner.
So if the outside shows little

difference and yet we are talking
about a new machine we must be

talking about the inside of the box.
There is a clue to something
different on the front flip cover
where it is announced that this is a

Kinetic Rise PC 300MHz but once

the cover is down you cannot see
this tiny clue.

You begin to notice the difference
when you switch the computer on. I
have just about got used to the time
it takes for a modern PC to wind

itself up to a state of usefulness from
a cold start: go an make a cup of tea
and you will probably have plenty
of time spare. You barely have time
to blink and the Kinetic is ready and
waiting. The monitor takes more

KINETIC RISC PC PERFORMANCE

( KINETIC IJStionaARM [[] 7500FE

OCR Zip R«nd«r Redraw Print Rcptac*

How theRise PCperforms according toCastle's ownfigures
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time to warm up. The time quoted in
the Castle literature is less that six

seconds from a Control+Break boot.

I clocked it at 10 seconds from a cold

start.

The Kinetic is actually the
upgrade board inside the computer.
It is available separately for present
Rise PC owners and various trade

ups make it a more affordable option
that a new machine. The board sits

in the slot where you might
normally find the StrongARM
upgrade — but, perhaps more
disconcertingly, where you would
expect the RISC OS 4 chips there is
nothing.

At this point you are looking at a
fairly standard RISC OS 4 screen.
However, this is where it gets clever.
Yes, it is RISC OS 4 or 4.04 to be
precise but it is not running from the
normal location.

The Kinetic has a system where
the OS is loaded directly into the fast
SDRAM on board. For the

technically minded among you
SDRAM is synchronous dynamic
random access memory. It is a
generic title given to DRAM that is
synchronised with the clock speed
that the microprocessor is optimised
for — in this case the StrongARM
Revision T processor. The speed of
SDRAM is expressed in MHz rather
than nanoseconds.

The loading is done on start up
by a ROMLOAD protocol. RISC OS
4.0 is so frugal in comparison to the
OS bloatware on CISC PCs that this

barely detracts from the total
memory you have left for all other
tasks. The win is in terms of access

time to the OS.

So where does the 300MHz come

from? Castle have been creative with

the figures here. The StrongARM
processor still runs at 233MHz, it is
the latest revision T which has been



Extreme speed

netic ener
around for a while now. The

SDRAM is 66Mhz and is available in

two flavours, 64Mb or 128Mb.
233Mhz+66Mhz gives you the
299Mhz which is nicely rounded to
300Mhz and sounds better. In fact

you can also get a 196Mb SDRAM
for £199 plus VAT according to the
Castle catalogue.

The difference between a Kinetic

and a standard Rise PC is in the fact

that the OS is running from the
SDRAM rather than the standard

location on the main board in the

RISC OS 4 chips. So does it make
that much difference? Well you
would certainly see a difference over
a 7000+. For a fair comparison you
would need to compare it with a
standard StrongARM configuration.

Here it is estimated to make an

approximate doubling in the speed
take to render and redraw and up to
four times faster on some other

operations. Or looking at it the
other way round on a render and
redraw it decreases the time

taken by half.
This is shown on the

accompanying graph taken from
the Castle Web site. Given that

the RISC OS market has moved

an appreciable distance into the
computer graphics market that is
a significant saving. If you are
doing any high end rendering a
Kinetic is going to make a
significant difference to the time
you are sat looking at the screen
waiting for something to
happen.

Castle have deliberately gone
looking for this market and this
is reflected in other areas of the

Kinetic. It comes with either 10

or 30Gb hard drives. Given the

frugality of RISCOS and the
files it generates this can only be
for very large files of the
graphical nature. Nothing I put
on the hard disc made a dent on

the green line showing how

much I had used on the hard disc.

The other win area is in the screen

resolution where resolutions of

better than 1600x1200 quoted as
possible, rather than being the
maximum on the standard

StrongARM Rise PC.
So far only good news for those

looking for a fast Rise PC. Of course
this is very much a Rise PC. No USB
or PCI slots in sight but that was
always a limitation of the
architecture of this box. If you do not
wish to stray far from RISC OS this
is still the best machine around.

The other side
So what are the downsides? There

are a few and while some are

personal I cannot believe I am the
only one who would consider them
worthy of comment. My personal
pet hate with this machine is the

sheer laziness and lack of thought as
to what has been put on the hard
drive. There is no excuse for some of

the rubbish on there.

Does the video sequence of the
grainy shots of birds and Shuttle
take-off add anything to the
machine? I know they were part of
the original programs on the Rise PC
but there ought to be a bonfire onto
which this particular directory
should be put. Is it part of some
licensing agreement that for the very
thick end of a grand you have to put
up with this?

That being said there is a up-side
in that Eashuriter Professional (version
4.08) and Resultz (version 1.31/04)
are bundled on the machine so you
get a word processor and
spreadsheet to get you started. There
is also a demonstration version of

Oregano, the Castle Web browser. I
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did not hook the Kinetic up to the
Internet so can say little about this
except that you can upgrade to the
full version free, via a voucher in the
box, online ... so why not put the full
version on the hard disc?

The User Guide is for RISC OS 3.7

and while I agree that the ability to
drive this version is probably
enough I would hope that there are
enough differences in RISC OS 4 for
someone to produce a proper User
Guide at some stage.

My concern on the hardware side
is to question the use of a DVD
ROM drive as included on the

Kinetic against a standard CD ROM
drive. I know it acts as a CD ROM

drive but given that it cannot act as
a DVD on RISC OS why bother? It is
over £50 more expensive than a
faster CD rom drive — please
someone explain this to me?

My other concern was that,
straight out of the box, I could not
coax a sound from the Kinetic. No

reassuring WaveSynth-Beep or any
other beeps for that matter. Another
minor gripe is that you no longer get
the feet with a Rise PC if you want
to use it in tower mode. These are

now a £5 extra and given the overall
price of the machine this is churlish
in the extreme.

Speed up
Still, what it does do it does at a
blistering speed. So we come to the
main questions — would I buy one
or recommend you to do so? This is
the fastest Rise PC on the market but

note the fact that it is and will only

Product details J
Product: Kinetic Rise PC 300

Price: £999 plus VAT(70Mb RAM,
10Gb HD, monitor extra)

Supplier: Castle Technology Ltd, Ore
Trading Estate, Wbddbridge
Road, Framlingbam, Suffolk
1P13 9LL

Web: www.castlc.org
E-mail: sales@castle.uk.co

Tel: +44 (0)1728 723 200
Fax: 08007 839 638
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ever be a Rise PC. Anyone still
adding PC cards to Rise PCs has my
sympathy.

The Kinetic does represent a
significant move forward in terms of
speed and the longevity of the Rise
PC. As you know pure cost
comparisons with a PC from your
local PC World are misleading. Of
course, they are 'cheaper' in terms of
the actual money you will part with
on day one. But this is not the true
measure of the cost.

This is known as the 'total cost of

ownership' or TCO. For a PC this
will be far higher as it will only have
a 'lifetime' of 12-18 months, high
depreciation, little or no residual
value, a high cost to upgrade in
terms of hardware and software and

that includes the OS if you wish to
keep it current.

A Kinetic DVD 70Mb, 10Gb HD
as reviewed will cost you £999 plus
VAT. Monitors are extra. You could

buy two PCs for that but then again
when you look at the TCO you
should expect to do so. If you are
looking for a pure Rise PC look no
further.

Monitor prices have fallen to
levels where 19in models are less

that £300 and 17in models cost less

that 14in models cost two years ago.
Do not go for anything less that 17in
as size matters in the monitor

business — you have to sit and look
at it and eyesight never improves
with age.

If you already have a
Rise PC you should
consider the upgrade path.
Assuming it is StrongARM
and already at RISC OS 4
this will cost you £299
plus VAT. Not bad given
that this could be

considered the mid-life

upgrade for your machine
and that it protects your
investment in terms of

speed probably to the end
of its long life.

It costs more if you are
not at StrongARM or RISC

OS 4 but then you are getting more
for your money and will see a
greater difference in terms of
performance. Bear in mind that now
might be a good time to go for a
larger hard drive and some more
RAM. Both are relatively
inexpensive at the moment although
SDRAM as used in a Kinetic looks

very expensive compared to PC
SIMMs.

What are the alternatives on the

market? Well, I have always had a
soft spot for the A7000+ but it now
begins to look expensive and has
less expansion capability than a Rise
PC. RiscStations and Micos are

available so we probably have more
choice than at any other time as to
what to use to access our favourite

OS.

My personal gripe is the usual
one when discussing RISC OS — the
lack of or age of some of the
software available for the platform
but you could argue that without the
machines no one is going to develop
software.

As mentioned Castle need to look

very closely at what they put on the
hard disc of the Kinetic but I

suppose what you do not want you
can simply delete. Given the size of
the hard disc it can hardly be
accused of occupying valuable disc
space and given the speed of the
machine it will not take you long to
get rid of what you do not ^^^^
want. EEID



Main new features in DW 3rd Millennium

Works on all versions of RISC OS from 3.1 onwards
including currently proposed future versions. Faster
than any previous Millennium version of DrawWorks.
Over 50% less processor load than any previous
version. Double click an EPS file and it loads into Draw.
Autoscroll or manual scroll toolbars. Autoscroll toolbars

Line width, colour, rotate and scale options always
available. Font and pt size menus always available.
New Tools

Export as SVG. Export as PDF (using GhostScript).
Writable options for start cap and end cap menus.
Nudge buttons for start and end cap triangle options.
rreenauu growing muuts. uvvuisiuu iuui iu uisiun
objects visually by dragging. Extract the text from text
objects automatically. Export all text objects from a
drawfile in one text file. Text Area control tool including
font and point size. Changethe number of columns in a
text area easily and quickly. Set margins, line spacing
and paragraph spacing for text areas.
Improvements to existing features
Export GIF with NetSafe colour palette. New moulds for
tho nath mnnlrior \mr\m\iori PPR nntniit Rharinuu tnnl

At last!
Available as a

full stand alone a

product, not just
as an upgrade,
and now with V

printed manual.

DrawWorks is the leading RISC OS vector
graphics program. It integrates with IDraw to

several pages, but as well as DrawWorks
itself this new CD includes Typography
2500 with over 350 high quality fonts,
FontFiend font editor, MrClippy with over

out more on the APDL web site at

www.apdl.co. uk/isv/dworks. htm
DrawWorks 3rd Millenium now comes with a

60+ page printed manual. ^ ^y f\
This is available separately 4- A*J

\?if<m\
APDL has now taken over all

the software titles previously
distributed by iSV Products.
Please see the APDL web

site for prices and availability
of any programs not shown

APDL

auto groups all soft shadow layers. Start cap and end
cap menus tick to show current selection. JPEG export
tool improved. Re-designed preferences window.

£7.50 inclusive (UK) plus Add£2 carriage
£1.50 carriage outside UK. outside UK

Ovation Pro
Don't wait any longer

APDL price only JK J| 35r

EasyFont Pro

Art Lesson Is

MrClippy |

Other Worlds

Table Calc

FontFiend

Dr.Fonty

XStitch Sovereign

Desklock

Latest version of the award winning font
management software. Makes handling your
fonts a doddle.

Complete interactive art studio on a CD.
ased on long classroom experience and

provides a sound introduction to observing
and drawing. Includes many examples.

tore all your clip art in one easy to use
pplication. Handles all common formats and

makes them easy to find.

Best selling font CD with over 2100 high
[quality fonts. Can be used direct from the CD
or install on your hard disc.

Allows school reports to be prepared quickly
and easily. With 100's of examples.

Contains StarFighter 3000, Air Supremacy,
Elite and Sunburst. What a collection!

Over 230 games suitable for most machines
including Strong ARM and RISC OS 4

Budget spreadsheet and table generator.
Easy to use and ideal for educational use.

IThe professional font creation and editing
tool. Can automatically make accented
|characters and symbols, automatic hinting,
repair damaged fonts, and much more.
Requires RiscPC with 8Mb RAM.

'Lite' version of FontFiend for the less
demanding user.

The latest and best in the iSV XStitch range.

Design Fair Isle knitting patterns on your
computer. Ideal for making designs for
machine or hand knitting

Comprehensive protection and hard disc
access limiting software. Even prevents
booting with SHIFT. Ideal for schools

£14.90

£14.90

£16.50

£12.50

£19.90

£19.90

Bitfolio7
Superb Clip Art CD with over

10,000 professional quality
images in Drawfile format

plus printed catalogue.

A limited quantity of this highly
acclaimed collection is now available

on CD exclusively from ADPL at well
under half normal price. This is one
CD you simply can't £*^f\
afford to be without, JV, Zut
so don't delay or you Plecise add £1
might miss out on UK carriage
this opportunity! £2.50 elsewhere

Interactive

IDraw
by Tom Beeley TutOfl&l
!Draw is a very powerful program,
but the manual supplied with the
computer is not very helpful. This
CD is a comprehensive tutorial, with
lots of example Drawfiles for you to
practice on. Use it as a step by step
tutorial, there's even a checksheet
for you to tick off each lesson, or just
'browse' and learn *%*+ *
about the things TV J 4 50
that interest you. cV-_LTWi/

APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN
Phone - 020 8778 2659 Fax- 020 8488 0487 email-sales@apdl.co.uk www.apdl.co.uk

Prices include VAT and UK carriage unless stated otherwise. Please make cheques payable to APDL
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Planetary
In the first part of this series (July

2001) I introduced my RaivRead
application, this allowed you to
extract a bit-mapped image from

any file and so read many of the
image file formats used by NASA.
However, it will not read all image
files because it relies on images
being one byte per pixel. Now, some
of the later missions, especially ones
that are more instrumental than

photographic, gather their data in
much more detail and you can get
data sets with 16 or 32 bits per pixel.

For example take one of my
favourite data sets, the IRASSky
Survey Atlas, this is a set of CDs
that cover the whole sky in four
different infra-red wavelengths: 12,
25, 60 and 100 micron. This was

made by a single point sensor for
each wavelength looking at a very
small patch of the sky.

As the satellite orbited the earth

this sensor swept across a fine strip
of sky. Then, due to the satellite's
motion, the next orbit swept out a
different strip of the sky next to the

fewtii-i
Acolour composite image ofa 12.5 degree square ofthe ski/ taken at three different infra-red wavelengths
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first. Slowly over the next six
months the whole sky was covered.
Then NASA had to sort out the data

into files that covered an area of the

sky 12.5 degrees square.
This was repeated over two

years so that each part of the sky
was photographed four times. Then
each photograph was examined for
any transient objects like asteroids,
comets and planets and these were
removed. Finally an average was
taken giving a further file
representing the sky at that
wavelength.

It is necessary to make an image
like this because you can't make a
lens that works in the medium and

far infra-red and also you need to
make the measurements from a

satellite because the Earth's

atmosphere absorbs most
wavelengths of infra-red light.

The result is that at the far infra

red the sky looks very different,
with great swirls of cloud covering
most of the sky, this is called infra
red cirrus. Now NASA supply all
the data that go to make up the final
average image. I particularly like
spotting the transient objects that
NASA missed by a technique of
flicker photometry, that's when you
alternate two images rapidly and the
differences blink out at you.

Anyway the point is that the data
making up these images is in the
form of 16 or 32 byte values and that
does not sit very happily with
conventional computer display.

You might think that because the
computer can use 16 or 32 bits per
pixel it will be quite straight
forward to cope with, but this is not
the case. The problem is that the
computer uses these bits to cover all
the colours, and in these images the
16 bits cover the intensity of the
wavelength being measured.

It's not a colour as we normally
know it but we can represent it as a
colour. The problem is further



Image processing

suite Part two of Mike Cook's

look at space image
processing

compounded by the fact that most
of these images do not cover the full
range of possible values, so, rather
like last month, we have to resort to
a bit of histogram processing.

I have tackled the problem in my
application called RazoRead32. This
has an interface similar to the earlier

RawRead but there is a bit more to

do in order to drive it properly.
This application assumes you

have enough memory so there aren't
the low memory options of the
earlier programme. The method of
getting the image aspect ratio is the
same, allowing you to specify the X
and Y size as well as the image
offset just like before.

However, there are a number of
other options to allow for the greater
number of variations in the data

when you go to multiple bytes. The
radio buttons along the left hand
side of the control window allow

you to set a 16 or 32 bit word;
whether the most significant byte or
least significant byte is stored first in
the file; and if the number is to be
treated as a two's complement
value, that is ranging over positive
and negative values, or simply an
unsigned value.

Finally there is a mask number
that is to be applied to all numbers
before any processing takes place.
This is used when the actual values

used range over a smaller number of
bits that are in each pixel, it ensures
the unused bits are blank.

Now when an image is input into
the application we get a histogram
analysis in the same way as I
described last month. However, in
addition to the graph there is also a
display showing the maximum and
minimum values found in the file.

Now to convert these values into

something we can display the
histogram values are grouped into
256 different "bins", each
representing a display pixel.

The colour, or grey shade,

assigned to each bin is shown at the
bottom of the histogram just as
before, and this can be changed by
the Palette utility I described last
month. However, the size of the bins
can be controlled by the icons at
each end of the histogram, the right
hand number showing the largest
bin value and the left hand number

the smallest.

The bin sizes are arranged so that
there is 256 bins between these

values. Now the maximum and

minimum values from the histogram
can be put into these limits by
clicking on the arrow between the

numbers. Alternatively number may
be typed directly in here but,
perhaps the best way of setting the
values is to use the mouse. While

pointing at any part of the
histogram a left click will set that
value as the minimum and a right
one as the maximum.

Having set the values clicking the
re-bin button will do the sums and

display the result. A click on the
reset will put these values to the
limits again, then re-bin again to see
the results. The trick, like last time,
is to make the used values cover all

the display values. However, you

l*#_i* /jH_Lt'd- ^J'•^___,,

it , '• Ml«,

Raw Read32 Control Panel

256 X Pixels

248 Y Pixels

0 _) Bytes
Offset

16] (• Lines

c m m
A viewfromtheMars Pathfinder probe witha histogram adjustment todeliver thefull range ofdifference
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can bring out hidden detail by
making the displayed values cover
only part of the available data
values, when you do so values
outside this region will be either
blacked, or whited, out.

The IRAS is not the only probe to
use large number data sets, the
Einstein observatory did a very
similar thing using X-rays. More
recently the Mars Pathfinder mission
used a camera that produced 12 bits
per pixel images, when looking at
these images you should use a 12-bit
mask, this is shown in the screen
dump. As explained last week all
the image parameters are in the
header which can be read from any
text editor like Zap. Examples of
images from all these missions were
on last month's CD.

Now images from most space
probes aren't taken in colour but in
black and white through a filter. The
type of filter is normally detailed in
the file header, but that means to
render an image in colour you need
three different images through three
different coloured filters. Then you
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need some software that will

combine these images and produce a
composite colour image.

This is the next application in my
suite and is called CompMake. The
control window for this consists of

three small windows and it is very
simple to use. Simply drag a sprite
file into each one of the windows.

When you do you will get a
miniature image of each file. Now
go to the icon menu and choose the
Make composite option and they will
be combined into a colour image.
Other icon menu items allow you to
swap the colour assigned to each
image file.

There are two types of image you
can make, one based on the sprite
image's values and the other that are
passed through the sprite's palette
first. This allows you to perform
histogram stretching by the
application of a palette as described
last month.

The sprites you should use as an
input to this need to be all the same
size otherwise you will get an error
message when you try and make the

Thisshows a height map
ofpartof Marsderived
from images taken bythe
Viking arbiter. Different
heights havebeen assigned
different colourstogive a
contour-like image

composite image. The
application is also
expecting 256 greyscale
sprites, that's the type
produced by my other
applications. Finally the
composite colour image
may be saved as a sprite
file from the image
window's menu. The

screen dump shows three
images of the same part of
the sky taken at 12, 25 and
60 micron. 1 have assigned
the shortest wavelength to

i red and longest to blue,
this is the inverse of

normal but shows up the
detail best. So the red stars are the

hottest and the blue stars are the
coolest in this picture which is closer
to our expectations.

When you create a colour
composite image like this, it is called
a false colour image, but when the
filters match the rendered colours

closely is is called a true colour
image. In the case of the IRAS
images you can't see infra-red so
they are all false colour images
anyway.

Note this is totally different from
the colour images you could make
last month using the palette utility,
these are known as pseudo-colour
images as although there are
different colours on the display
there is only one imaging, or
measuring band, so the colours only
indicate different intensity levels.
CompMake can also be used in
Physics lessons to illustrate the
mixing of coloured light.

In the final part I will look at
compressed images and what range
of goodies you can get from ^^^^
NASA. EUD
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ViewFinder. The highXperformance graphics card for the Rise PC.
For more information : http://www.windfall.nl. Available in the
U.K. from CJE Micro's (http://www.cje.co.uk).



Co-Comp
PO Box 199, Preston, PR1 9SS

T. 01772496659, M:07970 064479 F:07971 434612

E. enquiry@co-comp.co.uk, W: www.co-comp.co.uk
"E-commerce, Web site hosting &development'

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
POBox 183,Oldham.OL28FB

T:0845 458 8803.F:08701641604

E: info@stdovcl.demon.co.uk, W: www.stdevel.demon.co.uk
"Interfacing hardware developer, mice, keyboards etc"

CTA Direct

168 Elliott Street, Tyldesley, Gtr. Manchester, M29 8DS
i T: 01942 797777, F: 01942797711
, E: sa!es@cadirec! co u \'i wwv. ctad'rect.co.uk \I

R-Comp
22 Robert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6PB

T:01925755043F:01925757377

E: rcomp@rcomp.co.uk W: mvw.comp.co.uk
'Internet. Musicand Games software"

Clares Micro Supplies Ltd.
75a Webbs Lane, Middlewich, Cheshire, CW10 9DS

T: 01606 833999, F: 01606 836111
E: sales@claresmicro.com, W: www.claresmi

Sign IT
)1902 894775, R01902 324287

E: rac@dezlgnlT.cauk
Education and RISC OS network interfaces

"IT S3les and support to; schools, piub RlSi

Distance Learning Ltd.
44 Goldieslie Road, Sutton ColdfieU, WMidlands, B73 5PG

T: 01213552853,F. 01; 8 M 006074S495

E: r,ickway@dl-lld,demcn.ci islancelearninglldu!
"Edttcanon consult

Serious Statistical Software

19 Station Road, Blackwell, Bromsgrove, B601QB
T:0121 445 6887

"lasy touse, professional quality statistical software

Arcania

W: www.arcania.co.uk

T;01267 267899

"Eco-lriendly Web creation"

USSitae

i-aiisea. SA2 722

T:01792 204519!:. 01792 20M
l8s@hssoftware co.uk W. www.hssota

"Report wrinting S record-keeping software for NC/Speoal Needs"

Softrock Software

Freepost (BS7878), Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol BS10 7BR
Tel;08707401759

E; info@sofirock.co.uk
"Support software for Web sitedevelopment"

IT S Consultancies

2Soullwood Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BAM 7BY
T: 01225 764863, F:01225764863

M; 0468 386728, E: support@its.gb.com

Liquid Silicon I
2 Forth Avenue, Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

T:01592 592265, F:01592 596102

E: sales@liquid-silicon.com, W:www.liquid-silicon.com
"POSum distribution, RISC OSdealer, music specialist'

eacn ot tne dealers mentione

in this guide can advise you on which type of RISC OS
computer will best suit your needs and will be able to
supply it and the software you need.

uppliers o,fAcorn-badged RISC OS computers:
Castle Technology Ltd, Ore Trading Estate,
Woodbridge Road, Framlingham, Suffolk IP13 9LL
T: 01728 723200, F: 0800 783 9638,
E: sales@castle.org.uk, W: www.castle.org.uk



Wardlaw Surveys
Warlaw House, Kirkhill, Inverness, IV5 7NB

T: 01463831214, F:01463831214

E: sales@wardlaw.demon.co.uk,
W; www.wardlaw.demon.co.uk

"RISC OSdealer, experti

Photodesk Ltd

|l The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset, DT5 2NQ
T:01305 822753, F:01305860483, M: 07855912538
E:chris@photo-desk.com, W: www.photo-desk.com

"RISC OS dealer, Olympus cameras, high resolution printer drivers'

JonDuddington
6a Old Mill Avenue, Coventry, CV4 7DY

T: 02476 415535 E: jsd@clara.co.uk W: home.clara.nefjsd
"Pluto: e-mail reader &text database; Speak: text tospeech

Ingenuity
angley Mill, Nottingham, NG16 4BE

243,F:08000191242

co.uk,W:www.ri48.co.uk

md RISC OS dea'er"

PHR Computers
iWatcot Walk, Netherton, Peterborough, PE3 9QE

T:01733754814, M: 07713500819

E;preid@enterprise.net
•RISC OSsales: RiscStation, Microdigital, Castle'

Microbits

Front Offices, Alfa Trading Est, 32 Adelaide St, Coventry CV1 5GT
T: 024 7655 0088, F:024 7636 6452, M: 07714251011

E: sales@microbit.demon.co.uk, W; www.microbit.demon.co.uk
'POSum distribution, RISC OSdealer, network install &support'

SurftecJ

http^www.aurft.c.not/j

Icon Technology
Church House, Carlby, Stamford, Lines PE9 4NB

•Purveyor offine quality RISC OS WPs theread/write Word files"

Akalat Publishing
; 231, Barton, Bedford, MK454HQ

T;01582 881 614

ofAcorn Publisher magazine"

T.01223 S62500 F:0122;
"Dovsloper oricjin-ai Acorn educa^ci im'C so.

421 Sprowston Road, Norwich NR3 4EH
T: 01603 400477

"RISC OS repairs"

Aleph One
The Old Courthouse, Bottisham. Cambridge CB5 9BA

:01223 811 679 F:01223 812 713 E: info@aleph1.co.uk
"Upgrades for PCPro &ARMLinux for Rise PC"

Cannon Computing / Ctima.na
Whitegate. Dunmov. R

IHeath, Bishops Stortford, Herts
: 01279730800/900 F; 0127973

:sales@cumana.co.uk W: www.cumana.il

GeneSys
Riviera Drive, Scuthend-on-Sea, Essex, SSI 2QT

T;01702462385, F: 01702469224

:07850 553356, E: Sales@genesys.org.uk
"RISC OSdealer, networks, PCsandMacs"

City Audio Services
ChesterAvenue, Rochester, KentME12DR
: 01634 845 878 E:cas@argonet.co.uk

"Audio specialist for RISC OS, PCsetc"

The Data Store

6 Chatterton Road, Bromley. Kent, BR2 9QN
T:020 8460 8991, F: 020 8313 0400

E: info@datstore.demon.co.uk, W: www.the-data-store.co.uk
"Dealer inall RISC OScomputers, since 1983"

Suppliers of RiscStation RISC OS computers:
RiscStation Ltd, 168 Elliott Street, Tyldesley,
Gtr Manchester, M29 8DS.
T: 01942 797777, F: 01942 797711
E: info@riscstation.co.uk, W: www.riscstation.co.uk

Suppliers of MicroDigital RISC OS computers:
MicroDigital Ltd, 37 Titus Street, Saltaire,
Shipley, West Yorkshire BD18 4LU
T: 01274 618774

E: sales@microdigital.co.uk W: www.microdigital.co
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Real life in
Converting a storage room to a

work room was finished and I

ended up with a very large
workroom in which to place

all my computer stuff. Now it was
time to buy a new monitor, a promise
1made to myself, now there was
space to place a 19 inch monitor
screen.

A lot of computer hours are spent
on reworking scanned slides and
designing printed circuit boards. Both
of which rely very much on graphic
capabilities of the computer. Having
bought and moved my latest asset (a
reallybig box) to its new working
place it was connected to the Rise PC
with a limited 2Mb VRAM.

A big (used to 15 inch) screen
presented my old screen 1024 x 768 in
usual colours.Okay time to start up
my Photodesk program and have a
look at some previous work.

Stunning pictures on my Sony
multiscan E400 Trinitron monitor
with 0.24 pitch but only in 32K
colours.Time to tune, redefinemy
monitor MDF files. Wanting to have

Frits Versteegh reveals what it's like to
live with Windfall's ViewFinder

16M colour screenand trying to
adjust my Rise PC to this ended up in
something which was not possible.

Not enough VRAM and processor
speed too achieve my goal which was
at least 1024 x 768 x 16M colours all

with reasonable refresh rate of better
than 80Hz.

Okay the screen was physically
bigger, had less reflections and was
very good but too really make this
monitor work I needed something
else.

First option was to wait for the
Omega machine but as any child
with new toys I wanted to have
something now. Having read an
article a few months earlier about a

Viewfinder card I connected to the
Internet to search for it. Its complete
name is Viewfinder Graphics card
and it is produced by Windfall
Engineering a company run by John
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Kortink in the Netherlands.

John has written several good
software utilities like Translator and

hardware like a video digitiser
podule (long ago). The VFcard is a
podule which is made up of two
items, the first is a PC video graphics
card — ATI Xpert 98 AGP with 8Mb
VRAM onboard.

The second is a PCB with some
driver software and hardware to

convert/interface the signals from the
Rise PC podule bus. Time to e-mail
John and ask what about the working
of PCPro as I do use the PC Card
almost as much as the RISC OS side.
Next day I got a good answer and
decided to order one.

A week later it arrived and, as it
was raining, it was a perfect moment
to open up the Rise PC and add the
card.

The card is build professionally
and is delivered with the mounting
screws to secure the podule once
inserted into your RISC PC. But
before opening the Rise PC, time to
RTFM. One of the things not much
done by wizards like us but
important for something like this.

The manual is a really small sheet:
4x2 cm. A one line manual? Almost,
the card looks designed for the
wizards because the first thing you
have to do is insert the card and boot
up with the V key held down.

The card should be placed in slot 0
or 1 because it uses DMA extensive
and only those two slots offer DMA
(more on this later). Booting with the
V key pressed disables the VFcard
and presents your same old dull
desktop. Time for the second
instruction of the manual press
Control+F12. This opens up your
editor with a command line and you
type the command:

ViewfinderGuide
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Now a real manual, one you can not
lose,appears in your screenand you
can print this and read it with a cup
of coffee/tea. After reading it I
followed the instructions and
connected my Sony E400 to the
VFcard and booted without the V
pressed. My normal screen appeared
and there was a new icon on the

menu bar.

This givesaccessto very much
higher screen resolutions. The menu
givesyou a wide choice of different
high resolutionscreen modes sorted
by colour with high refresh rate. Here
are just a few examples:

1920 x 1440 x 32K (or 256 or 16
colours) 66 Hz

1600 x 1200 x 16M colours 82 Hz

1280 x 1024 x 16M colours 107 Hz

1024 x 768 x 32K colours 135 Hz
All of these modes can be changed by
the user and you can add and delete
your modes easy, all within the limits
of the card. Choosing a mode is as
easy as it is with your normal icon
which is next to it. There is a

command to get rid of your old
Display Manager.

Testingseveral modes produced
no problems in my setup. All screen
modes are very crisp and show lots
of detail with good colours. The
Viewfinder mailing list (which can be
found on Yahoo) mentioned
something about the image
sometimes being a bit blurry.

The image I viewed was not
blurred at an, suspect it has to do
with the connecting cable between
monitor and VFcard. The quality of
the cable becomes a major issue when
using these high resolution modes.
Becareful if you use switchboxes as a
lot of them will give noticeable loss of
quality.

The RISCOS desktop looked very
impressive once I decided to use 1280
x 1024 x 16M colours at 86 Hz refresh

rate — the maximum rate my Sony
monitor will accept. Once decided
you want to start up with the
Viewfinder card you can also set the

Hish resolution

colour
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resolution it uses.

This is done by manually editing a
boot file. Finally booting up the
machine now produces a very nice
picture and it's time to test my most
frequent used software packages.All
of them work fine, but here's a short
overview:

Riscript: A4 documents can be seen
almost lifesize, speed of Riscript is
mostly determined by used fonts and
handling of those no extra delays
noticed;
Impression: Very nice DTP now as
pictures and size are greatly
improved;
Photodesk: Not possible to view
picture without frames (full screen),
minor negative point. A real joy now
to see your work. Screens are
redrawn a bit slower but there is a lot

of data extra now;
ANT Internet: Redrawing up of large
screens sometimes a bit slower but

overall image is again much better;
Easywriter: Redrawing of screen a bit
slower when inserting / editing text;
ChangeFSI: Now produces stunning

t 41./I si eiai nl_*i

decoding of digital images of all
kinds;
CD Burn: No problems, you can
open more windows now and still
see each of them. More important, no
timing problems on my SCSI bus.
Having written a few CD's at full
(6X) speed since VFcard's installation
without problems;
StrongED: Just used for basic editing
and experienced no weird tilings.

Overall all my applications work
as they did before but all with much
nicer graphics. Important also my
hardware looks okay. Using my
Photodesk set up with the Nikon
scanner revealed a problem. The
scanner did not work at all.

Testing revealed that when
booting in Viewfinder disabled mode,
it did work okay. After looking in my
SCSI manager setup I made an
adjustment to prevent block transfers.
The scanner now works again.

There is a command available

which sets the way DMA is used by
the card. You need to use this

command to make the VFcard work
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with the Kinetic card.The totalsetup
used is a Rise PC with StrongARM
200Mhz; Cumana SCSI-2 card;
Atomwide serial card; Nikon
Coolscan-2 slidescanner; Panasonic
PD drive; IBM 8Gb SCSI HD; Fujitsu
4Gb IDE HD; Yamaha SCSI rewriter
6x4x16; PC586-133Mhz card; 64Mb
RAM; 2Mb VRAM; and RISCOS 4.02.

Keeping track of all the news
remarks from the Yahoo mailing list it
seems that Rise PC's which do not
perform well or are a bit unstable can
experience problems on the podule
bus. Viewfinder transfers a huge
amount of data along that bus which
in theory should not influence other
operations.

Another thread suggested Zap was
slow with the VFcard. John Kortink
published a new version Flash file for
the card — the card's software can be
updated in place — and Zap is faster
still. The VFcard only listens to RISC
OS commands. This means that
certain very few applications which
directly access screen memory fail to
work with this card. Those

applications need to be updated to
make them work.

The RISCOS part of the RISC PC
passed the test. What about the
PCcard? Starting PCPro blanked the
display, showed the start-up screen
(text only) and froze the system.
Nothing happened, remembering
several messages in the mailing list
about memory problems with this
application I reset the Rise PC and
changed the memory allocated to
PCpro.

I tested several settings and ended
up with 28Mb which is 4Mb less than
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it was before. Windows 95 does work
with thisamount of memory and my
applications do not need more, so I
am okay.

Starting up the PCProapplication
in single task mode now blanks my
display a moment of startup text and
then during Windows start-up I have
a flickering / flashing screen until the
final desktop resolution has been set
by Windows. Once in the Windows
95 OS all works as before no news
here until I exit the single tasking
mode.

An ugly low resolution screen is
presented sometimes with a icon
seldom seen in RISC OS tells you to
wait, then one click of the mouse
followed by F12 and a Return brings
back the familiarViewfinder desktop.
You can also start-up the PC in
multitasking modeand go to single
task and leave by quitting the PCPro
applicationon the menu bar. Leaving
the PCPro environment could be
better.

The VFcard has flash memory on
board. So it can be updated with new,
extra or better routines and

commands in future while it is in

your machine. Since its release
several updates have been provided
by John Kortink via the Internet. The
version tested here is VI .28.

Also the card takes over some

RISCOS software graphics routines
and performs them in hardware,
some of them with 1100% increase in
speed. Applications like Artworks
and ProCAD should benefit from this

but I could not test this.

The original Rise PC VIDC chip is
put in a standby mode and displays a

message that you should look at the
VFcards output. It would be nice if
the original video output could be
used to display something else like
different views, enlargements of
screen parts or whatever you can
think of. Something for the future
maybe?

As the construction of the podule
can take other graphics cards
Viewfinder is a card which can be

updated as long as there are PC
Graphic cards and Windfall
Engineering software support. At this
time of writing already there is new
Flash file available as the AGP video
card has been downgraded, yes this
no typo. It's not dramatic but the
strength of Flash files is now proven.
Almost forgot, you do not need your
VRAM to drive the VFcard. So if you
wanted better screenmodes you can
better buy the VFcard then some
chips (in most cases true).

Having spend a lot of hours again
in frontof my new Desktop I am very
pleased with this VFcard which gave
my Rise PC a new life. The desktop
does not give a moment the feeling
that it is slow, John describes it has
smooth, it is. Keep in mind that
building a large screen like the one
set on my Rise PC eats a lot of new
gained speed away. So I gained a
much better screen quality not speed.

Spending a morning with the
VFcard removed, showed a slightly
faster desktop but within 10 minutes
that feeling went away. The VFcard
lives up to its promise and certainly
gives us RISC OS users a desktop
which we can show our fellow PC
men without shame.

Are there no negative points to
this VFcard? Not much, the price is
higher than in the PC world but it is
worth a very good monitor. The price
of the VFcard is reduced since the

RISC EXPO in the Netherlands.

PCPro with only 28 Mb? looks like a
software bug and to be corrected in a
future flash version. I now have a
very well performing Rise PC with
new vitamins, a combination which
performed year after year and ^^^^
will do a few more now. |=_£__)
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A response is always welcome when you need to design. Cerilica
Vantage is the leading revolutionary design and publishing
packageexclusively for RISC OS. It is designed to respond.

Using the latest technology and design and publishing practices, a
wealth of features is now present for your machine. Basics such as
multi-page handling, full shape control (round a star, if that is
what you desire), a line editor that is flexible and dynamic (watch
the freehand react instantly) and zoom undo are complimented
by amazing features. TRUISM 2 will control your inks and tell you
the truth. User-definable radial fills will add that touch of realism.
Transparencies give you a look in and multilines will help you
map out the future.

And everything can be brought to life with the comprehensive
interactive tool. Create documents that allow you to explore.

The future is worth a second look: www.cerilica.com/vantage

Cerilica Vantage is available only from Cerilica direct in the UK. The full package is £241.50 (fully inclusive, UK delivery).
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Weare all familiar with the

concept of the Internet, Web
pages, e-mail, FTP, but have you
everwondered whatgoes on

behind the scenes? What happens when
you typea URL intoyour webbrowser?
How does yourcomputer know which
server to connect to? Which server hosts

the Web site which youwish toview? How
does e-mail find its way into yourmailbox
and not one of the other millions of
Internet users out there?

Inthis article, Ihopetodemystify some
ofthetechnologies andjargon surrounding
domain names, Web hosting andhowdata
gets from A.com toB.com —tobring the
phraseintothe21st century.

Firstly, some basics. I'll bereferring to
these a great deal throughout these pages
sowe'll need a good understanding of
them from thestart. Some may seem
obvious, especially ifyou'rea hardened
Internet user, but an understanding of
these areimportant forlessfamiliar users.

Domain
Think ofa domain ingeological terms. We
refer to"yourdomain" when talking about
territory —the Internet isnodifferent —
it's like an address. There are several levels

ofdomain on theInternet. "Top Level
Domains", TLDs, are likecountries —they
are the first level ofsegmentation of the
Internet. Some examples of TLDs are
.COM, .UK, .ORG, .AU

Each country has their own TLD
assigned to them, and thereare some
generic TLDs which anyonecan use (the
extremely popular .COMbeing one of
them)

Second level domain
These are the next division which sit under

the TLDs — think of them like the counties

within a country. Depending on which
TLD youare under, you maybe able to
register your ownsecond level domain
name(moreon registration later).Some
SLDsare: spellings.net, .co.uk, riscos.com

Sub-domain
Asub-domain is normally the firstlevel of
thedomain name. Forexample, "www" is
a sub-domain in www.spellings.net. Sub-
domainsusuallydon't have to be
registered ifyou are theownerof the
second level domain.

Domain names

n a name
Neil Spellings explains absolutely
everything about domain names

Somecompanies do offer sub-domain
registration, where they areexpanding the
number ofpossible domains you can
register.

Forexample, you can register sub-
domains under uk.com SLD like
spellings.uk.com. You maychoose thisoption
if theTLD spellings.com isalready registered.

IP address
Everyhost (the term for an Internet-
connecteddevice,PC,serveror router)has
a unique IP (InternetProtocol) address. IP
addresses take the form of four numbers

separated bya "." for example:
212.69.206.29

It is probably worthnotingthat this
current set-up, where each of the four
numbers canbe 0-255, isbecoming
insufficient tocopewith the numberof
machines available. This is IP4 with a mere

4 billion optionsand there are moves afoot
to extend this to copewith more.

DNS
The Domain NameSystem isa crucial part
of howtheInternet operates, andgives
anonymous servers a simplename so we
don't have to remember large string of
numbers (the IP addresses mentioned
above) when we want to visit a Web site.

Whenwe are talking aboutdomains,
the term DNSwillcropup frequently, this
isa domain name server which isspecifically
tasked translating theseIPaddresses into
the domain names we are all familiar with.

This process isknown asa DNS lookup.
Now we've learnt a few of the basics,

let'sgo through theprocess ofsetting up
our own domain name and Web site, and
how someone on the other side of the

world mightview it onceit's up and
running.

All in the name
Thefirststep on the roadto an Internet
presence is to choose your domain name.
Thismaysound easy, but there are many
thingswhichyou need to takeintoaccount
when choosing your domain name:
• What TLD areyougoing to register it
under?

Ifyou area global company or
organisation, or youare registering a
personal or family domain name, you may
wish togo fora country neutral .COM or
.NET. Fora UK-based company or
organisation, .CO.UK or .ORG.UK may be
more suitable. There are hundreds of TLDs

to choose from, and some new ones about
to released including .info, .bizand .name
• Is it available to register?
Ifyou are registering a domain under one
of the more popular TLDs such as .COM or
.CO.UK, you may well find that the
domainyou wish to register is alreadyin
use.If this is thecaseyou haveseveral
options:

a) If the personwho has registered it
has no right to use it, you may take them
to arbitration to get the domain transferred
to yourself. Thiscourseof actionwould
requirethat thedomain name contained
your companynameor a registered
trademark you own. If not, you may have
no choice but to consider one of the other

following options.
b) If the domain name isregistered but

not being used for a site (it is "parked" —
registered but not being used), consider
contacting the registrant toseeif theyare
willing to part with, or sell the domain
onto you. Beware of"cyber-squatters" who
registerdomain names in bulk with no
intention of using themonly to extract
exorbitant fees from the legitimate owner.

c)Choose a variation ofyourdomain
namewhich is available (forexample, add
hyphenswhere domainscontain multiple
worlds, or add words such as "online" or
"net" (forexample, if mycompany.com is taken
I could try my-company.com or
mycompanyonline.com)

d) Choosea different TLD whereyour
desired domain name is available. There

are literally hundreds of TLDs to choose
from, althoughsomeare harder to register
than others.

• Is it easily memorable?
When choosing a domain name, you want
it to stickin the mindsof your visitors (or
potential customers ifyouarecreating a
business site). Having a domain nametoo
complex or toolongto remember isgoing
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to meanpeople wont remeber yoursite
URL and willhave to resort to usingsearch
engines to find yoursite.
• Does it infringe on anyone else's
trademark or company name?
Ifthe nameyou are registering contains
yourowncompany name, organisation
nameor trademark, youare normally safe
to proceed.

However, if the above is not the case,
there may besomeone else withsuch a
company name or trademark, whomay
object toyourregistration iftheyhave a
more legitimate right to usethename.
Where thereare twoparties"layingclaim"
to the same domain name, an arbitration
committee can decideon who the rightful
owner should be.

Choosing a registrar
Onceyou've decided the domain name
youwish to register, youneed to find a
registrar whocanperform the registration
for you. There areliterally hundreds of
domain registrars on theInternet tochoose
from, so youneed tochoose one thatbest
suitsyour requirements. Some thingsto
think about when choosinga registrar:

• Ifyoualsowish to hosta Web site, do
they provide Web hostingservices?

• Dotheycharge to transfer your
domain toanother provider? There are
somecompanies who will register your
domain fora verylowprice(some evenfor
free) but ifyou thenwish to "makeuse"of
yourdomain theycharge you often
exorbitant fees to transfer it to another Web

hosting provider.
• Does the registrar makethemselves

the legalowners?You should always be
the legalowner otherwiseyou risk losing
thedomainif theregistrar closes down or
go bankruptat a laterdate.

• What additional services or features

can theyoffer? Ifyou are registering your
domain for a commercial Web site, you
maywish to hostan onlineshop,mailing
list, databaseor sub-domain. Ifyou will
require such features, makesureyour
registrar canprovidethem.

Using your domain
Onceyour havechosen your registrar, you
need to decideon what hostingoption to
take. Most commonly you willbe
registering yourdomain to linkit toa Web
site and e-mailaddress.Thereare a variety
of hosting optionsin thisareawhichwe
will discuss next.

You mayjustbe registering thedomain
to "stake yourclaim" on it,and have no
immediate plansto makeuseof it fora
Web site or e-mail,in whichcase you are
just"parking" it until thetime arises and
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you decide toutilise it. When you register
a domain name, mostregistrars giveyoua
choice ofhowyouwish touseit. Here are
a few explanations ofsome ofthe facilities
and features you may see.

E-mail/Web forwarding
Many domain registrars don't provide Web
hosting services —instead they forward
your domain URL onto a URL which you
specif)' at thetime ofregistration. People
often use the free Web space that their ISP
provides as this URL. The advantage of
this isyou can host a Web site at minimal
cost without having topay for anyspecific
webhosting.

Thedisadvantageof this is that a
domain that forwards onto an ISP's site

does not look professional, especially if the
siteisa business or corporate one. Also, as
youareusing the ISPs Web space, they
have noobligation toprovide a reliable
service asyouaregetting it for free. They
might notbackup theserver, or it maybe
taken down for maintenance without

warning.
E-mail forwarding isprovided by most

registrars, andautomatically forwards any
e-mail sent to yourdomain name toan e-
mail addressyouspecify at registration
time. This allows you to receive domaine-
mail withouthavingto makechanges to
youre-mail software or itsconfiguration.

Web hosting
Ifyou do not wish to have your domain
URL forwarded toanothersite, you will
needsomeWeb space. Mosthosting
companies allocate youWeb space bythe
megabyte. Howmuchspaceyou'llneed
willdependon the typeof Web siteyou
have. Formostsites,5Mbis adequate, and
ifyoursite only hasa few pages youmay
getawaywith as little as 1Mb. However, if
you wish toprovide software downloads
or host large numbers of images or other
files you mayneedmorespace.

The CGI-BIN
Acgi-bin isa special areaon a Web site
whichcan be used to run scripts.Many
hosting companies provide a standardset
ofcgi-scripts thatareavailable to useon
yoursite (mailform isa common one—it
allows you toaddane-mail response form
toyour Web site).

Ifyouwanttheflexibility toadd other
scripts (either those freely downloadable
on the Internet, or ones you have written
yourself) youwill need yourowncgi-bin
folder setting up on yoursite.

P0P3 mailboxes
Sometimes you mightnot want to rely on

your ISP toprovide e-mail services for
your domain. This isespecially the case if
domain e-mail is to be delivered to an

office environment, where regularISP-
provided P0P3 mailboxes arenot
sufficient.

P0P3 mailboxes allow e-mail to be

delivered directly intoyour domain
without anyforwarding taking place.
Domainmailboxesrequire you to
configure your software toconnect tothe
new mailbox and download the e-mail in

addition to your regularISP mailbox.

PHP
PHPis a "serverside" scriptinglanguage
whichis rapidlygaining in popularity.
Serverside means that the scriptsare
processed on theWeb server before the
pageissent to theWeb browser, which
means youcancreate quitecomplex and
interactive Web siteswithout havingto rely
on any particularfeatures of the Web
browser such as Java script. PHPalso
provides many facilities for manipulating
images, managing sessions andconnecting
to databases.

Finding your site
Soyou've chosenyour registrar, submitted
yourregistration and chosen yourhosting
options— what happens next? Letus take
a lookat what happens behind thescenes
togetyourdomainnameavailable on the
Internet.

Depending on whichTLD you chose,
this processdiffersslightly, although the
general idea is the same. For the popular
TLD's such as .COM, .NET and .ORG,
your registrar will registeryour domain
name with one of the 80 or so worldwide
ICANN (The InternetCorporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers) accredited
registrars (or they maybeone themselves).
Theseare companies who are specially
licensed to register those TLDs.

For other TLDs such as .UK, the
registrarwill register the name directly
with the particular organisationwho
"owns" that TLD. In this case, Nominet are
thecompany who lookafter the .UK TLD.

One you haveparted with yourcash,
yourdomain name will beadded tooneof
the "root" DNS servers on the Internet.
There are several root servers for each TLD
(for .COM there are about 26, .UK there are
4). Theseare hugedatabaseswhichstore
all the second leveldomains registered
under their own respective TLD.

Eachdomain name registeredgets its
own WHOIS record in this database. This

process cantake from 24to48hours, so
newly registered domain names cantake a
while to become available.
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Each WHOIS record holdsa varying
amount ofdetail, again depending on the
TLD. Details such as who owns the

domain, who administers it, when it was
registered, and when itexpires are
common entries. The WHOIS record will

also hold details of at least two DNS

servers (theprimary and secondary) that
know a lotmoreabout thatparticular
domain. These are known as the "DNS

delegation" servers: theservers thatall
requests made to thatdomainnameshould
be forwarded, or delegated to.

You canquery the WHOIS records
directly. Manyof the registrar Web sites
allow you toperform a "WHOIS" lookup
on a particular domain name. This ismost
commonly used to find whethera
particular domain name isavailable for
registration, and issimplyquerying and
displaying the WHOIS record from the
WHOIS database on the master server for

that TLD.

DNS records, delegation
TheDNS delegation servers specified in
your WHOIS record are theservers which
decide where todirect requests for all the
different services thatcould reside on your
domain such as Web,e-mail, FTP and so
on. These are stored in the form of DNS

records.

The main DNS record is known as the

"A" record, whichprovides the mainIP
address to name translation for the domain

name.Another important record is the MX
record (Mail eXchange) whichprovides the
hostname of the mail server which all e-

mail sent to that domain is to be sent.

Finally, CNAME (Canonical Name) records
describe sub-domain definitions under the

second level domain.

To explain this a little further, hereare
the DNS records from the DNS server

which hosts spellings.net:
Record Type Data

spellings.net HX5 spellings.net.

spellings.net A 212.69.206.29

smtp.spellings.net CNAME spellings.net.

ftp.spellings.net CNAME spellings.net.

mail.spellings.net CNAME spellings.net.

Asyou cansee from theabove, all the
services (CNAME records) for spellings.net
(Web, e-mail and FTP)are all hosted on the
same server: spellings.net which in turn
resolves (usingtheA record) to
212.69.206.29 —the IPaddressof my
hosting server.

Oncethe DNSrecord foryour newly
registered domain haspropagated to the
root servers, and the DNS records have
beenset-upon the hostsown DNS
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Domain names

delegation server, a Web server can then be
configured toprovide yourchosen hosting
options, which may bea hosted site with
Web space, or URL forwarding inwhich
casethehosting webserver just responds
with a new URL to which the web browser

should go.

DNS lookup
Sonowwe haveour domain registered,
the WHOIS and DNS records have been

setup by the registrars or hosting company
and we have eithera Web hosting
agreement or we are usingURL
forwarding. Howdoessomeone whocan
besitting at anyInternet-connected PC find
their wayto theserver which hosts the
Web site?

We'll now take a look behind the scenes

at howa domain namegetsresolved toan
IPaddress. In the following example, we're
going tousea Microsoft employee whohas
heardhowgood RISC OS is and wants to
find out somemore information. They
decide to visit the RISC OS Ltd Web site,
and such typethe URL http://www.riscos.com
into their Web browser.

Firstly, itsimportant to realise that the
PC which the user is seated at will also be

a member of a domain. As the user is a

Microsoft employee in thesales
department hisPCs domain might be
sales.microsoft.com being on a corporate
network.

Fora non-corporate dial-upuser, their
domain isusually thatof their ISP, so for
example a userof theAAUGOnline ISP
will be a member of aaugonline.net.

Each Internet-connected PC is

configured withat leasttwoDNSservers
(often called primary andsecondary
"nameservers" by ISPs). Fordial-up
connections, these can either be "server
assigned" inwhich case thePCis informed
of them during the connection process, or
hard-coded in the ISP connection script.
For corporate networks, these will
normally be configured by the network
administrators for all PCs on their network.

1.When the usertypes
http://www.riscos.com into their Webbrowser,
the first server to be contacted is the

primary DNS serverfor thedomain the
user is a member of, in this case
sales.microsoft.com.

If forsome reason the primary server
doesnot respond (itmaybe down for
maintenance) the client will contact the
secondary. If thatdoesn't respond either,
theclient willgeta "hostnamenot found"
message in their browser —a similar
message towhen youentera domain
name which docs not exist.

2. Because a DNSsewer forany
domain onlyknows aboutthehosts and
servers in its own sub-domain (known as
its "zone"), the Microsoft sales
departments' DNS serverhasno
knowledge of riscos.com. Theonlyhosts it
knows about are in the sales.microsoft.com

zoneso it passes the request ontotheDNS
server for the zone around it, microsoft.com.

3.Thisserverfaces thesameproblem,
althoughit knowsabout many morehosts
than the sales DNS server, it still has never
heardofriscos.com, so again it forwards the
request onto thezonearound it.

4. As microsoft.com is a second level

domain, itszoneparentwill beoneofthe
root DNS servers for the .COM TLD. For

reference, these master servers are all
actually in theirown domainGTLD-
SERVERS.NET and each server has a

different sub-domain, startingwithAand
going through to M. (egA.GTLD-
SERVERS.NET, B.GTLD-SERVERS.NET
etc)

5. This root server knows about all the

second leveldomains, includingriscos.com,
and responds back to the7 DNS server
with the IP address of the DNS server

which hosts www.riscos.com (194.200.2.231).
The microsoft.com DNS server then forwards

this to the sales.microsoft.com DNS server,
which in turn forwards it to the client PC.

6. The client PC now has an IP address

it cancontact, so it sends a request to that
IP address. As this is the riscos.com DNS

server, and theclient is requesting
www.riscos.com, it knows to directthe request
to the Webserver (the www CNAME
record). It isonlynow that the usersitting
in Microsoft sees the RISC OS Ltd Web site

in their browser.

This mayallseem incredibly long-
winded, but all these servers work
remarkably quicklyand can respond to
each other in a matter if milliseconds. Also,
DNSservershold caches of recently
resolved names, so if someone else in
Microsoft were to enter www.riscos.com in

their Web browser, the DNS server now
already knows whereto send thisrequest
to as itsalready performed thislookup in
thepastand hascached it,speeding up the
subsequent request.

Hopefully you now havea better
understanding of what is involved in
registering yourown domain name,
hosting a Web siteand how Internet traffic
isdirected toyoursiteonce setup.

Neil Spellings ischairman oftheAssociation of
Acorn Usergroups (AAUG), and is also Managing
Director of Spellings Computer Services Ltd, which
provides, among other things, domain registration,
Web design and hosting.



Organizer
by Chris Morison

The best personal organiser
/or your RISC OS Computer

• Calendat^A
• Diary/

• Complete replacement for .'Alarm
• Early warnings

• Birthdays & Anniversaries
• Regular reminders, so never be late with a card again!

• Address-book
cote*• User-definable fields & categories

• Phone dialling, e-mail & web-page hbtllnks

• Notebook / /
/ • Link notes to Alarms, Birthdays and Addresses

All in. an easy to use graphical interface
looks just like a real pjotper organiser I

"Worthyofa
place in anyone's .'Bootfile"

Archive Magazine (Vol 11.3)

"The level ofthought and excellent
userinterface impress memost"'A

Acorn User (April 1998)

* On-line Credit-Card payment + £1
* Discounts if you own earlier versions

(subtract £5 if you registered version I..16)

http://www.oiganizeTjnoiisoa.net/
organizer@morison.net 0121 257 2885
4 Arlcy Close. Macclesfield, Cheshire, SKI 1 8QP

Cheques payable lo "Chris Morison"
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CAN BE YOURS FOR LIFE.
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♦ PICK YOUROWNNAMEANDREGISTER IT AT WWWJWEB5T

♦ KEEP YOUR EXISTING EMAIL ACCOUNT, WEWILLSEND AIL MAIL SENT

TO YOURWEBSTREETADDRESSTOTHAT ACCOUNT.

♦ CHANGE YOUR EXISTING ACCOUNT AS OFTEN AS YOU LIKE, YOUR FRIENDS
WILLONLYEVER HAVE TO REMEMBER YOURWEBSTREET ADDRESS.

♦ PRICES START FROM JUST £15, FOR YOUR FIRST WEB STREET ADDRESS,
DISCOUNTS FOR FAMILY REGISTRATIONS.
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WWW site saving software for users of Ore^ano

The RISC OS web browttr

Tired of not being able to save sites out from your favourite web browser ?Well now you can.
Nutmeg is an advanced version of our popular 'Cassia' Oregano caching software, which not
only provides a cache for Oregano, but allows www sites, site areas, or individual files making
up a site to be exported from the cache and saved to disc.

Using Nutmeg is easy; simply select the site, site area or file you would like to save, drag and
drop a 'save' icon to the location on disc where you would like to export to and Nutmeg does
the rest.

«& Meiry:SprilBS.$ fc)!<>

Select His sis for silt-area) hi be saved and then
drag and drop tire dredcry icon to iMiere you wxsid
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comics ndeichtril

£20
Upgrade from
Cassia to Nutmeg
for £15.
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RiscStation
RISC Based Technologies CASTLE

AA
BLUE MOUNTAIN

LOCATION
Ilk- Him-Mountain Cent '• dMMl 3 minutes ftu) fm AtM 10
<rf theM4mraorosiy and.""I minute* fnimLinden Hcuthnnv Anpuit.
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minutes aw j\
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the Cctcc f. twjicd ^ Ihe end lit ihc brc 1x1the nftl.

RiscSt

$&£
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Sat 20th October 10.00 to 17.00 Sun 21 st October 10.00 to 16.00

Blue Mountain Centre, Wood Lane, Binfield, Berks RG42 4EX
(Close to M3,M4, Nearest BR: Bracknell)

Entrance £4 Advance, £5 at the Door Ticket valid for both days

ARM Club, SASAUG and ROUGOL members free on Sunday
Send Cheque payable to The ARM Club at:

RISCOS 2001

Merton Court

38 Knoll Road

Sidcup
DA14 4QU

Tel 07050 679262 Fax 07050 679263
More information at: www.riscos2001.com



THE DATA STORE
• CASTLE DEALER

for RISC PCs and A7000+
• RISCSTATION DEALER

for R7500 Lite and NetWorx
• RISC OS 4

AUTHORISED INSTALLER

A large range of software and
peripherals for all RISC OS computers is stocked in
our showroom in Bromley - pop in and see us or

order by mail, fax, email or telephone!

SIBELIUS
THE MUSIC NOTATION SOFTWARE

The Data Store now provides the official
Customer Supportservicefor Sibelius Acornprograms.

Annual Subscriptions from £47 - pleasephone for details
SIBELIUS 7 now only£399 • SIBELIUS 6 only£99

SIBELIUSFOR WINDOWS/MAC now £525

We also stock Graham Jones' excellent music scanning package
SHARPEYE - £60 inc VAT

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 020 8460 8991 • Fax 020 8313 0400

Web http://www.the-data-store.co.uk/
Email info@datstore.demon.co.uk

Open daily 9.30-5.30, but CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY/SUNDAY

CDR Supplies Direct

CDR Supplies Direct supplyCD writers,
Grade A branded and unbranded CDs,
business cards, label kits, labels and PC
accessories.

CDR Supplies Direct are completely dedicated to your total satisfac
tion. If you have any suggestions or comments please email us a
sales@blankcdr.co. uk

Manufacturers prices and specifications are subject to change without
prior notice.

We accept most major debit and credit cards. We do not charge for
any item until it is ready to ship. Back-ordered items are not charged
until they are shipped.

• Same day despatch
• No credit card surcharges

We supply CD readers and writers from Goldstar, Plextor, Yamaha, Teac
and more. Our blank CD media are A GRADE quality manufactured by
some of the largest suppliers of blank CDR media: TDK, Verbatim, Trax
data, Samsung, Philips and Kodak.
Our aim is to bring top quality blank CDR media, com
patible printer cartridges and PC hardware to yo
at low cost.

Our shop opening times:
9:30am to 5.30pm, Mon to Fri

CDR Supplies Direct, Oak House,
Dewsbury Road, Fenton Ind Est,
Fenton, Stoke-On-Trent, ST4 2TE

t: 01782 749555

f: 01782 749299

m: 07866 464628

e: sales@blankcdr.co.uk

w: www.blnnkcdr.co.uk

Virus
Protection
Scheme

New lower cost!
Pineapple's highly popular
IKiller virus protection and
removal software has proved
amazingly successful at limiting
the spread of viruses on Acorn/
RISC OS computers over the
last eight years.
Because of a reduction in the number of new viruses
being found, we are now able to reduce the number
of update discs members receive, to just two per
year. This in turn now means that we can also
reduce the cost to members to just £15 +vat for their
annual subscription.
However, there are still 223 known different virus
types which can still cause havoc on your RISC OS
computer system if you do not take the simple step
of subscribing to the Pineapple Virus Protection
Scheme. Don't risk getting infected - join now!

Joining Cost £20 + vat (£23.50)
Renewal fee £15 + vat (£17.62)

Pineapple Software
Suite 1, 310 Green Lane, llford, Essex IG1 1XT

Tel 01243 587122 Fax 01243 587953
email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk

www:- http://www.pineaple.demon.co.uk



Making music CDs

A very
versatile

Mark Gillard explains how to
turn a computer file into an
audio CD with little effort

In recent months, while advising
people on upgrading their old
Acorn computers to newer
models, I have answered a few

people's specific needs stating that
it is possible (and easy) to use a
RISC OS computer to write music,
or to record samples, or to write
CDs.

On several occasions I have

explained the whole process of
performing all of these actions in
sequence. Here is a slightly more
detailed explanation:

Write some music
Here is a miniature I wrote while at

the piano then later input into the
computer for printing. For those
more comfortable with Western

29 %

33%

100%

250%

Fit

Page

\ I 1 Iy^\

musical notation,
Sibelius is an

excellent tool for

preparing music
for publication,
on any level.

Music can be

entered via the

QWERTY keyboard or played in
using a MIDI keyboard. For those
wanting to use more abstract
musical techniques and ideas, there
are also several very good
sequencer programs available. The
main aim here is to get the
computer to reproduce the desired
organised sounds.

Make the sounds
Whereas it is possible to connect

MIDI sound

modules and

audio

sampler
expansion
cards to other

RISC OS

computers,
the R7500 is

by far the
simplest
solution for

the purpose
of recording
MIDI output,
since it is all

handled

internally.
The

Yamaha DB51

offers nigh-on
realistic

musical

system
; :

p-File: Track.01

# | ll [ 0:00 Control I AGC| VU | VU\

Signed linear 16 bit. Stereo. 44100 Hz. WAV

instrument sounds and simply
plugs straight onto the motherboard
inside the computer. Once fitted,
any MIDI information is
automatically fed through the
synthesiser and channelled out via
the normal headphone/speaker
socket.

My composition is for piano and,
although it would be easy to find a
real piano and take a recording of a
live performance, the computer
offers the chance to capture a clean
performance with no ambient noise
or interruptions.

It also, for example, as the ability
to reproduce the effect of a full
orchestra without the cost

implications or time constraints of
gathering together a band of live
musicians. This is a great boon to
the composer or arranger who can
instantly hear whether or not his
latest work does work, or if it needs
further refinement.

Record it
MIDI information is a sequence of
instructions to a box of sounds to

control when to make a sound, at
what pitch, and for how long (put
simplistically). In order to capture
these events so that the resultant

music can be put onto an audio CD,
it must be recorded while it is being
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CD toolbox

SVS"R55iiiin.i Mumit'.tM 10 ..Peal*
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Writer Medium

Show medium information

Extract track

Track number

Reset control

1 /:>.

Grab

Manual fixation

CD type | Audio CD j TOC type
CD-ROM

_JMultisession

Fixate

MM turn nonllur nil
SVS"KMounil_viiliiwUI,-M.li(I«3!).8

RIM linn rumilni- mi
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SCSI bus SI I

CD-R/W control

Full blank

Quick blank

[•" in the background
388 : RIM record
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1,'llU -File Ir.ickHl nil
328 : OSClK'lili-r Run (Sane

-rata «IRR -Mis II, sip
off -tie oil")
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played.
The R7500 can do just that.

Gareth Simpson, of Simtec, who
designed the motherboard, also
wrote the Sample application
software which records from

various sources, and mixes of
sources, to create ARMovie, WAV,
or raw data format samples.

Gareth has provided a set of
example files for automating the
setting up of the recording process.
It is possible to record from the
internal CD drive, via the
microphone and line-in sockets at
the back of the computer, to capture
the MIDI sounds as the instructions

pass through the internal
synthesiser card option, and also
grab the internal systems sounds
such as beeps, tracker music, or
synthesised speech — or indeed,
any combination and mix of these
sources simultaneously. I have

y

taken several of the example BASIC
files and cobbled them together to
created my own, specific script in
the form of a BBC BASIC program
to set things up so that I can easily
record what is being sent via the
MIDI device only.

With the Sample application
running, I simply double-click on
my BASIC file and I'm ready to
record. Next, click on the record
button in the Sample window then
press Control+P to make Sibelius
rock and roll, or possibly waltz
sedately. Once the music has ended,
press on the stop button.

Burn audio data to CD
Having captured the MIDI
performace as a digital sample, the
file can then be 'burnt' onto a blank

CDR which is a simple matter of a
few mouse clicks. Drag your WAV
file (or a selection of them) into the

Write Audio CD

TL Current Audio layout.Unt

•J.J3
'-.

Write method

d Track-at-once

J Disc-at-once

Write options

Writingspeed

J Prepare for CD Extra

fy~ dont fixate

_| Simulate writing

CD A X in,

1 01:04 IDEFS::HardDisc.$.Audio.Track01

Sampled Track 0 from: Harddisc
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Cancel

f±

Write kJ
——K?

"Current Audio Layout" window of
CD Bum then click on the Burn icon

to start writing the CD.
Personally, I prefer to write the

CD without fixating it (once
"fixated" no more data can be

added to that particular CDR) and
then fixate it later if I've really
finished.

Play your music
Your music CD is now written and

most Hi-Fi systems will be able to
read audio CDR.

If this process is our theme, then
several variation on this theme

immediately spring to mind. For
example, imagine the following
scenario:

• Download some music from

the Internet in MIDI file format,
play it back using Sibelius or a
straightforward MIDI file player
such as Monolith;

• Plug in a microphone and sing
over the top;

• Record the mix of MIDI

backing and live vocals;
• Burn your own karaoke

performance CD, then maybe send
it to Stars in their Eyes;

So we have seen how I have

taken an original musical idea,
entered the score into my computer,
played it using synthesised
instrument sounds, recorded the
music as it played, then burnt the
recording onto CD.

How about recording a child's
first words then storing them on CD
to reproduce at an appropriate
moment in years to come — how
much worse than baby ^^^^
pictures would that be? I =l fl I»J
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Email, info@riscstation.com

Tel.+44(0)1942 797777
Fax.+44(0)1942 797711

'Accent' RISC OS Midi Audio Equipment

©YAMAHA* >a
inside

Incorporating ICDBurn technology

Internet kit from RiscStation

RiscStation
RISC Based Technologies

n
Create

11

^\

Lay down that track idea that's been floating around
your head for weeks. With hundreds of life-like and
electronic instruments packed into the Yamaha
system, you can really nail that anthem with an
R7500 'Accent' Pack.

Duplicate U(

Happy as Larry with your efforts you'll want to cut
your tracks to disc, but forking out for a production
run isn't really on the cards, nor should it be. You
now have the power to press your own CD's right
there and then in your own home .... Scorching!

Circulate t*

Not satisfied with the size ofyour audience you go
for global domination via the 'net Anyway, how
else are your fans going to get in touch with you?
Emailing and Internetting is a cool breeze with the
InSite pack from RiscStation.

Celebrate

£
It's a job well done - nice one ! You've just managed
to produce, press, and export your finest music
moments, all from one trusty platform .... and you
haven't even set foot in a studio yet!

RiscStation
making it happen.



Making music CDs

A recipe for the food of love.
A step-by-step guide to making your own music CDs.

What you will need:

Method:

V
1

1 RiscStation R7500 computer
1 copy of Sibelius

1 Yamaha DB51 XG MIDI synthesizer
1 Ricoh CD re-writer

1 copy of CD Burn

Beinspired. Becreative. Write some music. Using Sibelius, either play in
using a MIDI keyboard) or type in (using the QUERTY keyboard) your choice
of music. Alternatively you might choose to use a different music creation
and editing program, a sequencer perhaps, to suit your particular talents and
preference.

l€I

2 Add to your RiscStation R7500 the Yamaha DB51 XG MIDI synthesizer
upgrade ready for realistic-sounding playback of your music. Don't forget to
add the MIDI driver software.

Whilst playing your music, simultaneously record it using the Sample
program provided with your R7500. This provides you with an audio sample
suitable for the next stage of the process.

Take your waveform (.WAV) file, mix well with others if preferred - to cater
for a variety of tastes, and add to CD Burn. When the mixture is to your
liking, burn the selection to make a new audio CD.

Enjoy your new music CD at home, at work, or on the move. Also ideal for
storage and appreciation at a later date.
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iates Ltd
Data Duplication Specialists

ociates Ltd, Bracken House, Broad Lane, Bradford, BD4 8PA, En<
t +44 (0)1274 656565 f +44 (0)1274 656575 e sales@hdc.uk.com ivwww.hdc.uk.

With over 20 years combined experience in the duplication

industry we have a service to help with any of your replication

requirements. Starting in the early days with floppy disk

duplication we have been at the cutting edge of technology

keeping up with different products in CD-ROM pressing and

more recently progressing into offering DVD production.

We also offer low volume duplication services for all CD formats.

Our main duplication product services consist of:

CD-ROM - Standard Size (12cm diameter).
CD-ROM - Mini size (8cm diameter).
CD-ROM - Business Card (30mb & 100mb).
DVD - Both 5 and 9.

CD-R - All formats as CD-ROM, you can request:

Supply Only - Print on body - Burn data.

HD Disc - Floppy disc duplication and labelling.
Packaging - All associated print & packaging options.

Fulfilment - Complete packaging assembly, distribution rjfcfc
and storage facilities.

In short, we offer the complete one stop f
solution for all your duplication, packaging ' [
and fulfilment requirements. \

Please contact us via telephone, e-mail

or fax quoting reference CS/01 -04 for N
help on our complete range of duplication,

print and packaging options tailored to

match your requirements.



A [CCUMANA
^^^P^ ^k ^F The best name in memory

The names you can trust for all
your computer requirements.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

A7000+ Computers
A7000+Network,16Mb J | £468.82
A7000+ CD 16Mb, 4GB HD,48xCD 5 5 £645.08
A7000+ PRIMARY, 16Mb, 4GB, 48xCD .^L £703.83
A7000+ SECONDARY 16Mb, 4GB, 48xCD £703.83
A7000+ SURF 24MB, 4GB, dvdCD, 56K Modem £703.33
*NEW* RiscPC Kinetic 300MHz Computers
Kinetic RiscPC, 38Mb, 10Gb HD, 48xCD £1099.00
Kinetic RiscPC, 70Mb, 10Gb HD, IDE DVD Rom drive £1173.83
Kinetic RiscPC, 134Mb, 30Gb HD, IDE CD-Writer with CDBurn £1291.33
Kinetic RiscPC, 138Mb, 30Gb HD, 48xCD, 56k Modem or ISDN TA & Oregano £1408.83
Cumana 'R'NC Network Computers
16Mb, Keyboard, Mouse, Mouse Mat, RJ45 Network Cable & STopcat ready £351.33
!Topcat 2 (Site Licence) £586.33
'Topcat 2 Upgrade from previous version £293.75

*NEW* SLYM (All in one 15" LCD web browser box) £TBA
See page 61 for review ofthis product ^

Oregano Web Browser
Single user £57.58
Primary Site Licence £233.83
Secondary Site Licence £351.33

A

f Monitors - All Prices include VAT

E50 15" 0.28mm Dot Pitch, On Screen Display, MPRII, 1024 x 768@70Hz Max Resolution, 800x600@85Hz Rec Resolution,.£133.93
E70 17" 0.27mm Dot Pitch, On Screen Display , MPRII 1280 x 1024@66Hz MaxResolution,1024x768@87Hz Rec Res £169.20
E70F 17" 0.25mm Dot Pitch, TC099 Flat Shadow Mask £210.09
E71 17" 0.27mm Dot Pitch, On Screen Display, TC099, 1280 x 1024@66Hz Max Resolution, 1024x768@85Hz Rec Res £188.94
E90 19" 0.26mm Dot Pitch.On Screen Display, TC099, 1600 x 1200@76Hz Max Resolution, 1600x1200@76Hz Rec Res £275.00
G73FM 17" Stereo FLAT 0.25mm 86kHz,1024x768(5)105Hz, M/M, TCO 99' £219.00

LCD Displays
Viewsonic

VG150 15", TFT, LCD, Analogue Interface, Wall Mountable. TC099 £549.00
"NEW* VE150M 15" TFT LCD , Analogue, 1024 x 768, FULL 15" viewable screen, TC099 , Multimedia,Wall Mountable Option £479.00
VG175 17.4" TFT LCD, Dual Analogue Input, Wall Mountable, TC099 £1092.75
VG181 18" TFT, LCD, Digital/Analogue , Pivot&Height Adjustable £1508.70
VP181 18" TFT, LCD, Digital/Analogue & Video Interface. Multimedia, Pivot&Height Adjustable £2319.45
Taxan680..CrystalVision 15"TFT, Multimedia, TCO 99, 1024x768 £519.00

Colour Inkjet Printers All Prices include VAT
Epson
Stylus 680 Colour A4 £81.78
Stylus 880 Colour A4 £122.67

Hewlett Packard
Deskjet 640 Colour A4 £74.08
Deskjet 840 Colour A4 £86.60
Deskjet 930 Colour A4 £108.51
Deskjet 959C Colour A4 £159.64
Deskjet 970CXI Colour A4 £210.77
Deskjet 980CXI Colour A4 £242.08
Deskjet 990CXI Colour A4 £262.94
Deskjet 1220 ColourA3 £370.40

Canon
S400, Colour A4 £94.47

S450. Colour A4 £124.08

S600. Colour A4 £204.45
S800. Colour A4 £341.22

BJC8200, Colour Photo A4 £305.97
S4500, Colour A3 £317.25

Laser Printers All Prices include VAT
Laserjet 1100 A4 £310.20
Laserjet 1200 (14PPM) A4 £364.14
Laserjet 1200N 14PPM A4 £538.39
Laserjet 1220 A4 £448.66
Laserjet 2200D (18PPM) A4 £707.60
Laserjet 2200DT (18PPM) A4 £837.54
Laserjet 2200DN (18PPM) A4 £884.23
Laserjet 2200DTN (18PPM) A4 £1131.95
Laserjet 4100 (24PPM) A4 £1034.50
Laserjet 4100N (24PPM) A4 £1308.60
Laserjet 410OTN (24PPM) A4 £1400.97
Laserjet 4100DTN (24PPM) A4 £1660.87
Laserjet 4550 Colour A4 £1815.52
Magicolor 2+ CXE. up to 16 ppm (mono), up to 4 ppm (colour), 600dpi.
32Mb Ram & Ethernet Card £938.83 (LimitedStock Only)
Magicolor 2220n up to 20ppm (mono), up to 5ppm (colour)
600dpi, 64Mb, Ethernet £1627.38

All printer prices (unless mentioned) include a high quality
printer cable, Acorn printer driver where appropriate and any standard

WindowsTMdrivers that come with the printer.
Please asklorIhebest prices onother makes and models ofprinters suitable for Acorn, Apple andPC machines.

General Accessories

Mustek Parallel 600cp scanner £116.33
Mustek Parallel 1200cp scanner £151.58
(New ITwaindriver supplied. Now 2.5 times faster at scanning)

A7000 PS2 Mice £11.75
RiscPC Mice £23.50

PS2 adaptor for Rise PC £23.44

Yamaha 8824 Internal SCSI CDRW drive £163.33

ICDBIaze (CDRW software) £50.00
Cumana SCSI 2 card £158.63

CDRW Blank discs £2.50 each

CDR disc (Pack of 10) £6.99
650Mb PD Media Cartridges £30.55 each

Olympus Digital Cameras
C-860L 1.3m Pixels. 3x Digital Zoom £194.58
C-960Z 1.3m Pixels, 3x Optical Zoom £291.87
C-990Z 2.1m Pixels. 3x Optical Zoom £389.16
C-2040Z 2.1m Pixels, 3x Optical Zoom £486.45
C-3040Z 3.34m Pixels, 3x Optical Zoom £728.97

Above cameras do not come with Acorn drivers. Check with

Photodesk on latest compatible drivers.

Call us now on Tel+44 (0)1279-730800/730900 Fax +44(0)1279-730809. sales@cumana.co.uk, www.cumana.net
Cumana is a trading name of: Cannon Computing, Whitegate, Dunmow Road, Hatfield Heath,
Bishop's Stortford, Hertfordshire, CM22 7ED. ffWSEfS2QJDt1.
Without Prejudice.All Registered Trademarks acknowledged. Partners: Nigel D. & Sara L. Cannon.
All prices are UK £ sterling &, unless otherwise stated, include VAT, exclude delivery. E&OE.



Books for all
The delivery of a final 52 Everyman
Classics to secondary schools today
marks the completion of a unique
initiative to distribute a Millennium

Library to every state secondary
school in the UK and to 1,700
schools and libraries in 77 countries

overseas via the British Council.

The final delivery includes the
Everyman Millennium Library CD-
ROM set, a unique electronic
resource to encourage pupils to
interact with classic literature,
bringing it to life.

Over the last two and a half

years, The Millennium Library Trust,
the only book project to be funded

by lottery money from the
Millennium Commission, has

donated 250 Everyman Classics to
4,500 state secondary schools in the
UK. A grand total value of £19
million.

The completion was celebrated
at an event at the Round Reading
Room at the British Museum,
attended by HRH The Prince of
Wales, authors, actors and
publishers, alongside teachers and
pupils from state secondary schools
around the country.

The Millennium Library Trust
was established four years ago to
ensure that among the many

projects funded by the
Millennium Commission

to mark the beginning of
the new century. The
donation has been funded

by the generous support
of the Millennium

Commission, The Clore,
Drue Heinz, The Esmee
Fairbairn and Linbury
Trusts, Dixons and Rank
Foundations, Sir Paul
Getty, Anglia Multimedia
and Everyman
Publishers.

Look at me!
Latest from the Softease range is
Textease Presenter. Quite simply this is
a powerful presentation package
which can be used with interactive

white boards, projection systems and
computer screens. Look out in
particular for Active Mark-up which
allows teachers to circle or mark

items during a presentation and
gives the option to edit slides during
a lesson.

Presenter is capable of running
alone or as part of the growing
Softease suite of programs. Softease
tell us that it is easy enough for
children or teachers to use allowing
you to mix digital photos, video,
sound, text, clip art as well as Word

and Excel files.

Another nice feature is the hide
and reveal feature. This allows you
to uncover labels and drawings or
progress to the next screen without
revealing certain points by clicking
the mouse. This allows for

interesting interactive worksheets
as well as presentations or books.

Other features of note include

the repeat option which lets you
place a logo or backdrop uniformly
on each page, whereas an HTML
save option lets you create web
presentations.

The cost is £39 and full details

can be found on 01335 343 421 or by
visiting www.textease.com

In brief

Nowofficially launched is the North West
Learning Grid's giant regionalbroadband
educational network - NWLG. This network

aims to link schools and local education

authorities across the regionat speeds nearly
2800 times as fast as a normal home Internet

connection transmitting video, text,audioand
graphics at up to 155 Megabytes per second.

Behind the NWLG is a consortium of 19

LEAs covering Cheshire, Greater Manchester,
Merseyside and parts of Lancashire, is one of
11 regionalbroadband educational consortia
beingfunded by the Department for Education
and Employment.

"We want to give pupils, teachers, advisers
and other educational managers highspeed,
reliableaccess to up-to-date technologyand
resources to improvelearning,and the
management of learning through Information
and Communication Technology," commented
Dr Modupe Omideyi, Project Manager.

North West Learning Grid is partnering
Granada Learning in a venture to develop a
regional intranet solution.Thiswill provide
every pupiland teacher with personal Web
space, access to secure chat rooms and
discussion forums, and the facility to create
Web-based content without the need for

programming skills.
David Eccles, General Manager of Granada

Learning added, "Granada Learning is very
pleased to be signinganother private-public
partnership which is set to transform the
online environmentscurrently used within
education. Granada Learning's LearnWise is
now the leading MLE withinFE/HE and this
agreement will begin itsgrowthwithin the
school sector."

This initiative will be used to deliver

interactive web-based resources to schools

and education authorities and complement the
use of up-to-date technologysuch as
interactive whiteboards and video

conferencing.It willalso givesschoolsacross
the region instant access to each other to
share ideas and expertise.

"An Advanced Skills Teacher at a desk in

Blackpool will be able to teach a classof
pupils in Cheshire,for instance," enthuses
SimonBailey, Content Co-ordinator. "We have
had groupsof teacherscollaborating on inter-
authority projects in the past. Now they will
do it in cyber-space."

And for the future? Well, the consortium
has plans to link up with the People'sNetwork
- public librariesnetwork - eventually
extending to form a regional community grid
for learning.

Contacting me J
Pam Turnbull:

cduc@acornuser.coni

www.acornuser.com September 2001 m
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Get it seen on-screen with

Notice Board Professional
Now in version 1.61 NB Pro can be run on all RISC OS computers from 3.10 up,
including the new generation of RISC OS machines. This versatile program offers:
• Complete control over presentation, including forward/ backward slide movement
in slideshow programs; production of stand-alone programs to run on other RISC
OS computers, and a large-screen digital projection option. You can present a
series of pages of pictures/ text with automatic or user-controlled time delay between
slides. The 28 dissolves (fades) provided will add to your creativity.
• Graphic/Text pages can be created using Sprites, Vantage, Artworks, Drawfiles, JPEGs and HTML sources.
A Sound can be added using various sources including: Amadeus, MP3, Replay, WAV, AudioCD, DTTSamp,
Tracker, etc. NB Pro's many uses, include: A Easily created and projected personal or business records/files,

drawings, photographs, etc. • Automatic, colourful product promotion at exhibitions • School Open Days and
other special events. • Information points in Offices, Libraries, Schools, etc. • Fund-raising activities.

Single user: £32.00 Site licence £96.00.

Montage
Creative

Fractal Art
Create stunning fractal art
pictures with the Montage
program. Working in interactive
mode Montage builds up the
multi-layer images as you work,
fast! Requires minimum 4Mb for hi-res pictures.
Montage runs on all RISC OS computers (3.1 or
later).

Single copy: £30.00 Site licence £90.00

alphabook

spell it

word match

12 3...
---A--*

ci?b

count 'em

flash card

®-@ snap
A A

Notes
Create notes, reminders, etc, on your computer for
yourself and others. You can 'stick' Notes onto files or
directories and have them appear at specific times on

screen, onstarting up, or when a file is opened. £5.00

Kids Keys
Handy flexible plastic keyboard overlay with large lower
case letters in the 'qwerty' key-board layout for use with
any computer. Easy to fix and remove using Velcro
supplied. Ideal for the younger key thumpers.

Singles: £2.50 School Pack (10) £20.00

picture book 1
This easy and enjoyable phonic-based approach to early learning
includes both a-b-c and phonic pronunciation. Both spoken
alphabets can be heard and repeated at the touch of a key.
Using Picture Book 2 reading, spelling and counting become
enjoyable for pre-school and primary school children, and those with
learning difficulties. The six Picture Book programs offer varied and
interesting work and play activities. A wide range of setting options
allows each program to be matched to an individual child's ability. The
lAlphaEdit utility supplied with Picture Book 2 helps you create your
own alphabet files for use with the programs.

Single user: £25.00 Site Licence: £75.00
Picture Book 2 can be run on all RISC OS computers. Minimum system

requirements are RISC OS 3.1 or later and at least 4Mb of memory

Really Good Software Company
8 Hawthorn Close, Harpenden, Herts, AL5 1HN United Kingdom

Tel/Fax: 01582 761 395 E-mail: sales.rgsc@argonet.co.uk
Post/packing add UK & Europe £1.50 Other countries £5.00. No VAT. Cheques with order please, made payable to

The Really Good Software Company. Official orders welcome.
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WThe long-suffering teacher
needs every help she can get
so this time we're looking at
resources available on the

Web to make the teaching of
Mathematics tbat little bit easier.

numeracysoftware.com
www.numeracysoftware.com
Star rating: **

This site has Numeracy News
(regularly daily), numeracy Web
links, and a free numeracy download
each week. These downloads include

pre-written spreadsheets, My World
screens, logo procedure files, data
files and so on.

For instance, one of the latest
downloads available before going to
print were four My World screens that
enable you to investigate which
pentominoes will tessellate.Then
there are free programs to download
such as: Counting Machine, Starters
and the Estimation Pack.

LCSI Microworlds
www.lcsi.ca/Iibrary/math/inde.html
Star rating: *

Provides a range of teaching
resources: an on-screen geo-board
which can be given logo-style
instructions to create geometric
shapes and patterns. Though you will
need to download the MicroWorlds

Web Player to access such resources -
just follow the on-screen instructions.

No exciting graphics on the site
itself just a range of short focussed
programs to download for PC or Mac
only unfortunately but there is an
interesting range from: arithmetic
with Roman numerals using this
calculator; a coin-tossing game;
another to predict a turtle's actions as
it "senses" different colours: Escher-

style tessellations; watching the

Pam Turnbull finds some

numeracy-enhancing
sites

turtles draw curves; and even looking
for patterns in these ancient textile
designs.

Math Magic
http://forum.swarthmore.edu/
mathmagic/what.html
Star rating: **

Aimed primarily at Year5 and above
this rather dry-looking site is worth
reading as it gives you to opportunity
to make contact with another team

from anywhere in the world, then
discuss and solve a mathematical

problem together. An interesting 1CT
cross-over here.

As well as working together teams
must agree on the solutions they are
going to post. If you want to dabble
sign on as an unregistered user so
you can receive all mailings, read the
exchanges, but you can't post.

The World Clock
www.timeanddate.com/worldclock

Star rating: *

Shows time around the world and

related information - sunrise and

sunset times. It does what is says and
provides a useful resource for time
activities and has a nice crossover

with ICT and Geography QCA
documents.

Fractals for Kids
http://math.rice.edu/--laiiiiis.frac/
Star rating: **

A nice crossover with ICT, Art and

Maths here as you can find out what
fractals are, see examples and make
your own. So if Mandelbrot sets and
Sierpinski gaskets are new to you
give it a go. An nice opportunity to
extend geometric knowledge with
post-SATs Year 6s. Not just a host of
pretty pictures but a site aimed at
children and at explaining the images
and the maths behind them.

Fractions by Cynthia
http://math.rice.edu/~lanius/Patterns/
Rating: **

Fractions received the 'fun' treatment

here though you wouldn't guess it
from the look of the site! Using and
applying, fractions of shapes.
Contents vary from Tun Fractions to
Drawing Fractions and even Designer
Fractions! A nice activity based site
useful for the Numeracy Hour with
its step-by-step approach encouraging
independent work. With answers and
teacher support online.

What if...?
www.rmplc.co.uk/eduweb/sites/
ufa1u7whatif.htm

Rating: **

Mathematical challenges for under 7s
here. With starting questions such as:
What ifyou started to add numbers.
What is thebiggest sumyou could do?
or What ifyou had pots offive multilink
cubes. Howmany different five models
could you make? There are over 20 of
these which make the basis for an

independent activity or oral/mental

www.acornuser.com September 2001
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Homework High
www.homeworkhigh.com/
Star rating: ***

Ifyour pupils get stuck with the work
you've sent encourage them to as an
expert by sending their questions to
Homework High's experts. They
promise to try for a same-day turn
around. Aimed mainly at 9 to 16-year
olds.

The World Infozone
www.worldinfozone.com

Star rating: *

Redesigned, the maths element is
only a part of a site which gives an
interesting international angle to a
range of subjects. Good presentation
and a search engine are thrown in for
good measure. Reviews of
commercial software mix with

reviews of Web sites, books and
revision aids.

learn.co.uk
www.learn.co.uk

Star rating: ***

Part of the big Guardian Unlimited
network, this offers students, teachers
and parents online lessons and
learning materials for Key Stages 3
and 4 which are interactive, utterly
reliable, and enjoyable. Choose your
lesson and you'll be presented with
lesson objectives and the learning
steps to achieving these.

So for someone interested in

percentages you'll work through
annotated questions on converting
percentages to fractions and decimals
before reversing the operation
followed by a recap/plenary session
before moving on to estimating
percentages, decreasing and

September 2001 www.acornuser.com

increasing by a percentage and
exercises to test comprehension.

Finally there is a self-assessment
checklist. An excellent resource with

revision, news and online experts to
add to the concoction.

GCSE Answers
www.gcse.com

Star rating: ***

Not just a maths site, this is updated
regularly and you can find forward
exam dates as well as tutorials on

topics which often cause problems:
BODMAS, negative numbers,
probability and so on.

So if Trigonometry is your bete
noir you can find help on right-
angled triangles as well as sine and
cosine rules. Beingextensively revised
at present I particularly liked the step-
by-step solutions to problems. Some
basic knowledge is assumed - how to
add, subtract, multiply and divide -
but the rest is covered.

I also liked the built-in

progression, for instance start with
the tutorials and you'll find you can
do the Easy Startactivities which
should place you at around a Grade
C Follow this up with the Heavy Duty
Stuffand you be taken to about Grade
A.

An excellent site, this holds your
hand and makes learning maths
unfrightening for students and their
parents!

BBC Education Bitesize
www.bbc.co.uk/education/bitesize

Star rating: ***

Very approachable and fits into the
BBC'sRevise Wise program on TV
shorts, books and broadcasts. Well
designed and broken into easy steps
most start with a Revision Bite. From

here students are led through a
typical question and given hints on
how to tackle it. Confidence

blossoming then try out a Test Bite.
Some interesting links from this site
too.

History of Mathematics
www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/
Rating:**

An interesting cross-curricular link for

older students. You can read about

famous mathematicians or find out

about famous curves from the

Cartesian and Cassinian Ovals to

Tschirnhaus' Cubic among others.
If you have access to a

Mathematical MacTutor system, you
can investigate these curves and their
associated curves in an interactive

way. Or if you're experienced with
Java you can have a go too.

Of more interest to me are the

contents of the section entitled:

Mathematics in various cultures. This

opens the lid of mathematics from
Ancient Babylon, Mayan Arabian
civilisations, India, Greece and Egypt
before moving forward in time to
America and Scotland.

Alternatively you can research a
particular topics such as Algebra or
Geometry and topology.

Brain teasers
www.eduplace.com/math/brain/
Star rating: *

Know your maths but have problems
applying it? Then look no further.
This delivers everyday problems
which can be downloaded or printed
for the classroom. A US site there is

even an annual Brain Teasers Summer

Contest each July. With a new
question each week this would make
an interesting challenge for a school.
For those stuck the solutions are also

given a week later.

Geometry through art
http://forum.swarthmore.edu/~sarah/
shapiro/shapiro.square.lesson.html
Star rating: *

The title underlines the cross-

curricular element here. There are in

depth lessons to use or edit too. For
instance, Exploring numbers that yield
squares and rectangles. These lessons
have been taught and practical advice
is given on how a lesson has worked
successfully in the past including
sample dialogue, questions and
results and the maths behind it all.

some good points
good for teacher resources
can be used constructively by
teachers and students
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The all new 'Byte-Size' PC

Actual Size

!
M-Sertes

\

Paysan Innovation introduces 'the world's smallest PC,
the size of a CD-ROM, with full working functionality
of a desktop computer.

It uses standard desktop CPU with 144 DIMM RAM and
2.5" HDD running Windows or Linux. It is ideal for the
user who's looking at saving space, portability without
the expense.

The M-Series is available in a range of Intel Pentium III
and Celeron processors, with upgradeability to 256Mb
and 30Gb HDD. Please call sales for further information.

WUSeries
Ingredients:
Intel Pentium III or Intel Celeron CPU,

up to 256 Mb RAM, up to 30 Gb HDD,
24xCD (8xDVD/CDRW optional extra)
up to 1280x1024, 16 Bit Stereo sound
with full duplex 3D. 56k V90 F/Modem,
10/100 Base-T Ethernet, USB, Parallel

and Serial Ports, Wins 98/ME/2000/NT

or Linux, Size I 57x 146x45mm.

Sales 01884 257458

f: 01884 243746

e: sales@paysan.co.uk
w: www.paysan.co.uk

Paysan Innovation, Unit 4 Millennium Place, Tiverton Business Park, Tiverton, Devon. EXI6 6SB
Prices arc subject to 17.5% VAT. E&OE. All trademarks are acknowledged of their respective owners. Paysan disrribution reserves tho right to change prices or specifications without prior notice.



One of the most talked about Acorn games is available noW
Transported to an
unknown world you must
venture into a dangerous
domain. Not only are you
searching for powercells
so you can return, you
have to survive and

battle against the evil
denizens who are

determined to

kill you.

"...The weaponry in this game is second
to none, and outclasses Quake or Doom by
a long way." Acorn Arcade
"I would say that it is a good buy for all
Rise PC owners"

Acorn Arcade

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW AND

HAVE AN EXPLOSIVE YEAR 2001

YES! Please send me copiesof Destiny @£10each Postage &Packing
, . UKpostage, add £1 each

Pleasesend me copiesof Destiny @£8each (subs price) Europe, add £?. each
Rest of world, add £3 each

Postcode E-mail

I wish to pay by:

I I Cheque/postal order (payable to Tau Press Ltd)
2 Credit Card (No debit cards)

Credit Card No:

ExpiryDate: / Your name as on card:

Signature:
I I Please tick here ifyou donot wish toreceive promotional information from other companies

Send your order to: Destiny Offer, Tau Press, 26 Stockport Village, Hooper Street, Stockport SKI 1DQ

September 2001 www.acornuser.com
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High resolution 3D graphics
Huge varied levels J^
Serious fire power v *"
Intelligent enemies
Original music

Configurable controls

And much more never, seen
in any other game of this Type;

on any other platfotm f

Playable on A7000+, Rise PC 600 or better. StraJgARMjj^
recommended. Requires CD-ROM drive* lOiNpb RArvftftnd
13Mb hard disc space minimum. RISC Oc*4patch available



Checkmate
Mike Tomkinson has an alternative to patience
Never hvaing been a great fan of

computer games (OK, when
they first appeared I liked the
early Space Invaders and a

few others) but as they became more
sophisticated, (or I did), they lost
much of their appeal.

However, there is one game for
which the computer was practically
invented: Chess. It is ironic that one of

the oldest of Man's games should be
so well suited to one of Man's newest

achievement: the computer.
Chess is the classic strategy board

game and its historical perspective
should not be overlooked. The

matches between Fischer and Spassky
in the early 1970's were really a
continuation of The Cold War on a

board. Both American and Russian

military intelligencestudied the
games in an attempt to divine their
opponent's military strategy.

Chess has always been one of my
favourite games but rarely one of the
favourites of those around me. A

shortage of human opponents need be
no problem with a computer and a
chess-playing program. The rules of
chess are not difficult but to achieve a

reasonable playing standard takes
time. Great, because computers are
infinitely patient tutors and
opponents.

A while ago I was bought one of
the latest (then) chess programs for
the PC — Chessmaster 7000 from

Mindscape Entertainment. As is
usually the case with PC games the
box proclaims it to be the World's
Most Popular Chess Program and I
have no reason to doubt it. It really is
an excellentpackage, full of the bell
and whistles we have come to expect
of programs on the PC and it plays a
very strong game of chess.

I know that you are not reading
this review to find out about PC

programs but bear with me. Playing
on the PC lead me to wonder what

was available these days for the Acorn
chess playing fraternity. I remembered
the old Cyber Chess from The Fourth
Dimension and a chess program from
Dave Pilling from a number of years

ago.

The Fourth

Dimension

disappeared
some time ago,
presumably into
the Fifth

Dimension but a

call to Chris

Evans at CJE
Micros tracked

down both Cyber
Chess and a copy
of Battle Chess

from Krisalis

Software, also
now defunct.

Cyber Chess is
still being published but once all the
copies of Battle Chess are gone that will
be it — unless it appears on a
forthcoming Krisalis collection. Thus,
at the moment, we have three chess
playing programs for the RISC OS
platform: Cyber Chess, Chess IIand
Battle Chess.

I actuallyalready had a copyof
Cyber Chess but it was an older copy
protected version utilising a key disc
protection method. As such it would
not play on a StrongARM/RISC OS 4
machine. The new version, (1.24a),
installs and plays with no problems.
For a program which cannot claim to
be modern, it was copyrighted in
1992, it plays a good game of chess.

I wondered how good and set it up
to play against Chessmaster 7000.
Frankly I expected it to be
slaughtered. Cyber Chess was White
and so had that slight advantage in
that White always goes first. I also did
not set Chessmaster at its strongest
setting but set it with a "personality"
with a reasonable level of play but
who overvalues bishops.

Chessmaster played the French
Defence to White's opening of e4. In a
further 68 moves Cyber Chess had
won. A very satisfying win when you
consider the relative ages of the 2
programs. 1 — nil to RISC OS. Hardly
scientific or even systematic but Cyber
Chess was the winner although I had
hamstrung Chessmaster 7000a little bit.

iM

T

Chessll

o

1

♦2

Black

E
00.00:00

White

00:00:00

i
In general Cyber Chess is a very

good chess program. You have just
enough options to configure the
program to your strengths and
weaknesses, good display — 2D and
3D (I preferred the 2D), and the price
is right at a special offer price of only
£25.

Chess II from Dave Pilling gives a
slightly better view of the chess board
and certainly a clearer view as it is
more of a perspective view than a 3D
one. I have included opening screen
shots from both programs so you can
see for yourself.

Just for fun I set it the same
problem as Cyber Chess — to beat the
same "personality" on Chessmaster
7000playing White. I really did not
expect it to win. Although this version
of Chess II (version 2.06) dates from
1995it could surely not win against
the PC program. Guess what? 68
moves later and it was all over — and

the winner was Chess II. In fact it was

over much earlier but Chessmaster 7000

displays a fault of most chess
programs — it does not know when to
resign.

There comes a point in most chess
matches where your opponent's
superiority makes going on hopeless
and useless — you may as well give
up or resign in chess terminology. If
you study many of the great games
you will notice that few end in
checkmate but most are resignations.
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Often you cannot see why the loser
resigned because they are looking
further ahead that you or I can. At the
highest level a one pawn advantage in
the end game is such that it is difficult
if not impossible to overcome.
Anyway, 2-0 to the RISCOS
programs.

ChessII has some nice touches,
reasonably strong play, a fair degree of
user control, excellent view of the
board, can be set to solve mate
puzzles but perhaps its strongest point
is the price — a very reasonable £16
inclusive.Chess II is certainly not
replete with bells and whistles but is
competent at what it does. It will give
you a good game of chess for a small
outlay It ran without fault on a
StrongARM/RISC OS 4 machine.

That brings us to our third
contender — Battle Chess, although
Chris Evans from CJE assures me that
there are very few copies of this
program left so if you wanted one
after reading get your order in quick.

Installation is straightforward
enough although Battle Chess does
requires a StrongARM patch which is
supplied. However, the program does
have an annoying copy protection
system which requires the original
disc to be in the drive and for you to
input exactly a move from a game
which is listed in the Appendix to the
manual before it will load.

1had not seen the program at this
stage — but I already hated it. From
then on it only got worse. The
program is not desktop compatible or
compliant. The general idea is that the
chess pieces are animated and actually
fight each other. Unfortunately the
view is awful, extremely annoying
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and the whole thing is
badly executed.

I tend to the view

that if you cannot say
something, anything
positive about a
program it is best to say
nothing. All I will say is
that all remaining copies
of this program should
be destroyed. Buy Cyber
Chess, buy Chess II, even
buy Chessmaster 7000
but not Battle Chess.

I have said before

that it is fortunate that

much of the software for the RISC OS

is so long lived. There is another side
to that argument. If RISC OS 4 had not
been so backwards compatible and, let
us say, that all copies of Impression had
stopped working at that point what
would have been the result?

Well, an obvious great outcry from
the whole community Fewer sales of
RISC OS 4 almost certainly. But what
then? There are alternatives like

Ovation Pro which are still being
supported and developed but whose
sales are held back byall the people still
using Impression.

In other words we only have
ourselves to blame for any lack of
software. I find it difficult to be
actively encouraging users to be
buying packages which are 6-8 years
old simply because no other
manufacturer will bring a newer
product to the market. Where enough
sales can be predicted some games are
ported across to the Acorn but
presumably sales of a chess program
mitigate against that happening.

Effectively then there are two
programs running in native form on
RISC OS: Cyber Chess and Chess //.
Each has its strengths and weaknesses.
Cyber Chess is the slightly more
polished program but 1preferred the
screen clarity of Chess II when in 3D
mode although there was little to put
between the programs in 2D mode.

As we have seen in terms of

playing strength both games can
compete with much more modern and
expensive PC equivalents although
probably not at the top level. Much of
this has to do with the chess "engine"
or chess playing part of the program.

As you might expect the longer

you give the computer time to "think"
or compute likely moves ahead the
more chance there is of it winning.
Both programs can display the move
or moves the computer is considering
and it can be instructive to watch

these.

Similarly you can set the programs
so that the computer only considers its
next move after you have taken yours
although this is not the way a real
opponent would play. Because the
computer can take a relatively long
time to make its next move you can
also force it to make a move.

The computer may be infinitely
patient but you are unlikely to be so.
In most modern chess games the
opponents have to make a specified
number of moves in a certain time

and once again both programs can be
set in this mode.

Cyber Chess comes with both a
printed manual and a printed Chess
Tutorial with teaching points. On the
disc are five famous games with short
histories in the Owner's Manual. As I

have said you can learn a lot from a
careful study of classicgames but
there is no real substitute for playing.
Youcan enter games as text files into
Chess II using either algebraic or non-
algebraic notation.

Both Cyber Chess and Chess IIfulfils
the aim of giving a human opponent a
reasonable game of chess and would
be useful in instructing the beginner.
Neither is expensive and in fact the
combined cost of both is less than the

original price for Chessmaster 7000. If
everybody bought both we might
convince someone that there was a

market for bells and whistles

new version. i =um »j

Produ ct details J
Product: Chess II

Price: £16

Supplier Dnvid Pilling, PO Box 22,
Thornton Cleveleys,Blackpool
FYS ILK

E-mail: david@pilling.demon.co.uk
Web: www.netlink.co.uk/users/pilling

Product: Cvber Chess

Price: £25 inclusive

Supplier CJEMicros,78 BrightonRoad,
Worthing,WestSussex BN11 2EN

Tel: 01903 523222

Fax: 01903 523679

E-mail: sales@cjemicros.co.uk
Web: vvwvv.cjemicros.co.uk



HOW MUCH MORE

OF YOUR VALUABLE

EQUIPMENT WILL

WALK THIS YEAR?
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Expensive equipment that vanishes is no lai

theft and the fight against it costs induj
UK and most of it comes off the

But now there is a simple low cost and^

effective way to stop crime in its tracjj

Selectamark.

How does it work?

cils in personalis^

plied with

pern

fly into

Ted paint fin

ally yet neatly and

'plastics, wood, fabric and

ies, which makes Selectamark

Totecting just about anything of value.

V

itiy
flch makes

"linium marking

is stencils of your choice with

Tg compounds and 'warning' stickers.

Tamark works because it makes expen

se equipment virtually impossible to sell. At

60p or less for each item, there's simply no better

way to send the thief away - empty handed - as it

makes the property worthless to sell when its true

ownership is identifiable.

Plastic marking compound supplied ina choice oftwo attractive colours
• Recommended byleading insurance companies

• Patented anddistributed inthe UK (beware of imitations)
• An ideal way to record company assets

FOR FURTHER DETAILS FREEPHONE ON 0800 163295

SELECTA
LPCB EBSIA

British Security Industry Av

• •• ••• •
• •• • • • • • <
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SELECTAMARK SECURITY SYSTEMS PLC,
1 LOCKS COURT, 429 CROFTON ROAD,

LOCKSBOTTOM, KENT BR6 8NL.

TEL: +44(0)1689 860757.
FAX: +44(0)1689 860693.

E-mail: sales@selectamark.co.uk
Website: www.selectamark.co.uk

stop theft in its

tracks with

SELECTAMARK!
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1 Web Street

ARM Club

Assn of Acorn User Groups
Abel Gratis

APDL

Ben Brook Web Design
Castle Technology
Cannon

CDR Supplies Direct
Cerilica

Chris Morison Software

CJE

CTA

Datastore

Desktop Projects

HDC

Image Software
Liquid Silicon

Microbits

Paysan

Photodesk

Pineapple Software
R-Comp
Real Ingenuity

Really Good Software Company ..
RiscStation

RISCOS Ltd

ROUGOL

Selectamark

STD

Superfast Labels
Surftec

Triffid

Wardlaw Surveys

Windfall Engineering

Map feature
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61

39
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On pages 28-29 you will find the UK guide to
dealers and developers, our "Map Feature". This
time, to make your search even easier, we have
also included a note in each box describing the
area in which each company specialises.

4ZTiTi

Tel: +44 (0) 1942 797777

55c Based Tg jes

For details of the next generation
in RISC OS computing, call now,

or visit your local dealer

call Advertising on

0161! 429 8902

LABELS

p@irm
Labol$ud

S/l

Tel: (01795) 428425
Fax: (01795) 422365

sales@superfast.co.uk
www.superfast.co.uk

CD LABELS
Available for Laser or Inkjet printers

mm
mm
mm
mm

E 5 Tel: (01795) 428425 B H

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Please see our advert on Inside Front Cover

extra 256MB RAM free with every Omega!
all we need is a £500 deposit

HIGHLANDS

Wardlaw Surveys
Authorised Acorn Dealer;

for all your needs from supply,
service, repair and full after-sales.

Wardlaw House, Kirkhill,
Inverness IV5 7NB

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

E-mail: sales@wardlaw.demon.co.uk

Web: http://www.wardlaw.demon.co.uk



ORTH WEST

168 Elliott St.

Tyldesley
Gtr. Manchester

M29 8DS

Acorn Dealer and RiscOS Centre of Excellence

Acorn Spares and Repairs

All Acorn Machines available on 0% finance

Installation. Networking _ _ _ . . ,
Repairs on ano-fix See Main Advert on

no-fee basis. Pages 4 & 5

Tel. 01942 797777 Fax 01942 797711

COVENTRY

MICROBITS
Front Offices, Alfa Trading Est.

32 Adelaide St., Coventry CV1 5GT
Tel: 024 7655 0088

Fax: 024 7636 6452

Mobile: 0771 425 1011

E-mail: sales@microbit.demon.co.uk

Web: www.microbit.demon.co.uk

Kiscbta

ONDON

MCOSmSmM
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FREE MEMBERSHIP

to the largest local group of

RISC OS Users in the UK

* Comeand meet local dealers,developers,enthusiastsand many beer drinkers!

* A wide rangeof eventsheld at variousLondon locations
* Organisers of theRISC OS EducationResourceswebsite
* Joint organisersof the RISC OS 2001 Show, Reading,October2001
* Join, and be kept informed

For further information on joining visit

www.rougol.jellybaby.net
Sponsored by

[CCUMANA
www.amiana.net

for all your RISC OS requirements

SOFTWARE

I J Interactive

or write to

Flat S, 19 Normanton Bond,
South Croydon, Surrey CR2 7JU

Tel: 07785 935 497

Registered Authorised

S£i 5js!
The RISC OS hardware/software specialists

Internet: Web/Email/Networking

Music, Multimedia, Systems and More...

22 Robert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6PS

Tel: 01925 755043 Fax: 01925 757377 rci@rcomp.co.uk
http://www.rcomp.co.ukl

SUSSEX

• Hardware {/fj^
• Software ^mcR<5^

78 Brighton Road

• Installation Worthing

West Sussex

• Repairs BN11 2EN

Tel: 01903 523 222

Fax: 01903 523 679

Open 6 days a week sales@cje.co.uk
With demonstrations available http://www.cje.co.uk/

SCOTLAND

Liquid Silicon
•Computers & Music Hardware • Upgrades • Software • Cables etc -

Registered
levelopcr

WES

©sktop

Authorised
Installer

W
l?i

RISCOS4(DIY) £120.00
Filling (ROMs only) .... £10.00
Fitting (ROMs, hard drive
reformatting and software

transfer From £25.00

Carriage on machines is extra.
Please call for details of any extra
charges on high-spec machines.

FREEPOST EH2725
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

sales@liquid-silicon.com
http://www.liquid-silicon.com

IM
4 Clock Tower Close

Hyde
Cheshire. SK14 IRS
For all your RiscOS, Linux&Tektronixneeds.
Visitors by appointment only. Carriage extra.

Mains Powered
Speakers

Tektronix

Colour Laser Printers

From £1950 Inc

Li ;rver
Linux Internet Gateway
Servers From £1320 Inc£15 Inc

Authorised RiscOS Dealer, Colour Laser & Linux Specialist
Tel: 0845 458 0778 Fax: 0161 367 7244

web: www.desktopp.demon.co.uk - email: info@desktopp.demon.co.uk

DIGITAL IMAGING

3 www.photodesk.ltd.i.ltd.uk-

for Graphics Hardware and Software

Chris Hornby
Photodesk Limited
1 The Courtyard
Southwell Business Park

Portland DT5 2NQ

Tel: 01305 822753 Fax: 01305 860483

Mobile: 07740 895851

Email: chris@photodesk.ltd.uk



The world's number 1 RISC OS magazine

m
You already know what a great
magazine Acorn User is - it's the only
place you can get accurate, rumour-
free, detailed RISC OS news, in-depth
hardware and software reviews, and
without doubt the best cover CDs

Take out a subscription today and
you guarantee never to miss an issue
of the biggest and best RISC OS
magazine in the world - at a lower
price than you can get in the shops.

Subscribe now!

back
L issues

Missed out on one

of our previous
issues? Take this

opportunity to bring
your collection up
to date. But hurry -
stocks are limited.
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Call our

Subscription Hotline

Tel: 0161 429 8902

Fax: 0161 429 0685

e-mail: subscrip@acornuser.com
Please quote code 'A0109' when
subscribing by phone or e-mail

71) receive the October '01 Acorn User (issue238)nil
subscriptions must be in by Tuesday 281li August.

Subscriptions received after this date will start
willi Ihe November '01 Acorn User (issue 239).

Issue 236

August 2001
• All about Slym
• Eco-friendlyWeb
• Messenger Pro

review

• Organizerreview
• Report on the

RISCOS Expo

Issue 232
April 2001

RISCOS graphics
round-up

• New Artworks

modules review

• Mow to create

desktopicons
• What ProCAD

can do for you

^^^mm^m^m

Issue 235

uly 2001
• Vantage review
• Wakefield Show

report

• Mike Cook's

Graphics Suite
• More on User

Interfaces

Issue 231

March 2001

• Music round-up
• Where to get

MP3s on the Web

• Presentations with

0HP2

• Reviewing Elite &
StarFighter 3000
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Please send me the following
subscription/back issues:

Please subscribe me for:
Annual subscription (13 issues)

Nezv Renewal
UK ~1 AUN0W9Y ~] AUR0W9Y
EU AEN0W9Y AER0109Y

World I AWN0109Y AWR0109Y

8-issue subscription
Nezu

UK J AUN01098
EU J AEN0W98
World _ AWN0W98
4-issue subscription

Neio

UK J AUN01094
EU J AENonm
World J AWNO1094

Renewal

AUR0W98

AER0W98

AWRm098

Renewal

AUR01094

AER0W94

AWR0W94

£45.99

£51.99

£63.99

£29.99

£34.99

£40.99

£15.99

£17.99

£20.99

Please send me the following back
UK Europe

Aug 2001 £4.20 £4.70
Jul 2001 £4.20 £4.70

issues:

World

£6.30

£6.30 S0LD

£6.30

£6.30

£6.30

£6.30

£6.30

J Issue 236,
] Issue 235,

•JSSU&234,
I | Issue 233,

] Issue 232,
J Issue 231,
J Issue 230,
J Issue 229,

Juu 2001 -
May 2001
Apr 2001
Mar 2001

Feb 2001

Jan 2001

•tA.IT

£4.20

£4.20

£4.20

£4.20

£4.20

£4.70

£4.70

£4.70

£4.70

£4.70

Any 2 back issues:UK£7.40 Europe £8.05 World £11.15
Any 3 back issues: UK£9.60 Europe £10.55 World £15.20

I wish to pay by:
] Cheque/pOStal Order (payable to Tau Press Ltd)
) CreditCard (Visa/Mastercard)
Credit Card No:

rrm
Expiry Date: / Prices include postage &packing

Your name as on card:

Signature:
All in'itii cardtransactions will beunderthenamePowerlrack International

Name

Address

Country

Postcode Tel

E-mail

Send your completed Acorn User
subscription/back issues form to:

Acorn User, Tan Press, 26 Stockport Village,
Hooper Street, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 7DQ

Telephone 0261 429 8902 or fax your completed
Acorn User subscription/ back issues form with

credit card details to

0262 429 0685

Have a query? E-mail subscrip@acormtser.com
Please note e-mail is not secure, we do not recommend
sending your order details as plain text though you can
scan a signed form and send it compressed by e-mail.

I I Please tick here ifyou require .1 receipt
Tau Press Ltd databases areusedexclusively byTan Press andbynoOthers
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Free Ads
• FOR SALE:

StrongARM Rise PC, RISC
OS 4.02, 72Mb RAM, 2Mb
VRAM; 6.3Gb HD; CD-
ROM; 5x86 PC Card;
Atomwide high speed
serial interface; 15in
monitor. Much software inc

Ovation Pro, Resultz etc.
Offers to jodrell@btinternet.
com or phone: 01252 617309

• Wanted: Old

computers, bits etc, for
home projects and learning
needed for free or pretty
cheap, any software and
books would be useful, any
P&Pgladly paid. Anything
greatly appreciated, and
unused items passed on to
others at no cost. E-mail:

julianhales@iggyman.freeserve.c
o.uk Phone 0114 2618314

(Sheffield/Yorkshire area)

• A7000+ with 12MB

memory, 400 MB HD, CD
and 14" monitor plus
various software. Space
needed hence only £150.

Bill 01424 846213.

• FOR SALE: A number

of (very) old acorn related
magazine back issues.
Contact

dtevendale@btinternet.com for
details.

• MAGAZINES: Acorn

User, The Micro User /
Acorn Computing from
1991-1999 & various issues

of Archimedes World and

Archive etc. Most with

cover discs and CD Roms.

All FREE to a good home.
Buyer collects (Caterham,
Surrey) or pays postage. Tel
07801 549173 or e-mail

acorn@bergs.org.uk

• RISC OS 3 Acorn, 4MB
Hard Drive,2048K Memory,
A3010 Keyboard, AKF18
Colour Monitor, Mouse,
Manuals, Advance
operating disks, VGC £100.
Tel 01933 626326

(Northants)

<(oads mote i>
Qot425-6Ul toilj

• A7000, rK
425HD compfc
OI> manuals..

MuWscan colour
28dp. Excelled
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Although we try to publish every ad we receive, we can
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• Variety of older
Acorn/RISCOS kit for sale.

A5000s, monitors,
keyboards etc. Trying to
clear room so all prices are
negotiable. Buyer collects.
May suit charitable
concern/startup business
or nursery school. Contact
Christopher Price: chris.
mertoncourt@argonet.co.uk or
tel: 0208 302 4078

• FOR SALE: Rise PC700

including PC Card,
Computer Concepts
Publisher & Art Works.

With Fireworkz &

Photodeck + other

Software. Tel: 01606 883514

or 724707 or e-mail

David@Gurbishleyd.fsnet.co.uk

• Variety of older
Acorn/RISCOS kit for sale.

A5000s, monitors,
keyboards etc. Trying to
clear room so all prices are
negotiable. Buyer collects.
May suit charitable
concern/startup business

on

tu-

Pr. Man.
£20; Q4G
Flashback

or nursery school. Contact
Christopher Price on:
chris.mertoncourt@argonet.co.u
kor telephone: 020 8302
4078

• FOR SALE: Rise PC

700 including PC Card,
Computer Concepts
Publisher & ArtWorks.

With Fireworkz &

Photodesk + other

Software. Tel: 01606 883514

or 724707 or Email at

David@Gurbishleyd.fsnet.co.uk

• WANTED: a mouse to

fit an Acorn 3010 or

information as where I

might get one reply to
lm@man.fwltech.com

• WANTED: 3D

graphics artists for
upcoming RISC OS games
titles. Characters, models or
scenery required. Reward
available for major
contributors. Please contact

nathan.atkinson@nflworld.com

N>1j
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make no guarantees; publication is entirely dependent on
space and time constraints.

Please fill in your name and telephone number below -
these will not be published but enable us to contact you in
case of any queries. Make sure you include your own
town/county in your ad to help potential buyers with their
purchasing decision. 0109

list Your name: Your phone number:
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What's your
?

In regard to your editorial in
issue 236,1 have to say that I
would like RISC OS and ARM-

based computers to be the most-
used computer system in Europe
and Australasia, but I am happy for
the Americans to stick with PCs.

My first introduction to Acorns
was when my daughter started
school and I thought it would be
sensible to have the same sort of

computer at home as she was using
at school. I soon found that there

was a great deal of good-quality
educational software for the Acorn

as well as good-quality word
processors and so on.

When I bought a RISC PC I
bought some educational software
for the PC side and was very
disappointed. Even software made
in this country has to cater for the
American market by using
American spellings.

I want the RISC OS market to be

healthy enough to survive, but I
dread the day we break into the
American market and RISC OS

developers feel obliged to start
spelling words incorrectly — I want
my children to learn to spell
correctly.

Mark Syder
Australia

PS: Before anyone asks, yes it
irritates me no end when I see 'gray'
instead of 'grey' in DrawWorks and
when 1see RISC OS help screens
referring to a 'dialog' box instead of
a 'dialogue' box. Developers please
note!

Perhaps we'lljust adda "US English"
language option, that will solve all the
problems — after all, we don't need to
beparochial.

Assumingthat RISC OS actually

purpose*
stands a chanceof expandingonce more
(and I couldn't do this job if I didn't
believe that)we will probably find that
we will need to add lots of newand
interesting languages.

Back to the penguin
Having read the contribution from
Mark Stephens (issue 236), I am also
running my pre-Risc PC with Linux
Mandrake 7.2 box, with the
anticipation of something new being
introduced from Omega and others.
In the meantime 1 have to use a

computer system that gives me
specific requirements not available
on my trusty old Acorn.

You may remember many years
ago, even Acorn themselves — in the
shape of the RiscX machines
ventured down the Unix path.
Working with a Linux system
nowadays is getting better and
better every month as can be
supported by the massive take up
Red Hat, Suse and my current
favourite, Mandrake.

Rather than looking at how to
integrate a MS system with
expensive overheads in both time
and money, the use of a Linux box
for everything from fire walling
your Internet connection, Intranet
use for SOHO users or for gaining
access to the latest in C compilers
and other programming goodies
makes this a far more interesting
proposition than you may think.

Microsoft connectivity will
always be an important issue for
both PC and non-PC users and

Linux projects such as StarOffice and
WINE are making their contribution
just as TechWriter or Warm Silence
products are aiding RISC OS. Ports
of many Linux programs find
themselves appearing in many

formats and as Apple has shown, by
incorporating BSD Unix to power
System X (the 'cancer' as one
Microsoft aide put it) will continue
to be with us — so let us embrace it.

I am backing Mark on this one
and suggest in your next survey, you
look much more closely as to how
we readers are utilizing not only our
RISC OS machines but how we are

interacting with others.
Rod Falconer

Arbroath

More ruddy vikings
Following on the spam issue, some
spammers (in fact lots of spammers)
get addresses from bots trawling
through Web pages in a similar way
that some search engines find pages
by following links. They look for e-
mail formatted text and return them

to the mailing list of the spammer.
I have several e-mail addresses on

my site and one US company
regularly (once or twice per day)
sends me a message to each address,
giving me plenty of junk mail from a
company I will never use because of
their bad practices.

One way to avoid spammers
getting your address from your Web
site is to use JavaScript for your e-
mail address. Not as complicated as
it sounds, try this (assuming your e-
mail is my_name@acornuser.com):

<1- hide from non-JavaScript
browsers

<script type="text/JavaScript">
document.writeln("my_name");
document.writeln("@");

document.wri teln("acornuser.com") ;

</script> ->

This stops most spammers that read
the file as text but do not translate

the JavaScript.
Unfortunately this stops your e-
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mail address appearing at all if the
person browsing does not allow
JavaScript or their browser does not
run JavaScript. So think of your
audience and use with care.

Graeme Shrimpton
by e-mail

More future questions
As an avid fan and user of

Acorn/RISC machines and
Impression Publisher, this morning I
phoned Computer Concepts and
asked if there was any likelihood of
further development and upgrade.
The answer came in the negative.
When I asked why they were not
going to develop things further I
was simply told it was "because
there is no longer an Acorn market,
sorry!"

To be honest, I was a little
shocked! So what is it I am part of
here? A bunch of rather eccentric

and ever-dwindling enthusiasts for a
market that, according to Computer
Concepts, no longer exists!

1 must confess, I have always
bought Acorn User from over the
counter, and unordered. 1 refuse to
have it any other way as I believe
that it is necessary for an
Acorn/RISC magazine to be seen by
a wider audience. Most people think
that Acorn went bust and no longer
exists — including a newsagent in
Mill Road, Cambridge.

Living, as I do, on the edge of
Cambridge, one might have
expected that it would be easy to
purchase Acorn User this way. Alas it
is not! Apart from going into central
Cambridge, and even then it's
usually extremely difficult to see
any copies on most newsagents
shelves, I usually buy my copy each
month from Tindall's of Newmarket.

Last month they cut the number on
their shelves from three copies to
just one — the one I bought!

I also take Digit magazine every
month. On the cover it says, PC &
Mac. I do not believe that 1 have

ever seen anything in Digit about
Acorn/RISC OS, although I have
seen several things about Linux, for
example. Where are the reviews on
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the Acorn /RISC success stories,
such as the solar-powered Solo and
Cerilica's Vantage, for example.

Flow can we really expect to see
our platform and products not only
survive but prosper and grow, if we
don't start pushing ourselves
forward and telling other magazines
— such as Computer Publishing,
Digit, Computer Arts and so on —
that we even exist?

We also need to educate the

general public, who will look at our
latest machine, the 300MFIz Kinetic,
and try to compare that quite simply
with a lGHz+ PC To them it's like

comparing a lOOOcc car with one
that's 3000cc.

About 18 months ago I needed a
laptop computer for my work. A
RISC OS product would have been
my preferred choice, but it simply
was not an option as such an animal
does not exist. I was forced to go out
and buy an Apple Mac instead. Now
let me ask you this, how long has
CTAbeen showing us pictures of,
and promising us, a RISC OS
laptop?

You have to give it to Apple, they
keep extremely quiet and then
simply plop the product in your lap
(excuse the pun). The latest iBook is
a good example. Our approach
seems to be to show an unfinished,
or demo, product (and this applies
to software as well as hardware)
many months before a working
product is even viable, let alone on
sale.

This seems to follow on from

Acorn's days with the Feeble —
sorry, Phoebe! By the time the
product arrives — if it ever does —
we've already told other platforms
what we're working on and, with
their greater financial clout, they've
either caught up or surpassed us
then in any case.

To be honest, I am really at a loss
as to understanding where our
future lies unless we can be seen by
a wider audience.

Ollie Batts

by e-mail

Size is relative. Compared to the PC

market the RISC OS market is so small

as to be non-existent. And Acorn did

vanish, nearly three years ago, so
anyone 'who thinks they went bust is
basically correct.

And, sorry, but any idea that Acorn
User should beeasier to get holdof in
Cambridge is not logical. Themagazine
is put together in Stockport, printed in
St Albans and nationally distributed
from Coventry.

However, having said all that, the
solution does lie in promotion to new
markets. Part of that is in press releases,
PR is the most under-used (and least

expensive) weapon in thesalesarsenal.
RISCOS Ltdshould be blitzing every
nezvs outlet with press releases about
every RISC OS related piece of news it
can lay its hands on — no matter how
apparently uninteresting.

Let me make what I mean absolutely
clear: The product of RISCOS Ltd is
"sold unitsof RISC OSfor desktop
computers" — and that is what should
bepromoted.

News editors are(a) lazy whenever
possible; and (b) neverhaveenough
news. So if a press release is provided in
an easy-to-use form that requires no
effort to reproduce in a news column it
will get used.

This is the way that you make RISC
OS look much bigger than it actually is.
You give it impact and influence, you
take everyopportunity to position RISC
OS with current or significant events.

Next layer down is the
manufacturers, they should be doing the
same thing butobviouslyfor their own
products. The same rulesapply
although they mayhave their own
specific markets to target. But the
communication lines of those markets
must befloodedwith information about
RISC OS.

On yourfinal point,yes it would be
better if companies came upwith
completelyfinished and thoroughly
tested products rather than either not
currently existing, not quitefinished or
not completely tested.

Contacting AU j
lctters@acornuscr.com J



Camera prices are
constantly changing,
please phone me for
a quote/ latest price

C860L
C960Z
C990Z
C2040Z

LTD

The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ

Telephone +44 (0) 1305 822753 Fax +44 (0) 1305 860483

chris@photodesk.ltd.uk www.photodesk.ltd.uk

rices Include VAT - photodesk limited

PHOTODESK The studio quality image editing package is now available as a CD-
ROM edition. It includes an HTML manual and in addition a CD of professional digital
photos by David Cowell. It also includes the complete set of special effects plug-ins.
This is the full CMYK/Layers version of Photodesk.

NOW ONLY £135.00
Upgrades: 2.xxL/Olymp:

3.xx/Olymp: £20
£100.00 2.xx/Olymp: £85.00 3L.xx/Olymp: £70.00

Special Offer: Dave Cowells 2 CD Tutorials worth £49.98 with any Olympic or Olympic
upgrade add only £25

BRAND NEW CD "STARTING POINTS"£25 (Not just RISCOS or Photodesk, ( ,
ideal primer for general photo editing, artwork" generation on any platform. ^

£220

£320

£420

£525

OHP 2 £40

A presentation
Package on CD-ROM:

Version 2 now has

Powerpoint export.

(upgrade from 1.xx £13) J
OHP is a screen-based presentation package tor use with Rlbi o computers

OHP lets you compile Presenlations comprised of a number ot graphics tiles, which
you create or purchase outside OHP. and show thern on your computer's VDU as a
full-screen presentation. OHP has facilities to order the graphics, give them consistent
styling, add sound effects and help you present them to an audience. If you have
access to an electronic projector, you can use that to project the presentation onto a
screen.

The read-only version, OHP Show (which is Freeware) can be given away with your
presentations or used on any number of computers; this makes OHP presentations an
ideal way of communicating or advertising.

OLYMPUS Cameras All cameras '- k software

Worth £69

C3040 Zoom 3.3Megapixel (2056x1528 pixels) 3xzoom 2.5 dif:'
lens attachments, Manual as well as automatic controls. inter
memory card and remote control standard, now £790 in<-'

C2100 Ultra Zoom 2.2 Megapixel (1600x1200
with image stabilisation Manual as well as ?•
16MB memory card and remote control *"'
and RISCOS software

C2040 Zoom 2.2 Megapi-
attachments. Manual ?- -%C*
memory card and r*' ^C**\^

cr--rtf?>T
i *-^«v**-

#
,oe&

«*
.V* S?

»>,cv

takes
16MB

. electronic TTL SLR
ovision for external flash.

MULTI CAMERA LINK FOR RISC OS

- at now only £750.00 inc.VATQ21 00 Ultra

W ^.rt ¥ * " /«0^ w\6* _($»'*'oxzoom 2x digital zoom, internal flash with 8MB memory0'

-.gital zoom, movie feature, takes lens
.iash with provision for external flash. 8MB

ard reader for RISCOS. :£525.00 inc.VAT

C3040Z £790

C2lOOUZ£750
&1Opixels) 3xzoom 2x digital zoom, internal flash with 8MB memory card

£320. 0«#r^&\4t
**°V5

Ml* -oitware

C860
inc.VA sHtie

.£(0 .*el (1280x960pixels) 2x digital zoom, internal flash with
' ,u$ software

PRINTERS ^

.... '••• I

m&

8MB memory card

Canon S450

Canon S4500 A3 £350

£150 All printers include PhotoReal soltware

Worth £69 Pho'oReal PrinterDriverSoftware

Canon S800 £375
The S450 and S4500 are brilliant general purpose printers with separate ink
tanks, the price includes a PhotoReal driver and a standard set of cartridges (4
colours) The printers may be upgraded to stunning photo-quality with the
optional photo pack which includes a photo cartridge and pack of PR101 pro
paper.(£55) Price of printers with photo pack: S450 A4 £199, S4500 A3 £399.

The S800 is Canon's top of the range photo printer, it uses the latest Canon six
ink technology with superfine droplet size. The PhotoReal driver utilises the
printers capability to produce really superb photographic output.

PLEASE ASK ME FOR BROCHURES AND SAMPLE PRINTOUTS

L0OK

...for PHOTODESK
with any Camera,
Scanner, or Printer!



86 times faster than an A3000
57 times faster than an A4000

' 29 times faster than an A5000
14 times faster than an A7000+

11 times faster than a RiscPC 700

The world's first 300MHz RISC OS computer

Available NOW from £935
(excluding vat and delivery)

The NEW Kinetic RiscPC 300 Edition
• Fastest production RISC OS computer • Fast SDRAM • RISC OS 4.04 on Flash ROM • FREE software

• Up to 16.7 million colours • Resolutions up to 1920 x 1440* • Proven robustness and reliability • Podule expansion system
Unique modular case design • 30Gb Hard Drive* • 2Mb VRAM • 52x CD-ROM Drive • CD-Rewriter* • CRT & LCD Monitors*

CASTLE

tie Technology Ltd
Ore Trading Estate Woodbridge Road Framlingham Suffolk UK IP13 9LL

Tel: 01728 723 200 FreeFax: 0800 783 9638

Email: sales@castle.uk.co

*Optionalupgrade. Speedcomparisons based onpublished MIPSperformance.


